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INTRODUCTION

There continues to be a need for information concerning the organization of

the Central Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, with special emphasis on

the Office of Indian Education Programs. This document, which is little

more than a collection of official papers and reports of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, reflects the background to the organizational structure of

the BIA as it was ordered by the Secretary of the Interior in the spring of

1973 and as it became in the summer and fall of 1974.

It is important to emphasize Commissioner Thompson's statement which was

made before the Senate Committee during his Confirmation Hearings. (See

page 2 for an excerpt). Commissioner Thompson expressed the position that

the important business of the Bureau is efficiency in delivering services

to Indians, as contrasted to discussions and efforts devoted to the organi-

zational structure of the BIA. While orgaLizational structure can he

important, it is secondary to the job to be done. Organizational structure

does not in itself determine the quality of services for the government or

for any ipther large institution. Nonetheless, since there continues to be

an interest in the organization of BIA, this document seemed important and

is being made available to those who wish to review the background concerning

how the MA, Central Office, organizationally, got where it is today.
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THE ORGANIZATION GT THE OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS

This paper has been developed in order to show the basis for decisions that

have been made coincident to an organizational structure for the Office of

Indian Education Programs of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Historical Antecedents: The Central Office function of Education for BIA had

a reletively stable structure from about 1954 - 1956. Organizational changes

started in 1966 and continued throughout the next eight years. The first

strong opportunity for a stable structure since 2966 has emerged with the

release on May 22, 1974, of the Departmental Manual 130 DM 2 - 8 (Appendix L.

Suffice it to state that since Dr. Carl Marberger assumed the position of

Assistant Commissioner in 2966, the Office Of Indian Education Programs has

been in the process of "reorganizing."

TO describe this ongoing reorganization and upheavel in detail would go far

beyond the needs of this paper, though this can be done if it is thought

pertinent to the current situation. The Education organization is better

understood in relationship to the genera/ situation in the Central Office of

the BIA.

BZA Headquarters Organization: Commissioner Louis R. Bruce proposed an

organizational structure that was never realized. His structure conceived

Education as little more than a Branch, yet the reality of need demanded that

it be greater than this concept. The organization was never implemented, pri-

marily because it did not appear to meet the need of the Bureau. Since this

structure had problems, it was studied by an Inter-Agency group and they

produced the ."Preston Report." The Preston Report described the problems of

the BZA especially as related to the breakdown in communications and what should
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have been done to correct it. Shortly thereaftez, the BIA building in

Washington was sacked and the BIA went along without a Comnissioner for almost

a year. During this time, another study of the Central Office was undertaken

and another report was provided. All of this general activity regarding organi-

zation has had a decided and profound effect on Education and the decisions

made which lead up to the current situation.

At the tine that Commissioner Thompson was being considered for hit. post, tile

issue of organization was acute and was a subject brought up ac his confirma-

tion. At his Confirmation Hearings, Comndssioner Thompson said:

The right of Indians to expect an efficient and responsive Bureau
is very important. It is unfortunate, however, that in recent
months, concern with reorganization and realignment appears to
have been elevated to a high mission status. EVen more unfortunate
is that this high concern for organizational changes has somewhat
diverted valuable resources and attention from what should be the
Bureau's top priorities.

There were sore threadsof continuity which persisted through the various cm..

mittees and Task Forces conducting studies of the BIA Headquarters ozg.;.anizat.

and these have had an overall influence on decisions made. They are importn::

and need to be stated.

First, there was general agreement that decision making for operations should

be a function of the Field Offices. The Central Office should focus on policy

develorment and standards, much like a state department of education regarding

the Bureau's Education activity.

SecOnd, this type of general role should need fewer employees than was being

There is reference above to some of the studies that have been made in recent:

times. Special note is made of a general effort that is represented by the
.



Imork of a special committee which concluded its work in the Spring of 1973

(May 1973, Tucson Report, Appendix k). This had the involvement of a number

of bodies of individuals including the National Tribal Chairman's Association>

Departmental personnel, Central Office BIA, and BIA Field personnel. The

results of this are reflected in the report, "Central Office Realignnent."

(Appendix C).

A review of this report will provide a better understanding to the antecedents

leading up to the May 20 Departmental Manual Release. This report investi-

gates in depth some of the issues of organization that have subsequently

become the hanis for current actions. It deals at 2engtP with the methods

tor reducing the size of staff. It points out the obvious management efficiency

to be achieved by a clearer division of labor between Area and Central Offices.

The Central Office should deal with policy (program) and the Areas should deal

with operations. The report also nakes definite recommendations regarding the

relative sizes of the progzam units of the Central Office. These recommenda-

tions were largely followed throughout the reorganization process. The only

differences between the 1973 Report recommendations and those released in May

by the DePart6lent concern the immediate office of the Commissioner. Otherwise,

it was closely followed.

The Organization of Education: It has beek.pointed out above that the organi-

zation of the am Central Office has antecedents stretching over a period of

years. This same condition applies to the Office of Indian Education Programs

A recent and succinct explanation of the changes has been developed and is

presented in Appendix D.

One guideline which influenced decisions regarding the organization of Educa-

tion was that which called for the Cen al Office to focu$ poon licy development
lig-



and guidance. In essence, this ean be translated into activities re/ated tO

program direction and fascal matters. One of the min responsibilities of

the Central Office concerns the budgetary proccos and gaining support for

adequate fundihg of programs. When translated into organizational structures

for the Education unit, there was a determination to assiyn the fiscal-profes-

sional liaison fu-ictions to the Washington based staff and the program concerns

to the Field located (Albuquerque ) based staff. This followed closely the

recommendations of the Cormittee Report referred to above.

Another guideline taken from the various studies related to the scattered

effect that was in existence throughout the BIA Central Office, Education was

often cited as a prime example of the scattered effect. It was strongly

recommended that this be reduced and that the organization be streamdined.

The following diagram illustrates how the Central Office Education looked a

short while ago.

The diagram illustrates that the Central Office was:

Involved in operations

Located in four different cities, creating poor supervision, inefficiencyand waste.

Lacked definition with overlapping functions

You will find in the attached Appendix the reports that for the most part deal

with the problems inherent in the above diagram. Basically, tht, reduction of

Central Office Education staff was considered a vital part in the process of

implementing the policy of self-determination for Indian People. It was to

contribute to this policy in the following ways:

(1) Operational activities and decision making were to be removed from the

Central Office and placed in the hands.of Area, Agency, and sc...hool por-

sonnel who were in close, daily contact with Indian People.
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(2) MOnetary savings would accrue from the reduction and be made

available for basic program needs in keeping with cOmmunity,and

. tribally determined priorities.

(3) Central Office staff, freed from operational responsibilities, coula

focus on the evaluation, review and analysis of Indlikn Educiation

programs and advising the Commissioner on needs, new program

directions, standards, and policy matters.

(4) A trimmer Central Office staff with redefined roles will help to

reduce duplication of effort and will avoid the usurpation of line

authority.

It is appropriate at this point to discuss in detail some of the decisions

made relative to the details of the organization of the Education Office.

Of primary concern must be the loss in staff.

Perhaps the best answer to the question of why losses in staff have occurred

in the realignment of specific places is to realize that staff losses follow

function losses. The following table illustrates the point for the Office of

Indian Education Programs.

TABLE ONE

LOST ACTIVITIES LOCATION

Legislative Liaison Washington, D.C.

School Operations (Services to Eastern Tribes and
to IAIA) Washington, D.C.

Adult Tralning Operations Brigham City, Utah

Teacher Recruitment Albuquerque, N.M.

Speciality Programs (Physical Education and Cultural
Studi.is) Albuquerque, N.M.,

and Santa Pe, N.M.

1 2,



In addition, a slimmer organization required a consolidation for efficiency

sake. This meant that two Divisions with small staffs located at a distance

were re-structured to one location. Specifically:

Evaluation, Research, and Development, all in Albuquerque instead
of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Washington

Continuing Education, all in Albuquerque instead of Albuquerque,
Brigham City, and Washington

The initial allocation of positions to Education reflected that Education went

from a position ceiling of three years ago of approximately 150 to 56 (See

Appendix J for figures describing all Central Office reductions). All during

the winter and spring of the 1974 Fiscal Year, the organization of Education

was discussed within the 56 position ceiling. Much serious thought was given

to a redefinition of functions and identification of the types of positions

needed within such a limited number. Appendices E and F, and G are papers

dealing with this topic. These documents deal in detail with the organization

of the Office of Indian Education Programs.

Additionally, durirg the Spring of 1974, meetings were held from time to time

to discuss the details of the realignment. Since Education was destined to

receive a substantial cut in personnel, an additional in-depth analysis of

functions was made. Again, a major criterion used in the realignment concerned

the basic role of the Central Office in relationship to policy developaent and

fiscal matters. Operations were to be transferred to the Field. A special

study taking yet another look at sone of the same losses in function that

would result in changes such as were being proposed. (Appendix H).

In early April 1974, the Acting Directors and Ddrectors met with the Commissioner

tc review the situation. It was at this meeting that the need for additional

ceiling for Education was recognized (Appendix I). As a result of this effort,
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- an additional 19 positions were requested by the Commdssioner and granted

from the Department for Education.

Position descriptions were developed for the number of positions allowed and

a grade suggested for them. A representative of Education worked with Person-

nel on this task. It was attempted to develop a common description for the

position of Pducation Specialist, GS-17W-12/13/14. The Branch of Personnel

said this c.:421d not be done so, where needed, positions descriptions were

developed to coincide with the new structure.

Personnel then reclassified all of the old and new position descriptions. In

many cases this has resulted in several of the positions being downgraded even

though the functions were identical to the ones previously performed and the

place in the organization remained the same. To our knowledge, none of the

positions have been upgraded.

The Branch of Personnel also used old position descriptions to firm up and

to describe functions so that classification standards could be applied.

The Branch of Personnel made changes in the position descriptions subMitted

to achieve this. Sone ofthe position descriptions they developed are in

error in terms of functions to be performed.

Please see Appendix G for the initial list furnished with grades suggested.

TO Summarize:

The B1A Headquarters organization has been unstable for five years

There was much studying of organization

The structure ultimately decided upon had considerable review

14



The Central Office was to have fewer employees

The Central Office was to perform a policy development and fiscal
role anei to transfer all operational functions to Area Offices

The method selected to reduce staff was Reduction-In-Force

The Office of Indian Bdu-ation Programs was organizationally confused
with overlapping functions and involvement in operations

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Morris Thompson, placed the
organizational structure of the Bureau in a priority lower than
services to Indian patrons

In Summary:

The Central Office of the BXA has gone through a period of change in Commissioners

and other key personnel for almost eight years. The effects of change have been

unfortunately demoralizing to staff members. Strength has been gained by in-

creased tribal input and cons.fderation for self-determination. These strengths

have been molded by Mt. Thompson as Commissioner and we now face a time of new

stability as realignment takes place.

The well studied and thought out decision to cause the Central Office to change

roles is being put into effect. The old role of actual operations is now left

Lo the Field level representatives of the Commissioner with Central Office staff

properly concerned with policy development and guidance and fiscal accountability.

In order to accomplish the goals of the administration and the Commissioner, a

change in function has to be followed by a change in position descriptions and

numbers of employees. The change calls for less employees in the Central Office

--and the carefully thought out decision to accomplish this is the Reduction-In-

Force procedure. This RIF has to affect employees, some adversely. This is a

matter for concern and deserves close attention so that no employee is unnecessary

affected. 15



The Office of Indian Education Programs, along with the rest of the Central

Office, has had overlapping functions and considerable involvement in operations.

This is rapidly disappearing and we are quickly focusing on the major target:

Services to Our Indian Patrons.

In conclusion, there has been some interest regarding the two primary locations,

Washington, D.C., and Albuquerque, New Mexico, of the Central Office Education.

Having two locations for the Central Office Education is not new. Such an

arrangement was started in about 1950 and has continued uninterrupted since

then. For more details concerning this feature of BIA organization please

refer to Appendix K and Appendix L.
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United States Department ofthe Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN APPAIRS

WASHINGION, D. C. 10245

Hay 22, 1974

Memorandum

To: All Central Office Employees

The organizational alignment of the Central Office of the Bureauwas signed by Secretary Morton on May 20, 1974.
This alignmentis designed to implement goals outlined in Secretarial Order 2954 -namely, transferring day to day operational activities of theBureau to field offices, reducing

non-essential Central Officesupport staff, increasing the effectiveness of the delivery systemof services to Indians and.focusing organizational effort. on Indiantrust responsibilities.

The new structure of the Central Office W_11 include the Office ofthe Commissioner,
Congressional and Legislative Affairs staff, Public'Information staff,
Intergovernmental Relations staff, Policy Planningstaff, and Office of Administration. The mission

program organizations
are: the Office of Indian Services, the Office of Tribal ResourcesDevelopment, the Office of Trust

Responsibilities, and the Office of
Indian Education Programs.

Under this plan, the number of positions available to carry outessential Central Office functions is 787. As of April 30, 1974,the Central Office had 846 employees. This means that 59 employee-
are in positions

that will be surplus to those provided for in thenew organization.
Approximately 70 additional employees will beadversely affected due to the transfer of certain functions to thefield and the

establishment of new program functions.
The Bureau management will still be one of decentralized

operations
with close

coordination between Central Office and field officials
and with strong direction and policy guidance by the Commissioner.
The following Central Offices in the field that supported

headquarters
functions will be discontinued:

Forestry Service Center (Denver,Colorado), will be absorbed by the Portland Area Office; IndianTechnical Assistance Center (Denver, Colorado); and Plant Management

#.
,z, 1:0,
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Engineering Center, (Denver, Colorado), functions will be
transferreG to the Division of Facilities Engineering in
Albuquerque; National Indian Training Centei. (Brigham City,
Utah), whose function will be transferred to the Haskell
Indian Junior College, Lawrence, Kansas, and Plant Design and
Construction (Albuquerque, New Mexico), will be absorbed by the
Division of Facilities Engineering.

The changes, with realignment of functions, will require the
invoking of Reduction in Force (RIF) regulations. The following
actions will be taken in a way to insure that employees whose
jobs are affected will suffer as little as possible:

1. Selective freeze of all BIA field openings in.certain
categories -- for example, engineering -- for which employees that
are expected to be displaced from one job can be considered.

2. Within the Bureau vigorous placement in field positions
of adversely affected employees.

3. A request has been made for the outplacement of affected
employees with other Aureau and Offices of the Department of the
Interior.

4. .
Positive efforts will be 'made by the personnel offices

for outplacement in other Federal agencies.

5. We are requesting authortty from the Civil Service
Commission for the use of voluntary early retirement which will
permit employees who wish to retire early to do so.

6. Where employees are not placed in the new organization or
not placed elsewhere ironediately, they will be continued on the
rolls and given appropriate meaningful assignments until such time
as they have at least been given.reasonable offers of opportunities
for reassignment.

The staffing of the new organization will be completed through the
reduction-in-force roster procedure. Employees will be placed in

. the new organization in accordance with Civil Service regulations
for reduction-in-force. Indian preference gill be elecognized by

. 'placing the Indians at the top of the retention register in the same
subgroup.

Additional personn el information will be given through group
discussion mettings for all employees which will be scheduled
promptly. Personnel discussions will be pxovided by the regular
personnel servicing offices.
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Department of the Interior
MPARTMENTAL MANUAL

prganization
Part 130 'Bureau of 'Wiwi Affaixs6

Chapter 2 Organizatioa Structure

.1 Overall Organization. The overall organization of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs consists of a headquarters in Washington, D. C., Area

offices, and subordinate field installations located throughout the

country. The Commissioner of Indian Afi'airs is the chief executive

of the Bureau. Each Area office is under the supervision of an Area

Director who also supervises several field installations.

.2 Headquarters Organization. The Bureau headquarters consists of

the Office of the Commissioner, which includes four'.-component organi-

zational units as described below; four mission-oriented program

offies: as described in Chapters 3 through 6; and one administrative

support cffice described in Chapter 7. Day-to-day operations are

carded on by the Bureau's Area and other field offices..

The functions of the headquarters organizational components

are to assist the Commissioner in the exercise of management control

over the operation of the Bureau. Specifically, the Central Office

components: (1) coordinate and assist in the development of

Bureauwide policies, programs, budgets and Justifications; (2) develop

Bureauwide legislative programs and-reports; (3) carry on liaison with

other Federal agencies ancrnational Indian organizations regarding

-Indian programs and needs; (4) monitor and evaluate the performance of

the field establishment; (5) participate in periodic and special

management and program reviews of field operations; and (6) advise the

Commissioner on Bureau programs, policy matters and regulations, and

Ou specific items or cases.

.3 Office of the Commissioner. The Ccmmissioner of Indian Affairs

establishes policies, directs total operations, and represents

the Bureau in dealings with Congress, the Department, other Federal

agencies, the Indian people, and the public. He is assisted in these

functions, particularly in the internal management of the Bureau, by

a Deputy Commissioner; and by Assistants to the Commissioner who perform

a. variety of tasks which require focus within the immediate Office of

the Commissioner. This office controls the flow of sensitive and

prlority correspondence throughout the Central Office.

A. The Congressional and Legislative Affairs Staff reviews and

coordinates all legislative development and congressional relations

- activities of the Bureau. It provides legislative research and staff

assistance in planning, developing, and drafting legislation. It

reviews and analyzes the legislative needs of the Bureau and tribes,

and prepares and reports on legislative proposals affecting Indians and

Xndian tribes as well as Bureau operations.

-21
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Department ot the Interior
DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL

Organization Part 130 Bureau of Indian Af-f'airs

Chapter 2 Organization Structure 130.2,1B

B. The Intergovernmental Relations Staff serves as a coordination
point for liaison with other Federal agencies at the national and
regional council level and the national headquarters of organizations
of state and local government officials in order to promote active
consideation of the needs of Indian people in the administration of
Federal programs. It identifies and maintains information on Federal
financial and technical resources available to Indian people. It
serves as the focal point in the Bureau :or international Indian
affairs. It also serves as a focal point for developing information
for the Indian people on the availability f assistance programs, the
eligibility requirements and the benefits to be received from the
programs..

C. The Policy Planning Staff at the direction of the Commissioner,
develops and defines the Bureau's mission, policies and objectives
including developing long range plans and objectives in coordination
with Bureau activities such as legislation, budget, and evaluation
processes; identifying strategic problems requiring resolution or
study; developing Bureauwide forecasts and innovative planning for
future Bureau requirements and needs; performing special studies
and evaluations to insure that the Bureau's mission, policies and ;

nbjectives reflect the future needs. of .the Indian people and the Bureau.

D. The Public Information Staff maintains liaison uith the media,
the public, and other Federal and State agencies. It prepares speeches,
and articles for key officials in the Bureau, news releases on major
developments, general publications, and audio visual materials in
support of the Bureau's mission; and'special materials as required to
provide closer and more timely communication with Indian groups. It
prepares special material to be used as correspondence aides in
answering repetitive public inquiries on current and historic issues.
The Public Information Staff is headed by a Chief of Public Information who

. reports directly to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The staff serves
as informltion consultants to other top officials of the Bureau. The
Office maintains a functional relationship with the Office of
Communications, Department of the Interior and with all public informa-
tion related activities in the Bureau.

22
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,Organization

Department of the.Interlor -

DEPARTMENTAL:- MANUAL
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Chapter 3 Indian Services 130.3.1

.1 The Office of Indian Services is responsible for providing staff
support to the Commissioner in the developaent and management of Bureau
programs designed to promote the welfare and development of individual
Indians and Indian communities, assist tribes in developing local
governmental services for Indian communities and assist tribes in
developing their capabilities for self-government. These programs in-
clude Social Services, Housing, Law Enforcement, Tribal Government,
and Tribal Planning.

The OffIce of Indian Services plans; develops, monitors, and evaluates
programa, policies, standards, procedures, and feedback systems foia itt
assigned programs; participates in the allocation of Bureau rescurces -
for respective program operations; and makes recommendations to the
Comndssioner for necessary changes or adjustments in the program and
in its implementation.

A. The. Division of Rousing Services provides staff issistanc.e
to -the Director regarding Bureau programs to provide and improve housing
for Indians in Indian areas. The Division also maintains liaison with
the Central Office of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
on housing and other HUD programs to achieve the greatest possible
potential benefits tolndians and their communities. In addition,
the Division maintains liaison with the central office of the'Indian
Health Service to assure the coordination of the sanitation facilities
construction program with the housing production and improvement pro-
grams in Indian areas.

B. The Division of Law Enforcement Services provides staff
assistance to the Director regarding Bureau programs designed to
provide law enforcement services'. This includes programs related
AO law enforcement, the provision for training of personnel in
police work, enforcement of trading regulations, enforcement of

- bunting and fishing regulations, and the coordination of such
programs with the central offices'of other agencies.

, C. The Division of Social Services provides Staff assistance
to the Director regarding bureau programa designed to provide
Social Services to assist Indians and Indian communities in coping
vith social problems and to better utilize and develop community
resources. The programs include financial assistance for needy
Indians living oh reservations; arranging foster care for dependent,
neglected and handicapped Indian'childrenireferral of Indians to
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lw.al and State agencies for assistance where appropriate; prevention
services in.bol.h adult and juvenile crime; both individual and family

counseling services; community organizational services to improve the

lives of Indian people; and assistance to tribes in the development

of tribal social services programs and tribal work experience programs

for employable recipients of assistance.

D. The Division of Tribal Government Services provides staff

assistance to the Director regarding Bureau programs relating to

tribal special services, tribal management services, and tribal

enrollment services. This involves providing advice and assistance

in areas of tribal judicial systems, tribal extension services,
tribal government activities and procedures, tribal and judgment

rolls, and enrollment appeals requiring action by the Commissioner or

the Secretary of the Interior.

E. The Division of Tribal Planning Services provides staff

'asiaistance to the Director in providing guidelines to generate

inherent tribal long-range and program planning capability.

It provides staff leadership in the development, programming and

fUnding of comprehensive plans reflecting the socio-economic and other

needs as stated by individual tribal communities. It provides
technical direction through the Director of Indian Services to field

personnel who provide direct planning services to Indian tribes.

Promotes consideration of youth and aged needs in comprehensive

tribal plans.

2

.

5/20/74 #1640
Replaces 3/16/72 41409
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Chapter 4 Tribal Resources Development 130.4,1

.1 The Office of Tribal Resources Development is responsible for pro-
viding staff support to the Commissioner in the development and manage-
ment of Bureau programs to provide technical and financial assistance
to enhance the economic development of Indian reservations and their
people. The Office_includes programs designed to assist Indian tribal
organizations and individuals in (1) business enterprise development,
with strong emphasis on Indian ownership and entrepreneurship;
(2) securing credit and financing from conventional and governmental
sources to finance all sorts of Indian economic self-development,
including loans for.resources and business development, housing,
public utility facilities, education, and other purposes;
(3) qualifying for, finding, and occupying jobs both on and off 4,

reservation, consistent with the needs, capabilities, and aspira-
tions of Indians; and ()) providing management and technical
services associated with roads construction and maintenance programs.

The.Office of Tribal Resources Development plans, develops, monitors,
and evaluates programs, policies, standards, procedures, and feedback
systems for its assigned programs; participates in the allocation of
Bureau resources for reJpective program operations; and makes
recommendations to the Commissioner for necessary changes or
adjustments in the program and in its implementation.

A- The Division of Indian Business Enterprise, provides staff
assistance to the Director regarding Bureau activities designed to
assist the Indians in business enterprise development on Indian
reservations. This is encouraged and assisted through various
programs of technical and financial aid including but not limited
to: (1) .assistance in the development of specific commercial and
industrial enterprises with emphasis on Indian ownership,
entrepreneurship, and employment; (2) specialized assistance to
identify, evaluate and publicize Indian enterprise development
opportunities and Indian commercial and industrial resources poten-
tials; (3) professional guidance in business enterprise development,
planning and management counseling; (h) inducement of manufacturers
and businessmen to locate on or near reservation areas; (5) assist-
ance in development of resource oriented agricultural, mineral and
other facilities; (6) economic research and technical assistance
such as market analyses, feasibility deterndnations, short and long-
range business development plans, and reservation resources inven-
tories of natural, human and capital assets.

B. The Division'of Financial Assistance provides staff assist-
ance to the Director regarding specific programs designed to aid
Indians in obtaining adequate capital for development of Indian
resources, and to provide credit and financing services to Tribal

5/20/74 t1640
0,011 A
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organizations
and individual

Members.
This includes

services to

obtain funds from conventional
and governmental

sources to finance all

types of Indian economic self-development,
including loans for housing,

education,
and Indian governmental

purposes,
and in the investment

and

use oftheir own moneys for the same purposes.
7he programs include

incentive
provisions;

financial
counseling

and analysis;
and organizationa2,

accounting,
and management

services.
Also, the Division administers

Revolving
Loan Fund programs

for the Bureau and assists in the establish-
;

'Pent, supervision
and financing

of lending programs for Indian organizations..

The Division
includea a credit examining

staff located in Denver, Colorado.
;

C. The Division
of Job Placement

and Training provides staff
,.

aSsistance
to the Director regarding

Bureau programs
leading up to

the development
of job opportunities,

on the job training,
and other

services
needed to enable Indian individuals

seeking
work to secure and

retain suitable employment.
The programs

involve a variety of activities

related to direct employment
services on an off reservation,

including

administrative
management

contracts
with tribal governmente,

internship
.1

programs
with private industry and governmental

bodies, specialized

training with federal
and state agencies,

and professional
guidance to 1

Indian
tribes in assisting

the development of their manpower potential.

This would include administering
and coordinating

Indian Action Team

cOntracts.
The Division

acts as liaison with other federal agencies con-

ducting activities
that have Sarect

liearing on Indian manpower development_

resources.

D. The Division of Transportation
provides staff assistance

to

the Director regarding
Bureau programs for analysis,

design, construction,

aad maintenance
of roads, bridges, airfields,

and other transportation

facilities
with the ultimate objective

of enhancing reservation
economics

and cervicls to Indian and Alaska Native people. The Division includes

technical
support

staff in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, which provides the '

. Area and Agency Offices with computer operated design, inventory
equipment

aa4 project cost management
services.

P
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Chapter 5 Trust Responsibilities

.1 The Office of Trust Responsibilities is responsible for providing
.
staff support to the Commissioner in the development and management
of programs relative to the Bureau's trust and legal responsibilities.
This includes (1) the protection of the rights of Indians in their
trust property and those-rights affecting trust property that are
'afforded by tribal sovereignty; (2) the exercise of the authorities
vested in the Secretary of the Interior by various laws concerning
Indian trust property and for providing to Indians the services
necessary for them to make deciSions required of them in the applica-
tion or these various laws; and (3) administration of those programs
which are provided to facilitate the trust.

Part 130 Bureau of Indian Affairs

The functions regarding the protection of the rights as cited in
(1) above, are performed in the Office of the Director. .This encom-
passes (a) all matter involving rights which include water rights,
land titles, boundary disputes, traspass, hunting and fishing rights,
contractual rights, the rights afforded by tribal sovereignty which
include tax immunity or exemption, and the right to regulate hunting
and fishing, zoning and other land use; (b) liaison between field
.01Tices and the Department on specific cases to bring about an
administrative or judicial solution; (c) provision of technical
expertise in preparatica of legislation and legislative reports; and

Id) a Westwide Water Study unit located in Denver, Colorado.

The Office of Trust Responsibilities'plans, develops, monitors, and
evaluates prograres,-policiesstandards, procedures, and feedback
systems for its assigned programs; participates in the allocation
of Bureau resources for respective program operations; and makes
recommendations to the Commissioner for necessary changes or
adjustments, in the program and in its implementation.

A. The Division of Trust Facilitation provides staff assistance
and advice to the Director regarding Bureau programs concerning
environmental quality, irrigation operation and maintenance, irrigation
construction, and soil and moisture conservation.

B. The Division of Trust Services provides staff assistance
and advice to the Director regarding the Bureau's real estate,
forestry, range, and Indian trust fund programs. Provides staff
work, assistance and advice pertaining to the exercise of the
authorities vested in the Secretary of the Interior'by various laws
concerning Indian trust property and for providing to the Indians
the services necessary for them to make decisions required for
them in the application of these various laws.

2 9
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Chapter 6 Indian Education Programs
130.6.1

.1. The Office of Indian Education Programs is responsible for pro-
viding staff support to the

Commissioner in the development andmanagement of Bureau programs which will provide educational opportuni-
.ties to Indian youth and adults in either Bureau, public or private
schools. The office provides technical and supportive

assistance tofield offices responsible for educational programs.
The Office of Indian Education Programs

plans, develops, monitors, and
evaluates programs, policies, standards, procedures, and feedbacksystems for its assigned programs; participates in the allocation of
Bureau resources for respective program operations; and makes recommqp-
dations to the

Commdssioner for necessary changes or adjustments in the
program and in its implementation.

A. The Division of Professional Relations provides staff assist-
ance to the Direetor in developing and carrying out liaison withFederal and other agencies

regarding Indian education programs and
needs. It provides a review and analysis of new and proposed legis-
lation and/or reports prepared by the Bureau's

Congressional andLegislative Affairs Staff and
makes'recommendations concerning legis-lative needs.

B. The Division of Internal
Services Provides staff assistance

to the Director by providing education,input into budget
justifications,

reviews of fiscal accountability, and development of an educationalinformation system. It maintains liaison with the Office of Adminis-
tration on all budget, procurement, i)rocedural and personnel mattersaffecting the Director's office. The Division

coordinates the prepa-
ration and dissemination of correspondence within the Director'soffice. It develops education budget policies and standards..2 The Indian Education

Resources Center located in Albuquerque, NewMexico, provides coordination of supervision for five Divisions which
are: (1) Continuing Education: (2) Evaluation, Research and Develop-
ment; (3) Educational Assistance; and (h) School Facilities and
(5) Media Services. This office provides assistance to the Director
and is under the supervision of an Administrator.

A. The Division of Continuing Education provides staff asstmf-
ance to the Director regarding career development

programs inc1vPn3
the adult education, scholarship and adult vocational training
activities for the Bureau. The Division

coordinates these programs
and provide.

interagency liaison between Federal and other aleocie:
that have post secondary programs. It develops

gen?ral paticystandards for its assigned programs.

5/20/74 01640
Replaces 4/19/72.01430
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B. The Division of Evaluation, Research and Development provides

staff assistance to the Director by coordinating the evaluation and

review of educational programs which will provide information to

affect long-range or immediate improvement in programs. It reviews

new and innovative educational and home living programs for Bureau

schools. The Division provides consultant services to Area Offices

and interagency programs and maintains a continuing study on develop-

ments of media and materials used in educational programs. It develops

general educational policies and standards.

C. The Division of Educational Assistancq_provides staff assist-

ance to the Director regarding the Johnson O'Malley, Elementary and

Secondary. Education Act titles and other flow-through funding pro-

grams. The Division coordinates these programs for Zhv Director.

It assists in the development of_plans for specific services to Indian

students in public or contract schools. *.lt provides for the develop-

ment, administration and monitoring of the various title programs for

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and other programs admdnistered

by the Office of Education. It develops general policies and standards

for its assigned programs.

D. The Division of School Facilities.provides staff assistance

to the Director, Area Offices, and school administrators in developing

'educational specifications for school construction. It assists in

the development of long range plans for construction of school buildings

and criteria for the management of school :-.7pace, procurement of school

equipment and in the selection of school sitos, and training for

school staff members in the usage of new equipment. It develops general

policies and standards for its assigned programs. .

E. The Division of EduCational Audi6-"Vituai'Services located in

Brigham City, Utah, provides Bureau educational programs with educational

films for classroom teaching, vocational instructioa and teacher training.

It plans and produces visual materials for use in the Bureau's educational

and other program including films, slides, sound and video-tapes, charts,

graphs, photographs, booklets, pamphlets and posters. It provides film

library and media production training for Indian students. The Division

is responsible for coordinating noneducational films and materials with

the Public Information Staff and complying with applicable regulations

and Departmental manual requirements 071 DM and 472.DM).

31
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.1 The Office of Administration is responsible for providing staff
support to the Commissioner in the development and management of Bureau
programs designed to provide support services to all parts of the
Bureau. These programs include the functions of audit, automatic data
processing, budget, equal employment, facilities engineering, finance
and accounting, management research and evaluation, personnel management,
procurement, property management, contracting, program development and
implementation, and safety management. The Office is also responsible
for providing support and housekeeping services for the Central Office,
Eastern Area, and the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. It also administers
the Bureau's systems for centralized payroll, automated personnel,
accounting, and automatic data processing through its. Administrative
Services Center located in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

A. The Audit Staff provides audit services to tribes and certain
Bureau programs. The services involve training of tribal personnel in
accounting techniques, principles and practices; audit of Bureau Indian
Special Disbursing Agent accounts; audit of Employment Assistance and
Ioprest Fund Cashiers; and provision of administrative accbunting
services as requested including Tribal-Housing Authorities and Bureau
contracts. The Office includes a staff office in Littleton, Colorado.

B. The Contracting_Staff provides staff assistance to the
Director regarding Bureauwide contracting from nonestablished sources.
*The division is responsible for development, promulgation and imple-
mentation of Bureau policies and procedures for all such contracts.
The division develops and reviews the regulations, guidelines, procedures
and techniques related to Bureau contracting matters and recommends
appropriate action. It reviews and evaluates Bureauwide contracting for
effectiveness and recomnends appropriate action. It provides technical
leadership to contracting functions throughout the Bureau. It develops
and identifies contracting training material and conducts training ses-

'sions for Bureau end Indian tribal contracting personnel. It also
develop, and devises innovative procedures and methods that may be used
to broaden Indian self-development in all phases of contracting with the
BaZeau.

C. The Equal Employment Opportunity Staff develops and monitors
a continuing affirmative action program designed to promote, under

, applicable law and regolations, equal employment opportunity throughout
the Bureau. The office includes a Federal Women's Coord:nator who has
the responsibility to assure that equal opportunity for women is an
integral part of the overall equal employment opportunity program.

.

.2 The Administrative Services Center located in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, under the supervision of an Assistant Director, is responsible
for providing faciltties and services for the administration of the
Bureauwide centralized administrative and management systems which
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are automatic data processing related. The Center provides and operates
a centralized data processing facility. The Office of the Assistant
Ddrector includes an Administrative Office responsible for providing
personnel, teacher.recruitment liaison, equal.employment opportunity,
financial, and procurement and property services-to Central Office
installations in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and other selected locations.

A. The Division of Automatic Data-ProCessing 'Services is responsi7
ble for administering the Bureauwide automatic data processing prograin;
It develops and implements policies, guidelines, and standards relating
to all phases of ADP and provides liaiSon with the Department and ells
Bureau activities. It advises, consults., and assists in developing
automated management, administrative, and mission-oriented systems. It
provides ADP systems and programming services, and monitors Bureau
activities for compliance with established ADP standards, guidelines,
and regulations. The Division maintains and manages a computer center
in an intra-bureau sharing environment. The Division plans_for rew
ADP equipment and/or services_in cooperation,with user organizations.
It also evaluates and recommends to the Director of Administration
the acquisition of computer equipment as required in support of Bureau
ADP plans- The Division includes special units for developing and
administering automntic data procesbing systems for land use and
resources, tribal enrollment and judgments, education systems, payroll,
personnel, accounting, planning and evaluation, and engineering support
systems.

. B. The Division of Operations performs centralized administrative
functions which include maintenance of accounting records, preparation
of consolidated financial and personnel reports, payroll operations,
voucher examination operations, maintenance of personnel computerized
records, maintenance of tribal trust fund records for investment purpose
and performance of the mechanics of tribal trust fund investment.

.3 Financial Managenent, under the supervision of an Assistunt Director,
i8 responsible for the development of policies, programs and guidelines
for financial management funCtions and for performance of the functions
identified with the budget cycle. The office of the Assistant Director
serves as a coordination point and central source for Indian population
data and for special statistical analysis.

A. The Division of Accounting Management provides staff assistance
to the Assistant Director regarding-the Bureau programs designed to
provide advice and guidance in areas of accounting, fiscal operations,
financial management, accomplishment reporting, and information systems-
The Division develops atandards, specifications and operating procedures
for these functions.. It develops policies, systems, and procedures to

3 3
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be used throughout the several designated accounting stations of the

Bureau.

B. The Division of Program Development and Implementation provides

staff assistance to the Assistant Director regarding those functions

identified with the budget cycle. In coordination with program directors,

the Division implements the Commissioner's policies and program goals through

the budgetary process; develops instrnctions for use in annual program

plans; reviews program requests on the basis of fiscal reasonableness,

feasibility and justifiability; reviews proposed tribal comprehensive plans

to determine fiscal feasibility for package funding; develops Bureauwtde

program planning documents; develops budget estimates and justifications;

prepares for budget legislative hearings; prepares field planning allow-

ancen and tentative allocations. Performs budget execution functions,

including continuing resolutions, encoding programs to the finanèe system,

allotting funds, position and personnel ceiling, comparisions of actual

and planned funds and accomplishments, and reporting exceptions between

planned and a,v4a1 conditions.

.h Management Services, under the enpervision of an Assistant Director,

is responsible for the development of policies, programs and guidelines

.for-the general managenent functions. The Assistant Director supervises

1Whe support and housekeeping services for the Washington Office, Eastern

4,rea4 and the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. This office is the primarY

=intact and coordination point for reporting and reviewing alleged irreg-

mlnrities within the Bureau's scope of operation.

. A. The Division of Facilities Engineerint located in Albuquerque,

New:Mexico, with a liaison office in Washington, D. C., provides staff

assistance to the Assistant Director regarding the Bureau programs

designed to provide arcbiteetural, engineering and other technical serv-

ices related to the-construction of new facilities. The.Division coordi-

natesthe Bureau's program for major rehabilitation, alterations,

improvement and Maintenance of existing buildings, utilities, grounds

and other facilities and provides technical services to tribes on con-

struction and design. The Division also provides design and construction

services on interdepartmental agreements and to Indian and Alaska Natives

as directed.

B. /he Division of Manasement Research and Eva/uation provides staff
4
, assistance to the Assistant Director regarding the Bureau's managerial

fUnctions. Conducts nanegement studies throughout the Bureau on organi-

zation strestures, staffing validations and utilization of resources.

Reviews and examines the Bureau's administrative systems for effectiveness

'which includbs analysis of work flow, procedures and acComplishments. Con-

ducts or coordinases.evaluation studies on managerial, and administrative

operations; and program operations QS they relate to management. Pro-

vides technical assistance on evaluations of specific functional areas.
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Analyzes, for management purposes, evalmation reports prepared by other
organizational segments in the Bureau. Responsible for Bureauwide
paperwork management programs including records management, directives
management, reports and for= control, Federal Register publications,
and delegations of authority. Reviews, for top manaaement, request for
revisions in organizational structures, delegations of authority and
Bureauwide directives. Performs special studies or projects, having
Bureauwide sigaificance, as directed.

C. The Division of Personnel Menagement provides staff assistance
to the Assistant Director regarding the Bureau programs designed to
provide personnel management services. The division develops Bureauwide
programs and policies for obtaining and managing these personnel resources.
This inclu.des such programs as personnel management evaluation; position
classification; pay administration; position management; recruitment and
placement; manpower planning and forecasting; training; career development;
employee relations; labor relations; incentive awards; and employee
benefits.

D. The Division of Property Rana$ement provides staff assistance
to the Assistant Darector regarding Bureau programs for property management,
and procurement from established saurces. The division is responsible
for development, promulgation and implementation of Bureau policies and
procedures for all such programs, and reviews and evaluates these programs
for effectiveness and recommends appropriate action. It provides Bureau
oversight for procurement services on items which have Bureauwide or
multiarea applications. It provides-for technical leadership for the
management of these programs throughout the Bureau.

E. The Division of Safety Management provides staff assistance to
the Assistant Director regarding Bureau safety matters. This includes
programs relating to the prevention of accidents, reduction of injuries
and fatalities, improvement of heali:h safety conditions, processing of
compensation cases, occupational health and safety programs, and highway
safety programs. The division also reviews architectural and engineering
drawings on major construction of buildings and utilities for compliance
vlth national fire standards. The division develops internal and
tribal safety progrems including policies and guidelines for these programs.
It develops policies, procedures and standards for Bureauwidc fire pre-
vention and fire protection programs. It conducts invtstigations and
collects data for the Solicitor's Office on tort claims.

F. The Division of Support Services provides staff assistance to theAssistant Dir'ctor regarding Bureau prognams denigned to provide.adminis-
trative suppori and housekeeping services for the Washington Office,
Eastern Area, and the Indian Arts and Crafts Roard. This includes services
related to contracting, facilities engineering, finance, office services,
personnel, p.rocurement, and property. 35
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.1 Field Organization. For the purpose of administering its field

activities, the Bureau has divided the United States into twelve areas.

Each is designated by the name of the city in which the area office is

located, except the Navajo Area Office, which is located in Window Rock,

Arizona and the Eastern Area which is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

A. Area Offices. Each Area Office is under the direction of an

Area Director who is responsible to the Commissioner for all activities

of the Bureau within the Area. The Area Director is a line officer.

He is typically assisted by a Deputy Area Director or by one or more

Assistant Area Directors who are redelegated line authority. The typical

Area Office includes staff specialists in several or all of the Bureau

programs to assist in the discharge of the following Area responsibilities:

(1) Represent the Bureau in its dealings wiph the Indians,

the public, State governments, and other Federal agencies with iespect to

the.Area's jurisdiction;

(2) Direct and assist in the application and implementation of

overall policies and programs by operating offices, provide the necessary

technical advice and review, evaluate performance and coordinate those

features of programs'which are wider in scope of application than the

jurisdiction of a single operating office;

(3) Recommen d to the Central Office revisions of policies,

programs, procedures, and regulations; and

(4) Perform fuaations of an administrative and housekeeping

nature which can be done most efficiently and economiCally on an Area-

wide basis. The Areas headquartered at Anadarko, Oklahoma; Minneapolis,

Minnesota; and Sacramento, California, receive administrative support

from the Muskogee, Oklahoma; Aberdeen, South Dakota; and Phoenix,

Arizona, Area Offices, respectively. The Eastern Area receives adminis-

trative and program support from the Washington Office.

B. The Joint Use Administrative Office located in Flagstaff, Arizona,

Is an operating office responsible to the Commissioner for carrying out

those functions related to the use and management of lands within the

'. Joint Use Area. Tha office will act to achieve the fullest cooperation

and compliance of the Hopi and Navajo Tribes and their individual members

4 tO resolve the problems within the Joint Use Area. it provides for

judicial administration, law enforcement, and crime preventien services

to the Indian people located within this area. It also seeks to obtain

assistance from other Federal agencies; states, local and tribal.govcrnments

'and private sources in carrying out the functions of the office.

36
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C. Agencies. Agencies, the third organizational level of the
Bureau, may conduct several or all of the actAvities of the Bureau on
one or more reservations, in contrast to other types of field installa-
tions which may have specialized activities.(D and E). The Superin-
tendent of an agency is responsible for the development and execution
of immediate and long-range programs to fit the needs of the people and
the reservation(s) under his jurisdiction. He reports to the Area
Director of the area in which the agency is located. Assisting the
Superintendent are specialists in several or all of the Bureau programs,
as needed.

D. Off-Reservation Boarding Schools. Boarding schools which are
not located on reservations are used for the education of Indian children
who otherwise would not be able to attend school. The schools are under
the direction of a School Superintendent who reports directly to the
Area Director of the Area in which the school is located.

E. Flathead, Navajo, San Carlos, and Wapato Irrigation Projects.

These major irrigation projects are 'under the direction of a Project
Engineer or Manager who reports directly-to the Area Director of the Area
in which the project is located. Their primary purpose is the tupplying
of water to Indian irrigable lands. The projects may also serve non-
Indian lands and provide electrical services to the reservation and
adjacent areas for project or private use.

5/20/74 01640
Replaces 1/14/72 91387
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APPENDIX B

MEETINGOF. .

SPECIAL COMMITTEE
TOR

REALIGNMENT OF BIA CENTRAL OFFICE

Tucson, Arizona
May 21-25, 1973
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Agenda

MEETING OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR REALIGNMENT OF MA CENTRAL OFFICE

Tucson, Arizona
May 21-25, 1973

John Artichoker, Chairman

I. PURPOSE OF MEETINC

A. Bodman's Memo of january 18, 1973
B. Interim Task Force Report
C. Franklin's Committee (Blue Book)
D. Secretary Order 2954, May 11, 1973
E. Secretary Memo of May 11, 1973
F. Franklin's Memo of May 15, 1973
G. Outline of Procedures

II. SUBCOMMITTEE ASSIMENTS

A. Office of Administration
B. Offices of Trust Responsibilities and Tribal Resources Development
C. Offices of Indian Services and Public Affairs
D. Office of Indian Educatioa Programs

III. PLAN OF WORK

A. Development by Subcommittee of Organizational Charts by Office,
Division, Branch and Sections or Units

1. Review of Above by Chairman, Coordinator and Acting Directors

2. Finalize Organizational Charts by SubCommittee

B. .Development by Subcommittee of Functional Statement at all Levels
of Organization

1. Review of Above by Chairman, Coordinator and Acting Directors.

2. Finalize Functional Stacements by Subcommittee

C. Development of Staffing Patterns by Subcommittee

1. Review of Above by Chairman, Coordinators and Acting Directors

2. Finalize taffing Patterns'by Subcommittee
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF ME SECRETARY

WA 1-.1 I NGTON, D.C. 20240

January 18, 1973

After consulting with represeirtatives of the Indian community, the
Administration is initiating several measures to assist the Secretary
of the Interior in performing his Indian Trust responsibility and in
providing service to federally-recognized tribes. We believe these
decisions to be clearly beneficial to the Indian people at this time,
and they will be implemented now or in next year's program and
budget.

tt

I am acquainting you with these measures now so that you will havemore time to consider them as you develop long-range organization
and policy recommendations for the Secretary. The measures beingtaken are as follows:

1. Realign, now, the Bureau of Indian Affairs Central Office functionsin all its locations (principally Washington, Albuquerque and Denver)to accomplish the following purposes:

(a) Transfer daily operational activities from the Central
Office -to area and agency offices.

(b) Reduce non-essential support staff in the Central Office.

(c) Focus attention on the need for carrying out our trust
responsibilities and for providing policy guidance for
delivery of other services to Indians.

2. Have the Commissioner of Indian Affairs report now directly tothe Secretary and'propose legislation to upgrade the position ofCommissioner to that of Assistant Secretary.
3. Include in next year's program and budget request BIA block grantsto federally-recognized Indian tribes. Authorizing legislation is

. being completed and will be proposed shortly.

The attached material outlines these measures respectively in more .-detail.
....AP.

RECEIVE0

JAN 2 2 1973

PHOENIX

Sg MAK

Richard S. Bodman
Assistant Secretary of the Interior
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REALIGNMENT OF BIA CENTRAL OFFICE ORGAN1ZATpN

Our objectives for the immediate future include a realignment of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs Central Offices to provide ine-reased services
to the Indian community through three basic steps. These objectives
are responsive to -the suggestions freplently offered that Central Office
personnel are too remote from the Ineian people and not able to respond
quickly enough to changing conditions.

First, we intend to transfer daily operational activities presently
performed in -the Central Office to area and agency offices. This will
place increased reliance on area and agency offices with headquarters
removed from all direct operations.

Second, as a result of this transfer, we plan to reduce the number of
authorized positions in the Central Office to a commensurate level. We
estimate that the revised workload of the Central Offices can be carried
out by an authorized permanent employment level Of 715 people. This
is approximately 600, positions fewer than was authorized in the budget
for FY 73. In addition, we intend to transfer approximately 50 positions
out of the present 1,315 positions in the Central Office to the field. Our
actual employment is now substantially less than our authorized ceiling.
Therefore, actual reductions in employment will be Only approximately
285 people.

The positions provided to the field offices will enhance our capability in
the area of tribal operations, real property management, and compre-
hensive planning. The funding for the positions abolished in the head-
quarters will remain available to the Bureau and will be used for direct
services to the Indian neoole.

Third, we plan to separate responsibility for carrying out our Indian
Trust obligations from responsibility for carrying out delivery of
services to the Indian community. To do so, we will establish-separate
offices to carry out each of these duties.

Exhibits A and B following present the present and the proposed organi-
zation structure respectively.
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1 `a 1.... .

NCADQUARTERS ORGANIZATION ' BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

COMISSIONER

DVIRY COMISSIONER

PRESENT

ORGANIZATION

\Office of Indian Voter Ws*

anift1Impalsolialempffillailimapowaaftlemr.h1011114.~1411111.ffloW1,ftwoluOWYNI10.00.1.411.1101MIRMINIYMI1Ms

Office pf

tetislation

Developent

Office ot

Asks Nellie

Affairs
eaManammadowom......

Assistants to

Cool Warier

Office of

Audit

Office of

Douai cations

Office if

Inspection

Ilaaaaaaaataa.....11.aa.0

..................... .......................

Office of Of floe of Office of
Comm! ty Economic Educe Lion

Servi ces Devol merit Props
, .

Community Development -Credit

Employment Assistance -Industrial

Housing

Lew & Order

Social Servicu

Tdbal Operations

45

-Adult Education -Tech.Asst.

-Educational -Irrigation
Development Assistance -Plant Deign

-Natural -Planning & & Constr.

Resources Devilopment -Plant M.

-Evaluation & -Tramp:060n
Review -Engr, Systems

-Internal Services

-Legislative lley,iew

-School Facilititi

School Op.

-Student Svcs.

-Field Svcs,

-Connecting

-Personnel Mgt,

PrOpetty & Supply

Safely

Ilecorth Mail

. -Fld, SupportSvcs,

Of rice of

Fiscal Plans
and

Manntment

-Budget

Floancial Mgr.

-I:Ingram Analysts

-Statistics

Office of

Management

Systems

-ADP

-Employee Data & Comp.

-Mgt, Systems

-Systems Stds, & Control

*Reports directly to the Commissioner who reporls
directly to the Secretary on Iker RIhCsatLers,
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LS. ECI.LETARY . THE INTERIOR

COMMISSIONER,*

INDIAN AFFAIRS

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,

INDIAN AFFAIRS

PROPOSE

HEADQUARTERS ORGANIZ'

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFA

INANAGEMENT & BUDGET

- Personnel

Safety

- Program Evaluation

.- Procurement

- Proferty Management

- Budget Formulation

- Statistics

- Accounting &. Audit:

- Data Processing

- Mail and Files

almitalroorn..
OFFICE OP TRUST

RESPONSIBILITIES~4.1
- Real Estate Services

Land Operations

- Forestry

- Irrigation

Tribal Trust Funds

Tribal Accounting

Services

Loor .

OFFICE OF NATURAL OFFICE OF

RESOURCE RIGHTS LEGISLATION

1

- Indian Water

Rights

- Joint Use - Navajo

& Hopi.

;

- Congressional

Relations

- Communications

Public Informa

Ift...w.....0.0.....wwwwftfttAwmowftwomp~wohmwmisAmowft000401111.6171406.110NumftftmAul,

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

diNilikaaeilAmsaromffilafie4 ols.1414046110,11.1

ManpowerPrograms

fndian Business

Enterprises

- Indian Technical

Assistance

- Transportation

.qlant Design and

Construction

.- Tribal Government

Development

4 1.1'4' 1.4...1.nottI 1... .4.,.4 ey,

FOFFICE OF EDUCATION

.W.04.011.14"1.060.1.0".111~1.01

- Internal Services

- Post Secondary and

Adult .

- Program Development

and Review

- Educational Assistance

- School Facilities

AP,g WICES
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OFFICE OF TRIBAI

SERVICES)....
- Welfare and He

- Law and Order

Plant Manageme

Tribal Operati



UPGRADINGIFI E POSITION OF COMMISSIONER
TO ASSISTANT SECRETARY LEVFL

The President's Departmental Reorganization Program included a
first line administrator for Indian affairs in the proposed Department
of Natural Resources. In addition, the Administration has submitted
an interim legislative proposal to create an additional Assistant
Secretary who will be responsible ior Indian affairs. Congress has
yet to act on either of these proposals.

Therefore, using existing authorities, Secretary Morton is transferring
the responsibility for Indian affairs formerly held by the Assistant
Secretary for Public Land Management, now held by the Assistant
SecretaryManagement and Budget, to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs. This will establish the Commissioner of Indian Affairs as a
first Ilne officer, reporting directly to the Secretary. At the same
time, the Administration will introduce.new legislation to Congress to
upgrade the position of Commissioner to Assistant Secretary who will
be responsible for Indian affairs.

.
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BIA BLOCK GRANTS TO FEDERALLY-RECOGNI.ZED TRIBES

President Nixon in his July 1970 message to Congress proposed a
plan for turning management of Indian affairs over to tribes, as the
tribes may desire. As another important step in the in-iplernentation
of this plan, legislation will soon be submitted to the Congress to
enable the Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide block grants on a
voluntary basis to recognized tribes to carry out development-projects
as provided in tribally-prepared plans.*

An appropriation request of $25 million will be made for this purpose.
These funds are to be used for projects such as: water, sewer and
other utility systems; industrial and Commercial parks and facilities;
street and access road construction; water pollution control facilities
for treatment of industrial waste; tourist and recreational facilities;
harbor facilities; education and training facilities; health, community
and cultural centers; airport facilities; natural resource and related
human resource development.

1,

This program will replace the program for Indians which has been
carried on by the Economic Development Administration [EDA] of
the Department of Commerce in the pas'-, but will only affect new
starts. Current EDA commitments will be honored.

* Block grants are grants made without the approval of a detailed
plan of how monies will be spent. These grants, in effect, transfer
the responsibility for the determination of how monies to which
Indians are entitled will be spent, from the Federal Government to
the tribes.
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.BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS ,

INTERIM REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE
ON BEADQUARTERS REALIGNMENT

.4

1).0 ,144k

February 1973
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TASK FORCE gORTER

o Review the BIA. Headquarters organization

- Use OMB-approved realignment as base
- Interview key staff
7 Focus on Operational activities which should be 54e4"'s 4 e c

c1.0,A451performed in Field offices

o Recommend adjustments in OMB-approved realignment

- Make no changes in the basic office structure
- Recommend office name changes needed for purposes

of clarity
- Recommend shifts in subordinate functions where

appropriate

o Recommend allocation of positions

- Reduce Headquarters to 715 authorized positions
- Transfer some authorized positions from Headquarters

to Field offices

o Identify alternative methods of implementing the alignment
and position allocaiions

OP
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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS
TO MINAMENT

o Change proposed OMB titles for three offices

O Redistribute five lunctions

o Allocate 715 authorized Headquarters positions

.o Transfer 88 positions out of Headquarters

Adopt procedures and timing for accomplishing
the realigament

;
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PURPOSE OF INTERIM REPORT

Define Task Force objectives

o Present to management recommendations on:

- Realignment of Headquarters functions- Allocation of authorized positions
1

Identify next steps required for implementation



BUREAU.OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

REALIGNMENT SCHEDULE
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OVERVIEW OF

RECOMMENDED REALIGNMENT
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*.

(14/0)

DEPUTY ASSISTANT

SECRETARY

INDIANTFFAIRS

r
Burton of Indian Affairs

RECOMENDED HEADQUARTERS

ORGANIZATION

,4,41_

//V

01firL
0,5

VPIlltir ;71 v:AC
r4 co* sly

(IVO)

OFRCE OF

INAGEMENNNO

BUDGET

otiimItntioa

:of

OFFICE OF

SASEIAL4ReStC15.,

OFFICE OF

teiii4410tHif4
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

I (405)

OFFICE OF

TRUST

RESPONSIBILITIES

Weeftwall.101AMIMIAINWAANIIMISIAMMONMAIN.

Ammemium.....maammonsumpluo

OFFICE OF

ECONOMICS

DEVELOPMENT*

AS DF4

AA

ik
(41/22)

OFFICE OF

INDIAN.SERVICES

NOTE; This chart Is based on the chart developed by the

Exetive Office ofManatement and Budget, with the
following changes:

*The Nationa1 Indian Advisory Board has been omitted
u outside the scope of the Task For0 charter

The Office of Natural Resource Rights has been

changed to Office of Special Proiects

The Office of Letislition has been changed to Office
of Legislation and Public Affairs

w The Office of Tribst Services
has been changed to

Office of Indian Sarvices

The tr.ire; in p.,..eteses above e, fercsent
're( Force reccrnan.fed numbers r. htad;uartvs
puitiens to be ass;ned in 11::binor/oc; tzn
Vashinton, (OMB 3tsiotd only 3 'ICI nve 0115.)
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INDIAN WATER RIGHTS
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AFFAIRS

(24/0)

OFFICE OF

COICUNIC-

ATIONS
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LEGISLATIVE
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SERVICES

(113/52)
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(53/101)

OFFICE OF

EDUCATION

PROGRAMS

(32/264)

OFFICE OF

ENGINEERING

(97/44)
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SERVICES
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(51/99)

OFFICE OF

FISCAL PLANS

AND

MANAGEMENT

(30/161)

OFFICE OF

MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS
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BDREAU.OF INDIAN AITAIRS

RECOMENDED REALIGNMNT OF
PRES= ilEAIRUARTERS FUNCTIONS

e

'

PRESENT omcz

Commissioner

Indian Voter Rights

Audit

Alaska Native Affairs (a)

Communications

legislative Development

Planning

Community Services

Economic DevelOpment

Education Progranuf

Engineering

Administrative &Irvine.

Fiscal Mans and Management

Management Systems

0

RECOMENDED OFFICE

(a) Itseemmesdad to,be aboliabed.

621
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DETAILS OF
RECOMMENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING

AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS
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BUREAU OP INDIAN AFFAIRS

RECOMMENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING
AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

'OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY - INDIAN AFFAIRS

ORGANIZATION

RECOMMENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

WASHINGTON OTHER TOTAL

Assistant Secretary

Deputy Assistant Secretary
1

1

Staff
3

Unassigned Positions
9 t,

9

TOTAL .14 14

, 6 4



BVREAU.OF INUIAN AFFAIRS

RECOMMENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING
AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

ORGANIZATICN

RECOMMENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

WASHINGTON OTHER TOTAL

Directorate

Director
14- rcsdnetsit

SiaisCicS
0) Engineering Advisor-. '

Personnel

cjo Personnel
.1"; A? 1111:ZA r 4A- Pea%

-; el, 3Sa fe ty l W II CV

Incentive Awardsr

Program and Management Evaluation

Management Analysis
Program Evaluation

Contracting and Property Mimagement

Procurement

Property Management
Mail and Files

Budget

Budget
6....-Program Analysis

Financial Management

Accounting
(5P Tribal Trust Funds (a)

Data Center

a Employment Data and Compensation
ADP
Systems Standards and Control

.

(Albuquerque)

Facilities Engineering (b)

Plant Management (n)
Plant Deaign and Constructior:

10

39

12

42

14'

6

OD

5

82

157

41

10

44

12

42

23

96

157

47

TOTAL 146. .

6.1' (a) Transferred from
) New organization

(e) Transferred from
(d) Tranafarrtd !ram

. 285

Office Of Trust Responsibilities L.4 44.y vsand title

Mien of Indian Sorvicea..
taffire!Office of Economia Davalonsant

431
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

RECWENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING
... ANT FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

OFFICH OF SPECIAL PROJECTS

14,14.4. .4(4,6,44 iciSke."4, :AZ( a. kel
L;(4112 ge..) 44..de 17;4..Oa. .1.-461.fraimila

ORGANIZATION

RECOMMENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

WASHINGTON OTHER TOTAL

Directorate

Indian Water Rights

.... joint Use - Navejo-Hopi

Env71.ronmenta1 Quality (a)

66 ,

2

3

S.

3

2

6

5

1

6

(n) Transferred from Office; of Economic Development

.

14



BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

.RECOHMENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING

AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMEnTS:

OFFICE OF LEGISLATION AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

ORGANIZATION

RECOMHENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

WASHINGTON OTHER TOTAL

Directorate

Legislation

Communications

Controlled Correspondence

Public Information

TOTAL

ea.

4

12 SIP

2

4

12.

'6 7

18 la



BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

RIECOMMENDSD HEADQUARTERS STAFFING
AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

OFFICE OF TRUST RESPONSIBILITIEZ

ORGANIZATION.

RECOMENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

WASEINGTON OTHER TOTAL

Xrectorate

Real Estate Services

tadd Operations

Soil and Moisture Conseivation
Range

Agricultural Extension
*,

tdutdoor Recredtio2g"r.."1"- 7-7.4"11cgt Lk-

Forestry

..Txxigation 4

.16 8

40

400.
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

RECOMNENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING
AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION

Directorate

RECOMMENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

-1
IWASHLaGTON OTHER

5

7.Manpowerv.Programs-

(C7-The-Job Training
- Direct Employthent

:
.

/

Indian Busine'ss'Enterprises I
I .. 13 .

Credit
Industrial Di.,.velopment

Tourism

ndian.Technical'Assistance3

CTrArlsportaErai':
o%

CE.Auipment'Manement Cr TrT APel.*

Road Construction
Roa'd Maintenance

5

Tribal Government Development 7
. .

Comprehensive Planning
Package Funding
Tribal Affairs Management
Tribal Government. Development
Planning Syatems

.. "ma;

6 9

4

15

12

TOTAL

5

7

17.

20

17

42 .31 73.
4



DUREAUOF INDIAN AFFAIRS

! RECOMENDED HEADQUARTERS STAFFING
AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

OFFICL OF EDUCATION

ORGANIZATION

Directorate

Internal Service; ;c2r

Post-S-WCZ-nditrand Adult Education

Scholarships
Adult EducatIon
Institutional Triining (AVT)

Program Development and Reviaz

Educational Assistance

Johnson-WV-alley Funds
Title Funds

School Facilities kew --ft.:t 4:c Cer

from Puive. NicIRAs.

TOTAL

, Iwo.. 0111,.

RECOMMENDED AUTUORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIODS

7-r-

OVER TOTAL

4

7

10

11

10

10

11

10

, 7 0
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

RECOMMENDED 11EADQUARTERS STAFFING

AND FUNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENTS:

OFFICE OF INDIAN SERVICES

.1MMIM.M

ORGANIZATION,.
Directorate

Welfare and Hlusing

Law and Order

Tribal Operations

Indian Audit ServiCes.(4)

TOTAL

RECOMKENDED AUTHORIZED
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

WASHINGTON OTHER

64

(a) Organizational name changed from Tribal Accounting Serviceu3 transferred
from Office of Trust Responsibilities

7 1
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SUMMARY OF- RECOMMENDED

POSITION ALLOCATIONS
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
*ft

RECOMMENDED TRANSFERS OF
HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS

....
ORGANIZATION POSITIONS

' Indian Arts and Crafts

Plant Management

Southwest Title Plant

Real Property Management

TRANSFERRED TO

Washington and Cleveland Field
Employment Assistance Offices

(22!ustria1 Lave.lopment Centers

Tribal Operations (Enrcellment)

Seneca Liaison

Institute of *American Indian Arts

TOTAL

. 27

3

13

10

88

. .

Department

45utheastern Agencies

Albuquerque Area Office

Various Field Locat

4autheastern Agencies

Narious Field Locations

Various Field Locations

<routheastern Agencies.

Albuquerque Area Office

(a) Supervision transferred from Headquarters; n8 Headquarters positionsinvolved.

J
7 3



BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

SIMARY OF HEADQUARTERS POSITION

ALLOCATIONS AND REDUCTICNS

ORGANIZATION

POSITIONS

Present Offices

Recommended- Offices

Assistant Secretary
Special Projects
legislation and Public Affairs
Management and Budget
Trust Respensibilitie9
Economic Development e
Education
Indian Services

TOTAL

Total Reduotion in Headquarters Positions

Positions Transferred out of Headquarters

Total Reduction in 1314 Positions

WASHINGTON OTHER TOTAL

547 771 1,318

14 sr 14

. .6 a 14

18 18

146 285 431

40 5 45
42 31 73

14 42 56

42 22 64

322 393 715

IRS 378 603 (a)

.44 -37 -61

201 341 542

(a) Includes 27 positions transferred to the Department.
. .
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NEXT STEPS
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NEXT STEPS

o Management Decisions Required;

Approve or modify

o Office names .-

o Placement of functions
o Allocation of Headquarters positions
o Transfer of positions out of Headquarters

- -Select procedures for accomplishing the realignment
Appoint offic,: directors

Task Force Actions Required:

Prepare final report based on management's decisions
Present final report and implementation plan to management

o BIA Actions Required:

- Begin consultations with union and CSC officials, based
zn management's decisions

- Implement the realignment



RATIONALE FOR THE VARIOUS TITLE CHANOES

1. Change of title to "Office of Special Projects"

a. There was confusion over the similarity of activity associated

with the names "Natural Resource Rights" and "Trust Responsibilities"

and resulting confusion and disagreement over the types of

activities which should be assigned to each.

b. The "Special Projects" provides a place for items ithich need

high visibility and special emphasis at an organizational level

, close to the top.

As activities become less critical or more routine they can be

shifted to one of the "program directorates."

d. Not only matters relating to natural resources or trusts would be

designated for the special projects. 'Any matter needing special

attention may be so designated.

e. It may even be desirable to change Directors of Special Projects

as the act:ivities selected for that organization are changed over

time.

a 2. Change of title to "Office of Legislation and Public Affairs."

a. It was felt that this was a more descriptive title of the intended

fUnctions since the functions will include: congressional relations;

legislative development; control of internal communications and

correspondence; news releases; providing the public with an improved

image of the Burea; answering public inquiry.

b. Communications has a connotation of inside or inhouse emphasis.

PUblic Affairs has more of a flavor of relations with people and

matters outside of the Bureau which this office will emphasize.

c . Tht. P. heit. 4;f& )(Le D
; /4 r Goff' co I vvt...t x 4 S ; ; r"

1141arki4J-4.1 7f



Change of title of "Office oi Indian services."

. a. It was felt that this was a more descriptive term for is intended

functions. Programs in this directorate are aimed at providing

services to the individual Indian not necessarily to the tribal entity.

Change of title to "Facilities Engineering."

a. It is a descriptive title of the function which combines two present

operating division; Plant Design and Construction and Plant Wagement.

b.. It properly identifies the function with the major profession skill

, requirements of the,organization - Engineering.

c. It properly identifies the mNor physical use associated with the

organization. i?Facilities.

. 78



RATIONAL FOR THE VARIOUS CHXNGES OF FUNCTIONS WITHIN
THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

1. Transfer of Tribal Trust Funds from trust responsibilities to

Management and Budget.

a. The function of Tribal Trust Funds is to account for funds

ti-s-ra-alm-44.44)43 which the Bureau holds in Trust for

Indians and to invest those funds within the restrictions of

the law to produce the greatest possible returns to theI
Indians. This function is now carried on in the Division of

Financial Management. It appears to the properly placed

because of the dependence on and close working relations

needed with the accounting services of the Bureau.

b. The functional definition of the office of Trust Responsibilities

is limited to the Bureau's services associated with land and

natural resources. There has been a lack'of agreement about

what specifically the trust responsibilities are. There has

bean general agreement, however, that the Bureau does have

trust responsibilities to Indian land and natural resources.

The Indians have been most concerned about the com mittment

.of the Federal Government to maintain its trusteeship for the

lana and natural resources. This is an attempt to solidify

this comatittment by establishing an organizational unit

.designated for trust responsibilities and specifically giving

it the functional responsibilities for land and natural

resources. It would detract from this committment and change

the basic definition.of the office if the Tribal Trust Fun4...,
activity.wer4 left under Trust Responsibilities.



2. Transferring Plant Design and Construction onomic Development

e.,,.toMannemeu-t---artd,Budeet and Plant Management from Indian Eervicea

to Management and Budget.

a. The concept of the Management and Budget organizational

function is to provide for the "in house" services of the.

Bureau. The other Directerates are then free to prov the

services to the.Indian people.

b. The transfer allows the combining of the former separate

organizations into one.

c. The transfer allows for a.stricter definition of the functional

role of Facilities Engineering to the providina of services

to and within the Bureau. The Indian Technical Assistance .

Division will function as.the provider of services eo the

Indian community and therefore make a clearer definition of

the role of the two Divisions.

3. Transfer, of Tribal Accounting Services from Trust Responsibilities

to Indian Services and naming it Audit Services.

a. The transfer allows for the organizational location of the

Audit Services function to be placed more appropriately within

the functional definitions for Trust Responsibilities and

Indian Services.

b. Audit services are for audit of tribal accounts, audit of

student activity accounts at BIA schools and special audits

where there has been specific complaints or reason to believe

that an audit should be preformed. These services would seem

best to be associated with tile Directorate of Indian Services.



3
4. Transferring the Environmental Quality Services function from

Economic Development to Special Projects.

a. Li keeping with the functional definition of the Special

Projects that it would include items which require special

emphasis and high visibility, the Environmental Quality

Services were moved to that Directorate.

b. The remaining functions in Economic Development arc uniformly
activities to elevate the economy of the Xndian communities.
The Environmental Quality Services would not logically fit

this definition.

c. As the Environmental
Quality Services function become more

adequately defined and the activities more routine, it may
be appropriate to move it from special projects to one of the

program directorates.
:



DESCRIPTION Or THE TRIBAL GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONS.

i it 1C.4% 4.4..t

1. Responsible for the developmentAof an overall planning system

for the Bureau. This system would insure that the various planning

efforts of the Bureau would be compatible and relatable especially

at the project or resetvation level. It would coordinate planning

guidelines, plan formats, plan contents, planner cpalification and

other matters required to establish a workable planning system Cor

the Bureau. It would not be responsible for the actual planning

activities, however, except for co6prehensive
planning which is

described below.

2. Responsible for the overall policy and guidelines in the develop-.

ment of comprehensive plans at the reservation level. Comprehensive
plans are defined asthose which at least provide for the decisions

on funding priorities for all funding provided through the Bureau.

This is contrasted with sector orproject planning which will be
. .

provided and guidelines and policies established by other organize-
tions in the Bureau.

3. Responsible for developing the concept and providing the field

and tribal input for identifying Bureau funding by location (package

funding). This would include: working with the Department, OMB
and the Congress to gain acceptance of the concept and to work out

the .requirements necessary for.its use; and to see .that the necesary
information is abailabie to meet these requirements.

8 2



4. Responslble for establishing the policies and guidelines for

the administration of the Tribal Affairs Management Program to see

that it is carried out in keeping with current Bureau policies.

40

5. Responsible for establishing the policies and guidelines for

the administration of the Tribal Government Development Program

to see that it is carried out in keeping with current Bureau policies.

.

8 3



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Ye
Q. What will thisA*c,orranization require in the way of reducing the number

of employet the headquarters staff (in both Washington and other

locations)?

A. There are prE.:;cntly about 1318 authori2ed permanent headquarter Positions.

As of January T73 there are about 1,055 of these positions occupied.

The realignme h is proposed would reduce the headquarters positions

to 715 and transfer 61 positions to the field and 27 to the Department of

-the Interior for a total of 803. Assuming that all of the 803 positions

110u1d be fille_d_fro at the 11.255_preseptly_D=Npied wsitions, it would

require that 252 people be either reassigned, transferred or reduced.

It is significant to note that there are now about unfilled

-positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Many of _these unfilled

.
positions could undoubtedly be filled from the above 252 people.

8 4
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What happ,ms to the functions now carried out by the Office of Planning
in the proposed realignment?

Enviroastental Quality Services wou]d be under the Office of
Proj:acts.

- Management Evaluatfon would be in the Division of Program and Management
Evaluation under the Office of Management and.Budget.

- Program and Community
Planning would be largely a function within

the Division of kribal Government Development under 'he Office of,

Economic Development.

- Youth Pi-ograms would be eliminated.

. 85- ,
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011L. Would the average grade increase under the proposed realignment?

A. The number of super grades would remain the same in the proposal. There

would be a significant reduction in the number of GS-15's and 14's

however; GS:15's would be reduced from to about 32; GS-14's

would be reduced from to about 6747

Overall we would expect the average grade to remain about the same.

However, since the headquarters average grade is somewhat higher than

outside of headquarters and the total positions in headquarters would be

reduced, this would indicate a slight redUcing in the overall Bureau's

average grade.

8.6 )



Q. What tauld happen to the Industrial Development field offices under

the proposed realignment?

A. -MC (..tU 1 j re) VerK 4-11 .1.,45
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Q.

A.

- 5 -
What woulci happen to the Emp\oyment AssistzAnce Field Employment

Assistance Offices under t.17,.t croposed realignment?
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Q. Would you summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the:proposed

realignment?

A brief summary of advantages:

decentraliultion of the operations of program activities and the
;-

thing that closely follows that which is the allocation of more

fUnds out of the Bureau's headquarters to field locations.

- more funds available for program operations by reducing headquarUtrs

costs.

-.clearer definition of the functional role of the Offices within

the headquarters.

an opportunity In select the more able, productive and highly maivated

people to man the reduced headquarters staff.

-.relieve the present feeling on uncertainty which prevails among the

BIA employees and the Indians it serves.

A brief summary of disadvantages:

realignnents have notoriously provided more proilse than )-Ave

.Droduced, thus this -realignrent may be expected to solve all the

MA's problems, which it surely cannot do.

- realignments, especially those which call for reduced numbers of

perscnnel, cause apprehension-among the ymployees and morale problems

in the organization.
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:

'The recommendations contained wtthin this proposal are based on the folic .

assum9tions:

Indian Affairs should continue to be the delegated responf aility of

the Secretary of the Interior.

The activities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs thould.receive clo58r.

and more direct attention from the Secretary.

.The PresidenVs goal for greater Indian and tribal involv ment in the..

own affairs,should be institutionalized in the new organization stINchne

to insure aga'inst unnecessary perpetuation and proliferation of federtd.

programs.

To achieve tipe AdmiL-stration's objectiN $ of greater involvemnt Of

Indians in their own affairs,. major authority should be delegated to

the field level, particularly in operational matters. Washington

headquarters offices should be confined largay to policy matters,

and general program and administrative direction.

. The Washington office should be organized to effect major consolidatfon

and realignment of those functions not delegated to the field instalte-

thereby significantly reducins staff requirements.

9 .0



PURPOSE

This proposal is intended as a plannine tool for the reorganization
of th& Bureau of indianAffairs. It provides an organizational

framework upon which the Secxetary may immediately initiate top

management changes in addition to.providing basic direcc on for more

detailed and'comprehensive planning in the reorganization of the burean.

. The prnposal 'recommends
that most of the operational activity now per-

formed by the Washington office be transferred to the field. rot the
.

most part, this operational activity concerns the review and approval
of plans and propoials now developed in the field. Thus, little if

any additional staffing .of field offices will be required to absorb
this Washington office activity. Pending implementation of a reorgan-,

ized headquarters office, major d2legations have been given to field

installations to insure continuation of MAXIM= services to the Indian
commnity.

Although major attention in this proposal has been directed to analysis
of the' Washington

headquarters office, the.proposal confirms that the
existinL, field stxucture can readily accomodate additional operational
responsibilities; and suggests that an in-depth organizational study of
field structure be undextaken as sc(741 as the

reorganization of tha
.Washington office has been accomplished. This two-phase approach will
permit orderly transition to a new Organization.

91



RECOMMENDATIONS 'FOR PHASE I OP THE REORGANIZATION

As a first step toward accomplishing the reorganization, the head of the

Bureau of Indian'Affairs should be elevated to report directly to the
1

SeCretary of the Interior. This should pr-vide closer aad more dixect

involvement in Indian affairs by the Secretary. SOlsequently, with

appropriate statutory authorities, it should b, ly an Assistant

Secretary reporting directly to the Secretary to ..nable more effective

development of Indian policies and programs. The attached organization

represents,the final phase of development.

Because of.the comi)lexity, olversity and sensitivity of Indian Affairs

activities, a Deputy Assistant Secretary for-Indian Affairs is also

.proposed. The Deptity should be responsible larday-to-day operation of

the Bureiu and share the overal: responsibilities vested.in the Assistant

Secretary.

7he following organizational framework is proposed. The proposed program

alnment wthin this framework shoUld be considered an interim measure

(phase I). to continue essential Bureau'operations unzil an in-depth analysi

can be made to 'determine long-range program alignment and staffing requim-

ments. Essentially, the organization should be broken down into five

major component offices, four of which would be responsible for Indian

.program policy with one office concerned with administrative direction:
O.

- Education - Responsibility for devaloping major formal

:education pplicies and programs..



a?

Tribal Services - Responsibility for developing policies

and programs relative to Lidian social welfare, housin2,

tribal government, manpower programs and tribal operations.

Bconorac Development - Responsibility fordelreloping

policies and-programs relative to Indian business

enterprise, natural resource development, transportation,

and..technical assistance.

Legislation Responsibility for developing and drafting

%

legislation to provide statutory authority for Indian self-

government.

. I

Management and Budget - Responsnility for administrative

direction..

Each ofthese offices would be headed by a Director. In order to

institutionalize the policy for-greater Indian involvement in their own

affairs, an "Indian Policy Review Board" is proposed. Th .l. head of this

board would report directly to the Assistant Secretary. This boa-

consisting pf a Director and a small staff, would be responsible to the

bureau head for insuring that continuing attention is focused on the

l'resident's goal of greater Indian involvement in their own affairs.

Existing policies and programs, and proposed changes, would come under

the surveillance of this board.7 While a self-contained unit, this board

would pi expected to draw upon the advice an d counsel of tribal leaders

and others in pxercising its.responsibility.
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Additionally, lt is proposed that a separate office of "Special Projects

be established reporting directly to the bureau head, This office would

be responsible for carrying out special programs and projects of a

scnsitive nature which require the personal attention.of the Assistant

Se=etery, such as the Indian water rights program and administering thz.

NaVajp-Hopi-joint use area.

The interim realignment of the Bureau headquarters functiorm should

significantly reduce the need for staff. Although total reductions

should be.deterlidned by an in-depth analysis, preliminary review indicated

that approximatelY 300 positions could be eliminated in the field and 200

ill Washington. nese field pOsitions are positions associated with head-.

quarters operations. .Approximate staffing levels for the major functional

areas of the reorganized.
Bureau are contained,in attached chart.

Although major reductions in staff should await the recommendations of c

study group which will mal..J an analysis of staffing needs, the proposed

organization structure is basically sound. Subsequent studies maY change

subordinate program activities from.oue office to the other but the

proposed basic organizatioa atructure should be maintained and office

directors selected immediately;

Phase II will consider the reorganization and staffing of the Bureau

field structure.

V.
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TINETA8LE

..-".-
As Soon As Possible

I0.days

4.days

60 days

Confirm the organizational framework
proposed for Central Office functions.

Consult Indian community and affected
unions.

Select the individuals who will man the
directorate posts.

Place functions into the directorates.

Appoint task force for reorganization.

'Task force determines authorities and
operations to go to the field.

Task force determines specific numbers
'and types of jobs required to support
work remaining in Central Office.

1

Task force makes functional readjust-
ments within organizational framework
as necessary.

ConsUlt-W1th Indian community and
affected unions.

Select employees to operate in.ne
organizations.

Initiate reduction-in-force process.
Assign surplus Central Office
employees to a temporary pool for
release to permanent assignment as
vacancies occur. This will reduce
to a_minimum the number of reduction-
in-force actions required to accommodate
a decrease in staffing.

Tap% force turns to.phase-2 field
organization.

9 zi



120 days Task force submits recommendations.

Consult Indian community and affected
'unions.

150.days

180,days

3§5 'days

!.

Adopt field organization.

Implement in same manner as for
Central Office.

Complete any reductions in force
necessary.

t
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

- Retain Indian programs in the Department of the Interior.

-.Delegate program operations authority and responsibility

from the Central Office.to the field.

Initially, elevate the Bureau of Indian Affairs to report

dire:Alf-to the Secretary of the Interior.

- Subsequently, seek legislation to elevate the bureau head

to the posi!:.ion of Assistant Secretary.

- Organize the, Central Office into five major directorates:

EducatiOn

7- 'Tribal Services

IN% 0.

GO VI'

-

Economic Development

Legislation
..

Management and Budget

Establish an Indian Policy Review Board to assure Indian

involvement is "built into" every program and policy.

- Establish a Special Projects Office to carry out unique

functions including Indian water rights and the Navajo-

Hopi joint use area.

- Reduce Central Office staff by an estimated 500 positions.

- Establish a'special study group to review the organizational

.sttucture and staffing of all field units.

. 9 7



United States Departm ent of the Interior

ORDER NO. 2954

Office t-)F THE. SEPRETARY"
WASMNGTON, p.c. 20240

11 Si3

Sub3ect: . Realignment. of Central Office Functions.and Responsi-
bllities ofthe Bureauaf Indian Affairs . ....

Sec...t" Purpose. In his hvrnan-resources message to Congre.ss on
*Isifardh:-1,' 1973, the President directed that steps-be taken to transfer
day-46-44 operational. activibe-s of the Bureau of Indian-Affairs trony
Washington to-the field offices, This Order provides, 'for the first

..etage _of organizationa1 changes in the aureaulindapthorizes
irnrneiliate staffing of key positions:in.orderto.implament the
-President.Lb. direc tirtoi reduce nonessentia) Central Office support
staff:and increase the effectivaness.of the deliverj,.5ysfem.of
serificwto Indians, IleEscribed below arelhe funt(ion, ant) xe.spon-
sibillities-of the first-)evel organization units.in the reviseeCentral.
OffieQ.stslacturei. Detailt.d.statts.rniebts, ino1.u.c?in8 descriptions of:
Subordinate oroanit.atibn rtnits within each directorship, are. being
&veloped and vital be.published in the DepaYtrnental Manual .as they
.are approved. The.existing organiation.statements in Chapters 2.
through. 9 af Part. 330 of the:Departmental Manual are superseded
effective tk.lis date.

. .

Sec,. 2 -AUthority:.. This Order is:issued in accordance .with -the
authority-provided by:Section 2 of Reorganization Plan No, 3.of
1950 (64 Stat: 1262h,. .

Se:v.4. 3; 'Central. Office. Orjoni zati on. . "The :Bureau of Indian Affa:rs
Central Office consists of.fhe Office of thc COmmissi oner. four
rnisiort-oriented program offices. and IWG staff- ser vices officeg.
Dayo-clay operations:are carried.on 'by Bureau -Area and other.
field'offices.. The functions of the Central Office are: (1) to
enc.otYrele anti asvist in the development of hureatamtitle budgets
and justilicaiions: (2) to zlevelop.bureauwide legislative programs
and.reports; (3) to advise The Commissioner, the Dcpartrnent and
nationi,l Indian organizations on Bureau programs, policy .matters,.
anS regya-t-ions.and on spvcific. items or case,..s; (4) to carry on
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on with other ;tura! agencies regarding hidian prosrams andneeds; anti (5) to participate in periodic and special managementand program reviews of field operations. Thcthis Ordes an Arft.endix delineates the revised Central Ofbceorganization.

Sec. 4 Office of the Commissioner.

(a) As provided in Secretary's Order 2951, the Commissionerof Indian Affairs reports directly to the Secretary of the Interior,
(o) The Commisaioner of Indian Affairs establishes policies,directs total operations, and generally represents the Bureau indealings with the Congress, the.Department, the Indian people, and-the public., He is assisted in these funciions, particvdarly in theinternal management of the Bureau, by a Deputy CoMmissioner.Until a new Commissioner of Indian A-Hairs is appoilted, theAssistant to the Secretary -for Indian Affairs, assiste.d by the DeputyAssistant Secretary of the Interior (Indian AHairs), will tcmilnue todirect Indian .Mfairs activities, as provided in Secretary's Order2950, as amended.

(c) The, Hopi-Navajo LandUse Field Office, is responsible-to the-Commissioner for matters related to the land area ownedjointly by the Hopi and Navajo Tribes( Although it is located inArizona, the Office is a constituent part-of the Office of the Com-missioner.

. (d) A Committee on Field and Internal Operations composed-of We-Deputy Commissioner and the Area Directors is established torecommend to the Commissioner policy and procedures regardingfield anti in-kernel operations nf the Bureau, wifloti the broad ,polityguidelines sot by the Commissioner and the Secretary of the Interior.
Sec. 5 Office. of Indian Education Programs. The Office of IndianEducation Programs perform& Central Office functions related todevelopment and coordi»ation of programs that provide, educa-lionalopportunities to Indian youth and adc4s in either Bureau, pulic orprivate schools. These functions include: (I) advisiil theCommissioner on education matters; (2) developing and carryingout liaison with Federal and other ngenties regardthg Indian'. .



education programs and needs; (3) coordinating the planning anddevelopment of educational specifications for new school construc-tions-and for upgrading existing school facilities; (4) developingprograms of assistance to public or private schools enrollingIndian students; (5) assisting field offices in enrolling Mudents inpost high school programs; (6) developing research and other dataon Indian education programs; and (7) coordinating the development
a basic and continuing institutional or noninstitutional educationprograms for Indian adults.

:Sec. 6 Office of Tribal Resources Develc,pmerrt. The Office of
o 4oTribal Resources Development performs Central Office functions. related to the Ilkireau's

program's in assisting Indians in businesentrepreneurship, in creating jcib opportunities on reservations,7. in tonducting manpower training programs, in fincling enxptoyrnent
on or off rservators' irt obtanning credit and financing (inohidingasri.siance in establishing and operating credit and financingn institutions), arid in pr oviding other technlcal assistanoe, TheOffice albo performs Central Office fUnciions concerning roadconstruction and maintenance.

Sec. 7 Office of Trust Responsibilities, The Office. of Trust
.. 1

4...Responsibilities perforrns entral Office funtlions related to theBureau's trust and legal responsibilities: (1) for -the pi.otection ofthe rights of ind'Aans in their trust property and those rights affecting
..,-trust property that are afforded by tribal autonomy; (2) for theexercise of the authorifie.s vested in the Seore-tary of the Interior by

..Niarious laws concerning Indian trust property and for providing toIndians the services necessary for then.) to make decisions requred
of them in the application of these various iaws; and (3) for adminis-
tration of programs established to -facilitate the trust. The rightsinvzlve.d include water rights, land titles,. boundaries, use, huntingaricl fishing nights, and contractual rights; the rights afiorded by
tribal autonomy include tax immunity or exernpHon and ihe right
to regulate hunting mod fishing, zoning and other /and useoSec: 8 Office of Indian Services, The Office of Indian Services
performs Central Office functions regarding programs of the I3ureau
dosigned to promote the welfare and deVelopment of individual Indians
and Indian communities, to provide for municipa:--type governmental10 0
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services for Indian communities and to assist tribes in self-government. These.programs include social service.s, housing,law and order, tribal government development, and youth andaged activities,

tee. 9 Office of Public Affairs. In a staff capacity to theCommissioner, this Office reviews and coordinates all legisla-tive development, Congressional relations, and public i»formationactivities of the Bureau. The Office reviews, and analyzes thelegislative needs of the Bureau andtrEbes; prepares and reportson legislative proposals affecting Indians and Indian tribes as wellas Bureau operations; and prepares and disseminates public infor-mation relz...ting to Bureau programs and the Indian people generally.
Sec. 10 Office of AcIrninistratioh, Th z staff capacity to theCommissioner, this Office performs Central Office functionsregarding management of activities related to personnel, safety,procurement and property, facilities engineering, budget, finance.and accounting, employment opportunity, and auditing, -as well ascorrespondence control functio»s. The Office is also risponsiblefor the performance cyf these. functions for-the Central Office andSoutheast Agencies operations and for management of bureauwideadministrative support services performed in Albuquerque, NewMexico,

Sec. 11 Effect on Other Seczynr_rders.
(a) This Order makes no change to the temporary delega-tions of authority provided in Secretary's Order Number 2950, datedDecember 2, 1972, as amended December 4, 197Z and Februa..y 9,1973, nor to any redelegations of authority made pursuant to thatOrder.

(b) Secretary's Order 2946 dated July 26, 1973, and itsAmendment Number 1, relating to the authority of the "DeputyCommissioner of Indian Affairs, is hereby revoked. .

Sec. '12 Administrative Provisions.
:(a) Until a Commissioner. is appointed, the Assistant tothe Secretary for Indian .Affairs will take immediate action tonominate Directors for the Offices estabilished by this Order,Ctild to h.nplement pror;sions of tiOs Order.



(b) Employees presently assigned to Central Officefunctions are detailed to the Office to which their functions areassigned by this Order during the transition period necessary toimplement the provisions of this Order. Appropriate reassignm-entactions will be taken following publication of reyised organizationalstatemeats in the Departmental Manual.
Sec. 13 Effective Dale.

Date IMY 1 1 1973

Appendix

This Order is effective irnmediateiy.

//./.
4Secretry of the Interior
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rAirot bJ

,i' Memoicandum

To: AsaiStant to the Secti'etary for Indian Affairs.: ,

.. Prom:
.

The Scratary

Subject: Implementation cif the Bureau.of Indian AffitirsRealignment

U nite.L State5 Department of the Thieriar
OFFICE OF .SECRE:TA1W

WAS3-MICTON; D.C. 2040

tiff 13. 1D73

s

9.

.

..-.1.hiave just iignec3 Secretary's Order No. 2954 effecting therealignment.of Central Office *functions and responsAiiitiesfor- the Btn-eau of Indian Affairs. TMs memorandum assignsresponsibility for implementhtion of that Orde.i.-;
Effective imme.diaiety, I am establishing a Steering Committeetoprovide executive. ctirection fór implementing boil) therialigmitent of.Central Office functions' and a thorough reviewand'reatructuring of.the.Bureau.field organization. This, Ibelievei-wM serve to improve substantially the effPctiveness.of our:deliveryofv:rvices to Indian and native American .peoples. To this end, the Steerin8 Committee will proviffe .

st policiguidance and oversight forthe overall effort. I am. asking youto take overall responsibility for ettabli shing thi.sSteering:Committee,. and as Chni3man you will report to methroughl-he Under. Secretary. In addition, I am asking thefollowing.officiais to serve with yop on the Committl

1.
f The Assistant:Secretary.

--Managemea
TheAvaistant Secretary l'rogram Devèlopmentand.Budget

The.Solicitor...

The hpOcific responsibilities of tle Steering Corrunittee will
. ,

. include. thef011owing:f
103 I
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*11 . .te v.) . .

0..

- . "

_J.-Organizing fhe overall implementation of the realign-
menf and reorganization, including the development
of a pla» for the conduct of the review and assignment
of specifid work responsibilities for carrying it out

- Reviewing omdmeniforing the implementation a fh4:
Central Office rea.lignment and the overall review of
Bureau organization.

Iam alao estab/ishing a» Implementafion Working Group to
proleide operational and staff support for the Steering, Corn-
mittee. This Working Group will beheaded by a Project
Director and will:

mn. Develop and implement a detailed work plan for .

reviewing the overall organization of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs including fhe hmctions, roles and
interrelationships of the Central Office and the
field organization.

- Undertake and complete a detailed review of the
Bureau organization, including the assessment and
recornmeMation of iml)rovemeas for management
systems, procedures and controU.

Assist in the implementation of staffing changes in-
cluding the transfer orreducti on of personnel and
ptocessing a related paperwork as required.

The relationship a the Steering Committee, and the Implementa-
tion Worki»g Group is 8 h own in the chart attached to this
memorandum.

The formatio» of the Working Group and designatio» of a Proj.act
Director is the responsibility of the Steering Committee. The
Solicitor, the Assistant Secretary -:Management and the
Assistant Secretary - Program Development and Budget will
make staff available from their offices for assig»ment to the
Working Group.
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REORCANIZATION OF TUN

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Ars~41%.1~M46bMiiM:

SECRETARY

UNDER SECRETARY

wmsas.

STEERING COMMITTEE
4rforamham.warsall.la

Chairman, Assistant to the Secretary

.for Indian Affairs

Assistant Secretary - Management

Assistant Secretary Pregrarn

Development and ihrdget.

Solicitor

00WE.5......WvaMeeasemegmetePINgfaR.
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Memorandum

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210

MAY 1 5 173

To: All Employees, Bureau of Indian'Affairs

Prom: Assistant to the Secretarif for Indian Affairs

SUbject: Reorganization of Bureau Headquarters

As you were informed by Assistant Secretary Bodman's
January 10 memorandum, the Administration has initiated
measures to assist the Secretary in performing his Indian
trust responsibility and in imyroving services to federa.Wv.
recognized tribes.

The 'first such measure, as mentioned in Assistant Secretary
Bodman's memorandum, is immediate realignment of the
Bureau's Central Office functions in order to (1) trass:

--daily operational activities to Area and Agency offices;
(2). reduce nonessential.Central Office support staff; and

-Th..(31.emphasizethe neetd,for carrxingout our.trust.,
:.fór.:.c10.1Aiery

. of:othe'r serviteS to

Aftek a great deal of study, we have obtained Secretarial
approval by Secretarial Order No. 2954 of the attached
realigned organization.

I have appointed a group to formalize the-staffing patterns
that will be required to carry out.the new Central Office
functions and to reduce Central Office positions to 715,
as has been prbscribed for us.

Pcir an interim pekiod, I am appointing the lollowinc, persons
to be the Acting'Directors of the six new offices:

. Acting Director, Office of Administration -
)laurice W. Babby

Acting Deputy Directors, Office of Administration:
Haiold Cox (Administrative Services, Albuquerque)
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Carl Cornelius (Generil.Management Services)
John Sykes (Financial MaLagement Services)Acting Director, Office of Indian Services -

Raymond Butler
Acting Director, Office of Indian Education Programs -William Benham
Acting Diiector, Office-of Public Affairs -Ralph Reeser
Acting Director, Office of Tribal ResourcesDevelopment - Doyce Waldrip
Acting Director, Office of Trust Responsibilities -LaFollette Butler.

.

curing this interim period, Curtis Geiogamah will serve asCoordinator to bring about the conversion from the old to thenew organizational structure. Mr. Geiogamah will reportdirectly to me and will have full authority to implement therealignment plan as approved by Secretarial Order No. 2954.When Mr. Geiogamah is not in Washington, Mr. Doyce Waldripwill serve as Acting Director, Office of Tribal ResourcesDevelopment, and also as Coordinator, as described.
,

Pending formation of the staffing patterns, the followinginterim assignments of Central office staff at all locationsAre. made. Ammeditely. /t . may .;that other 4signments1114 .1144 -00 -boi -mAde - 15d fore thq. staffIng p;a:fXens ae .

j;ed o0e.rwis'e 4 .ycitvwilkremain in your present office facilities.

We hope'to meet with you soon and often to explain to youwhat is being done and to answer your questions.

Following are the interim assignments:

Office of the Commissioner
1. All persons now on detail from the Office of the

Commissioner,.Washington, and those assigned to theOffice of the Commissioner shall continue to reportto their current supervisors .until further notice.Any persons uncertain of their assignment shouldcontact' the Coordinator.

Office of Indian Services
1 Office of Alaska Native Affairs.
2. Division of Judicial, Prevention, and Enforcement3. Division of Social Services



4. Division of Housing Development
5. Division of Tribal Operation
6. Office of Planning, except Divisio:. of Environmental

Quality Services
7. Alcoholism Program
8. Division of Community Development.

Tribal Resources Development .

1. Division of Credit and Financing
2. Division of Industrial and Tourism Development
3. Division of Employment Assistance, except Adult

Vocational Training
4. Division of Indian Technical Assistance
5. Division of Transportation
6. Office of Economic Development (Headquarters), except

Research Coordinator position

Office of Trust Responsibilities
1. Office of Indian Water Rigas
2. Division of Real Estate Services, except Land Records

Improvement Program in Albuquerque
3., Division of Forestry
4. Division of Land Operations
5. 'Division of Natural Resources
.6..: Division of Environmental Quality Services.

of,Financiii.Man4gBrOnt,
.

N 2 .t -:ftVietirpr; only.). . 4

8. Reseai:6h Coordinit6r/Yosiii&i-L:did (5&-i:ce' oi tc6A6itiC
Development (Headquarters)

1

Office of Public Affairs
1. Office of Communications
2. Office of Legislative Development
3. Division of Legislative Review,'of the Office of

Education
4. Division of Pilm Production and Distribution of the

Office of Education

Office of Indian Education
1. Office of Education frograms, except Division of Legislative

Review and Division of Film Production and Distribution
2. Branch of Adult Vocational Training from Division of

Employment Assistance
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Office of Administration
1. Office of Audit

A. General Mana9ement _Services
1. Division of Safety
2. Division of Personnel Management in Washington
3. Incentive Awards
4. Division of Plant Design and Construction
5. Division of Plant Management, except liaison in

Albuquerque
6. MA&I Activity

-7. Office of Management Systems in Washington, including
Systems Standards & Control, and Management Systems
& Development

8. Division of Property and Supply Management in
Washington

9. Division of Contracting Services
'O. Division of Records and Communications Services
11. Teacher Recruitmeni Unit
12. Field Support Services Office in Albuquerque, .

except Property and Supply Liaison and Mail Room
13. Office of Enineering tHeadquarters) .

14. Engineering Systelas Staff-
. 15. Administr,t1tive Services (Headquarters)

B. Financial Manaoement Services
Planand-ManageilientleadquartersY

.2: .1ii4iOn ofjiudget
Financilai

except Tribal Trust Fund positions
4. Division of Program Analysis
5. .Division of Statistics

C. Administrative Services, Albuquerque
1. Office of Management Systems in Albuquerque
2. Division of Automatic Data Processing
3. Division of Employee Data and Compensation
4.. Division of Systems Standards and Control in

Albuquerque
5. Division of Management and Systems Devellpment

in Albuquerque
6. Division of Financial Management in Albuquerque,

except Accounting Management
7. ylant Management Liaison in Albuquerque
8. Land Records Improvement.Program in Albuquerque
9. Mail Room of Property and Supply in Albuquerque

10. Property and Supply Liaison in Albuquerque
..

-



--By copy of this memorandum I am asking the Assistant Secretavy--
Management to assign members of his staff to work with the'.group who will meet in Tucson next week to develop staffingpatterns.

.
0 4 s , . ;.
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.

Assistant to the Secretary
for Indian Affairs
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:INTRODUCTION.

In developing long-range onization and policy recommendationsfor the Secretary
(1)An_performing-his-Indian'trust reSp-Onsibifities

_

aid (2) in providing services to federally recognized tribes, AssistantSecretary Richard S. Badman issued a memorandum on January 18, 1973announcing the initiation of measures by the Administration to achieveits objectives in Indian affairs. One of the measures to be taken wasthe realignment of the Cerittal Office functions in all of its locations,i.e. Washington, Albuquerque, Denver, Brigham City and others. Thepurpose of this paper is to recommend an organizational structure tocarry out the realignment
measure which will immediately result in(1) transferring daily operational activities from the Central Officeto area and agency offices, (2) reducing nonessential support staff inthe Central Office and (3)- focusing attention on the need.for carryingout our trust responsibilities and for providing policy guidance fordelivery of other services to Indians.

..

...-.144 BODMAN'S MEMORANDUM 1118/73

Implicit in Zodman's nemorandum regarding realignment is thecreation of a BureaA structure that can respond quickly to meet Indian'needs on a timely basis. This requires the placement of operatingprograms at or near the
reservation or tribal level: The transfer ofsuch responsibility to the field results in the reduction of theCentral Office staff from 1,315 to 715.

B. mE NEW CENTRAL OFFICE ROLE

By implementing the sense of
of programs by the Central Office
practical and is being redirected

.

the Bodman memorandum the operation
is no longer needed, desired or
by this realignment. The new CentralOffice role is policy guidance -- not program operations.

C. BANKLIN'S CHARGE

. The Assistant to the Secretary for Indian Affairs is chargedwith the responsibility for carrying out fhe realignment objectives.In accomplishing this a Task Force yas formed to make recommendationson fhe realignment.of
headquarters functions and the allocations ofauthorized positions.. After a review of the Interim Report of the TaskForce the Assistant to the Secretary made certain modifications in thereport and directed certain staff members to make a further review;this was done after discussion with the Assistant to the Secretary andthe Deputy Assistant Secretary.

- --
In directing that this be done the Assistant to the Secretary foeIndian Affairs directed that the realignment achieve:

1. A Central Office Washington and field staff of.not morethan 715 authorized positions.

. .
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2. A Central office in which emAasig ia ViVen tO th,P trust
responsibilities and that provides policy gWdance for delivery .of

other ser:.;.ces to reservation, Indians.

XI. ASSUMPTIONS-

To achieve the Administration
.

. %

a viable's objectives of crea ting
organization and delivery...system to implement National Indian policy,
the realignment of the Central Office must he more than just for.m
there must also be a realignment of function. The over concern with
form rather than function strikes at Che heart of the Rovervoent's

failure to maximize the delivery of programs to Indians. past Policy
has resulted in centralizing control in the hands of Washington program
chiefs. Reduction of the size of gton Office will not in

itself change the modus ;r1'04::harinnceration if the power

is the control of money and manpower; improv
ofpg:Thitg:

ement in de.liverY Of

base lies in the hands o directors. The control of Power

services and full performance of our trust responsibilities require
mot only a change in form, but a change in function. .

. . .

a changeA. The management coneepts that 'are r equired

in the roles of Central Office stff. Staf carry outoffices
lizz:ent

policy established bY lite officials and not usurp line anthoritY or
redirect'policy, procedures or practices.

B. Under this concept of realignment of Central office functions
the lines of authority must clearly be stated: Commis sioner, Deputy
Commissioner, Area Directors and Superintendents or other officers in
charge.

C. The restatement of functions of Ole Central 0ffice ill help
to reduce the duplication of effort in program actti

and field offices as:well as the duplilbi:tween
the

t' n between
the program dctivitie s and administration at the Washiri-
Elimination or reduction of this duplication will make to

function with fewer staff members; even more important, though, is
so dilaC we get

IT111=1;

. Chat it will bring about better administrati
vaximum results from our administrative efforts.

.

.

-Ve control

III. THE VIABLE REALIGNMENT
. . . . .

:

A. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY or ilsmIAN ArrAIRs

In this realignment we have not substituted an "fice of th'e
Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs for the Office of the Commissioner.
It is our understanding that real ignment of the ce ntral office Will not
await the enactment of legislation to create an Offi ce of the Assistant
Secretary df Indian Affairs, hence, this'deeision.

..
..

. !- . . 4.4...

;
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We have incorporated the concept of a Committee on Field and.
__Internal.Operations_composed of_the_Commissioner_(later the ,Assistant

Secretary), the Deputy Commlissiener (later the Deputy Assistant
Secretary), and the Area Directors. We have not included in the
proposed manual release the concept of a National Indian Policy
Advisory Board since to our knowledge the details have not been worked

out. It is much needed and should be pursued.

IV. NEXT STEPS

A. DM 101.2.2 sets forth the requirements for Secretarial
approval of proposed organizational changes.

TWo procedures are acceptable. The formal procedure requires
submission of a draft revision of the Departmcntal Manual on Bureau
Organization with appropriate justifications and explaining impacts
upon key positions, upon total numbers of positions, upon average
grade, upon cost reduction efforts and office space. The less formal
procedure would permit approval of organizational changes by Secreteri al
Memorandum with dhe understanding the formal procedure would be complied
larith as soon as possible.

C. Bpsed upon ehese requirements, it is recomMended that:

1. Immediate determination be made by Assistant to the
Secretary Franklin and Deputy Assistant Secretary Rogers as to the
form of organization to be recommended.

.

2. A nemorandun "has been prepared for Assistant to the
Secretary Franklin's signature to Secretary Morton that.includes:

a. Organization charts for each proposed Office and the
entire Washingten Office.

b. Functional statements for each Office and Division.

c. Explanation of ehe management or organizational
rationale for proposed changes,

-1
d. -Comparison of recommended changes in terms of staffing.

-3. A meeting with the Assistant Secretary for Office of
lianagement and Budget, and if possible the Secretary, be scheduled to
brief them on the proposed changes and that the memorandum go forvard
for .approval following the meeting and based upon their reactions.

4. Won memorandum approval of the organizational change by
the Secretary, the Office of Administration should immediately begin
preparation of the documents needed to comply with the formal require-
ments.
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D. Determinations should be made upon personnel constraints
_

ou ersei4heiFE-iii-th-rs-report-i-n-order-that-UparLmemorondm
approval of the organizational change by.the Secretary, more or less

firm designations of personnel to fill key positions can be quickly.

.made. Failure to expeditiously make these designations and to permit

such key officials to.,begin implementing the approved modifications

:will only make it more diffiCult to accomplish at a later date.

Moreover, an already low morale will be made worse.

E. Certain steps can be taken at fhis.time without organizational

approval:

.1. Transfer of personnel ceilings for the Indian Arts and

Crafts Board from the Bureau to the Department where the Board is now

organizationally located. (27 Positions)

2. Identify and assign three plant management positions in

the Washington Office to the Southeast Area. (3 Positions)

3. Transfer supervision_of -the Southwest Title Plant from

the Washington Office to the Albuquerque Area Office. (13 Positions)

4. Identify and assign 15 Real Property Management positions

in the Washington Office to those area and agency offices where such

assistance can be utilized. (15 Positions)

5. Assign Washington Office supervision of the Waghington

and Cleveland Field Employment Assistance offices to the Southeast

Area'. (10 Positions)

6. Assign Washington Office supervision of the Industrial

Development Centers to the area officeg covering the respective centers.

(10 Positionsl

7. Identify and assign six Washington Office Tribal Operations

positions performing tribal enrollment functions to area or agency

offices where such assistance is needed. (6 Positions)

8. Assign Washington Office supervision of the Seneca Liaison

Office to the Southeast Area. (4 Positions)

9. Assign Vashington Office supervision of the Institute of

American Indian Arts to the Albuquerque Area. (Approximately 95 r-

positions involved - these ceilings not previously considered in

the Washington Office ceilings.)

120
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Unitd Statcs Deparinient of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRE'FARY
WASIM.NOTCV, D.C. 20210

Memorandum " -
.. ..-

....,
.

t ... ,. . .

.
, .,

.
- .-1.. .4

.
,

To: Secretary .-.

:

From: Assistant to the Secretary - Indian Affairs

Subject: Bureau of Indian Affairs Central Office Realignment

On January 18, Assistant Secretary Bodnan called the attention

of all concerned to the initiation by the Administration of measures

to assist you in performing your Indian trust responsibility

.and in providing services to. federally recognized Tribes.

The first measure mentioned in Assistant Seccretary Bodman's

memorandum is immediate realignnent of the Bureau's Central Office

functions in orZer to (1) transfer daily operational dctivities

to Area and Agencv Offices; (2) reduce nonessential Central Office

Support staff and (3) emphasize the need for carrying out our

trust responsibility and provide policy guidance for delivery
.

of other services to Indians.

I perceive that there is n.c. clear-cut definition of function

to be performed at the Washington level. Without such a definition

of function, staff is able to dip in and out of operations, either

inadvertently or by design. The result is that the Central Office

'Ekes not adequatqly perform the very important work it should

be performing and the interference with field office.functions

. causes a lot of lost motion, duplication of work and confusion.

I have utilized the Interim Report of the Task Force on Headquarters

Realignment in reaching the decisions reflected in this memorandum.

Enclosed is a revised chart showing the realignment of the Headquarters

Organization - Bureau of Indian Affairs, together with charts
.;

for each of the proposed new Offices. With each chart of the

new Offices is material showing where the function is performed
ei

now, where the Interim Task Force Report would have the function,

and where the function is under this recommendation and wby it 1

was placed there. Also, a sheet attached to each chart of the

new Offices explains the personnel requirements as they are now,

as they would have been under the Interim Task Force Report,

and as they will be under this recommendation. -

. .
:-

. .
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:
Enclosed also is a revision of Parfla0"dftheDeporimentalMenual,

Chapters 2 through 8. This revision constftutes statiments of

what the functions of each of the Offices and Divisions of the

Central Office will be. Chapter 9 would be rescinded making

it necessary to renumber Chapters 10, 11, and 12 of Part 130.

recommend these new charts and the revision of Chapters 2 .8 be

approved. Upon approval the procedures.concerning
changes in

organization, as outlined in Part 101 of the Departmental Manual,

will be-followed and required documentation submitted.

Enclosures

.

; : .,

!...11;..

Assistant to the Secretary

Indian Affairs

Approved as recormended:

Secretary of the Interior

. .

.
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Constraints onganaaementActions
in Connection with Realignment,

In the course of considering
recommendations to the Assistant to-the

Secretary as to how the reali6Ment of tht Washington
Office should be

implemented,
several matters of concern became apparent.

We urge that

these need careful consideration
by management

during the decision.

I. Relationships
with Other Departmental Offices: What is the

place of Indian Affairs within the Department, and how is it to

react with the staff offices of that organization?

-In the past, as a Bureau, matters which were beyond the authority

'of the Commissioner were
referred to the Assistant

Secretary for

Public Land Nanagement.
Before he acted upon them, he referred

them to one or more of the several Departmental
staff-offices for

review and advice. At that time, Indian Affairs Was in the posture

of a subordinate office whose
work and a recommendation

had to be

reviewed by.higher offices before it could be acted upon.

The Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs now finds himself in

the position of having duplicating staff offices in almost ever

instance but legal advice. Will he continue to seek the

services of both? If a contract matter"(formerly
approved by he

Commissioner) is submitted to him will he also have it revie d

by the Department's pertinent organization?
Will all perso nel

matters get a second scrutiny
fr= the Department's perso el

office? If so, it would seem that one of the two offi s is

superfluous and that consideration
should be given to the absorb-

tion of the,Indian Affairs office by its Departmental counterpart.

New rules of the road need to be established for the handling of

such matters as personnel, budget, finance, procurement,
property

management, correspondence control, contracting,
safety, etc. No

other program assistant secretary.has
such staff offices under

iamediate
control and an identical group beside him. Confusion

and uncertainty
already are evident in correspondence control.

It is bound to surface in other fields. ;

2. Indian Water Richts: Some time ago the issue of Indian water

rights came to the fore when certain groups alledged that the f

Government was net doing all it should to protect the Indians

lin this matter.
A demand was made that an organization be created

which would report directly to the Secretary, and which would

assist the Indians on water rights problems. It was finally .

deteralined that a unit reporting
directly to the Commissioner

would satisfy all parties.
1.23
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Now it is proposed that this function be made a part of the
Office of Trust Responsibilities and be allied with the protection
of other Indian rightst.such as those for huating and fishiN:.
This reduces its status.by at least one level and amalgamates
it with other matters. While we believe this is proper, we
thought the foregoing should be brought to your attention.

3. Supergrades: Supergrade spaces are allotted by the Civil
Service Commission on an individual job basis. The agency
must show that the position warrants a particular supergrade
(GS-16, 17, or 18) by virtue of the responsibilities vested
in it. The fact, however, that an agency can prove the need
for a supergrade will not automatically assute the obtaining
of'one. The Comnission has fewer spaces available than are
being requested by agencies. Our need will have to be shown
as greater than any other in order to obtain one.

In November, 1972, we had 8 suiergrade jobs: Deputy, GS-18;
Director of Education, GS-16; Director of Engineering, GS-16;
Director of Economic Development, GS-16; Director of Indian
Water Rights, GS-16; Assistant_to the Commissioner, GS-16;
Director of Management Systems, GS-16::Director of Fiscal Plans
and Management, GS-16.'

Under current Civil Service Commission rules, a supergrade
space automatically reverts to the Commission whenever it
becomes vacant. It must be rejustiiied if the agency still
feels a need for it,-and it will again be awarded only in
competition with the needs of other agencies. Two of our
supergrade Vasitions have been vacated since November, 1972:
Deputy Commissioner, GS-18, and Director of Economic Development,
GS-16. Thus, we have lost those supergrade spaces and now have
only six. If any or all of these are vacated, either by employee
initiative or agency action, the slots will revert to the
Commission and will have to be rejustified. Further, if any
current slots are to be used in a manner other than currently
described, advance approval of the Commission--for both the
new use of the space and the incumbent thereof--will have to
be obtained.

e
-

:
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.A limiting condition, in filling these spaces, s'the "Whitten

- Amendment." It provides that no employee, at the grade levels
.

being discussed, may be promoted more than one grade in any 12

months. On the rare occdilien of a showina of extreme haxdship,

the Commission is authorized to approve a two-grade, or more,

promotion. We consider it extremely unlikely that the Commission

will approve the promotion of a GS-15 to a 17, or a 14 to a 16.

It may then be necessary,based on a proposed incumbent, to write

a position-description for the GS-16 or 15 level even though the

desired level is 17. Thus, before any request for supergrade

slots are submitted to the Commission, we recommend that the

Assistant Secretary have an incumbent tentatively selected.

(No commi-ment, however, should be made to the indivIdual,

because the Commission does not always approve Our proposals.)

The job should then be written around the strengths and abilities

of the selectee, and a recommended grade assigned accordingly.

If the individual the Assistant Secretary wishes to select is

a current Federal employee at the supergrade level, or is someone

who has not been a Federal employee during the last 12 months,

then the problem of getting approval of the Commission becomes

a little less difficult; Vo difficulty, other than normal, is

Anticipated for'the selection of any employee who would have a

one-grade promotion.

It is understood that candidates for supergradc positions must

be approved by the White House. In the past, several candidates

have been unable to obtain this approyal, which has necessitated

further seatch.

We anticipate that we cannot retain our current supergrade

complement of six and get an additional seven in order to

support the new directorates and the old incumbents separately.

It'probably will be necessary, then, either to propose current

supergrade employees for the new Jobs, or to eliminate their

positions and let .them find their proper places through reduction-

in-force. An.alternative would be to talk to them individually.

and persuade them to accept lower graded positions somewhere

'within the organization. If they will do this voluntarily,

a reduction-inLfOrce would not be required. We cannot envisien,

however, that all will be willing to accept a demotion--perhaps

to a GS-14 Or 13 and possibly to a position outside of Washington.

.
".'.;

::.
. . fill, +.
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-4.-Directorates:
At the present time we have 13 directorates and

independent "offices." The new organization contemplates six.

Of the 13 current directorates and "office," six are headed

by supergrades,
CS-16's, and seven are headed by GS-15's. The

.new organization looks towai'd five being beaded by supergrades

and-one by a CS-15.

An employee whose job is abolished is entitled to any position

for which he is qualified and which is held by an employee of

prescribed lower retention status. He is not entitled to be'

promoted and be is not entitled-to a vacant position. In conse-

quence, we recommend that any given directorate position not

be filled on a permanent basis until the current directors who

nay be qualified for the job have been finally and officially

moved to another position either by voluntary action or reduction-

in-force, unless the new position is at the CS-17 level. This

leaves management, we realize, in the unfortunate position of

.having to name "acting" directors until required processes have

run their courses. Each situation will have to be given indivi-

dual attention in order to decide on the best approach. We

do not believe'that these employees can be placed in a "manpower

reserve." We will not have the necessary excess supergrades.

Neither will we.be able to reassign GS-15's in any reasonable

time unless lower graded jobs are distorted to accommodate GS-15's.

We believe this situation will require voluntary downgrading or

reduction-in-force.

5. Division Chiefs and Other CS-15's: Virtually the same situation

obtains with this group as is the case with Directorates. All

are at the CS-15 level or lower, however, and could be moved to

a manpywer reserve if not desired in the new headquarters organi-

zation. Nonetheless, we would not regard this as a solution.

Placement in valid GS-15 positions would take a matter of

years, unless management were to decide on forced upgrading

of,some vacancies in order to accommodate them. Reduction-in-

lorce and voluntary demotion would appear to be the best solutions.

Whenever an individual would be entitled by retention rights to

one of these positions and he is not desired, an "acting"

probably has to be appointed until the undesired individual is

finally placed in a permanent position in accordance with his ;

retention rights. - - . .

6. RPnk and File. Included in this group are all CS-I4's and below.

We believe that sufficient vacancies will exist in the field to

allow most of these employes to be reassigned to positions of

-the same grade and rate of pay. All con be placed in a manpower

reserve and selections then can eo forward for filling headquarters

-Tiositions and field vacancies. There undoubtedly will be parti-

cular cases which will require special ;action and, sometimes, the

retention of an individual who may not be the choice for the job. -
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Indian Preference: Current Departmental and Bureau policy

- provides that:
, .

as. In hiring, if a qualified Indian candidate is available,
- he must be hired even.though a better qualified non-Indian

is available.

b. In promotions, if a qualified Indian candidate is available,
he must be promoted in preference to a better qualified non-
_Indian. The Commissioner (now the Assistant Secretary),
however, is authorized to make an exceplion if the best
interests of Indian Affairs require it.

c. In reassignments, no preference is given to Indians.

d. In reduction-in-force, employees are ranked by their
types of appointment. Within this, veterans are placed
in a group at the top. Within the veteran and nonveteran
groups, Indians are placed at the top. After such placement,
employees are ranked in descending order by-length of service.

In December 1972, the Federal District Court for the District.of
Columbia, ruled that certain portions of this policy were mit in
accordance with law. .The court ruled that no exceptions could be
granted in promotions, that Indian preference did apply in reassign-
ments, that, in fact, Indian preferevce had to be applied whenever
a vacancy was filled by whatever means. In January 1973, the
Department determined that existing preference policy would not be
modified and that the court decision would be appealed. In March,
1973, a representative of the Solicitor's office advised Indian
Affairs thae the plaintiff's attorney in the case was considering
filing suit for contempt of court, because the Bureau had not,.
'implemented the court decision. The Solicitor's representative
seemed to be concerned that Indian Affairs might have taken -

actions after December 21, 1973, which were contrary to the
Court's order. We presume that such contrary actions have
taken place. A group of Bureau employees filed suit in Albuquerque
Federal Court last year. This suit challenged the constitutiona-
lity of Indian preference. The case was heard in November.
The three-judge court has not yet given a decision.

It would appear that rulings on Indian preference will have
:an effect upon our actions in realigning Headquarters. But
no matter what we do, we may be damned.
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A relaxed Indian preference policy allows management greater
choice in making selections; it will at least maintain, if not
.increase, non-Indian employment in the bureau. A tight Indian
'preference policy will restrict management in making selections:
It will, however, increase Indian employment.

8. Manpower Reserve: 'Ibis is a technique employed recently by

some agencies in an effort to avoid reduction-in-force--primarily
to let the agency have full sway in making selections for an

organization. For headquarters offices of Indian Affairs it would

work in this manner:

a.' Except for supergrades, where only a limited number of
spaces exist, all employees technically would be moved
out of the organization and placed in a manpower pool.

b. Management would then select, from this manpower pool,
those whom they wish to have' in the new organization.
Selections would have to be limited to empldYees of the
same grades as the jobs in which they are wanted. Selected

employee would have to be qualified for the position.
If an employee is wanted for a higher graded position,
normal prototion practices would have to be followed.

c. After the new organization is filled, the balance of the
.employees in the pool would be subject to reassignment to
field or headquarters vacancies, as they occur.

This technique has been labeled by tfle newspapers as "Reassign-

ment to Oblivion." Considerable unrest and unhappiness can be
anticipated, with many employees appealing to unions, the Civil
Service Commission and members of Congress. Some may appeal
to newspapers for assistance.

lin employee not selected for retention in headquarters will
consider this an affront and will look for ways and means to
have the action declared improper. Indian Affairs must be.
prepared to withstand this sort of reaction. If management
exercises the right of selection all the way down the line,
those who remain to be reassigned will be looked upon by area '

and headquarters persornel alike as culls--as undesirables who
are being pushed aside. This, too, must be considered.
Certainly, a reaction from Area Directors can be anticipated.
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A possible means of avoiding such reactions would be to use
reduction-in-force procedures and retention standing to select

.:those who would stay in headquarters positions. This would
deny management the right to selection in many iastances, but

.- would assure that some good and some poor employees would be
distributed to both headefoarters and the.field. Employees,
.we think, would be able to cope with this kind of selection in
better fashion than one which is based solely on a supervisor's
opinion or desire.

9. Reduction-in-Force: This is a Civil Service procedure whereby
the.number of employees in a given organization can be reduced
in accordance with predetermined rules. Briefly, it places all
employees in competitive levels according to the kind of work
being performed and ranks them in those levels in accordance
with (1) the type of appointment; (2) veterans' status; (3) right
to Indian preference; and (4) length of Federal service. When
jobs are abolished in a. competitive level, eMplOy&el:are-removed.
from that lev.,1 starting at the bottom of the register, in ratio
to the number of jobs dropped. These employees then become
eligible for consideration for other jobs of the-same or lower
grade for which they are qualified and which are held by someone
with lower retention ranking.

The usual result is that when one job is abolished, a number
of employees are offered jobs in successively lower grades,
until finally there are no lower-graded jobs to offer and the
last employees touched are separted. No employee has a "right"
to a vacancy, nor to be promoted. An employee, however, may
be offered a vacancy. The procedure allows management very
little choice in selecting people for jobs. It is one, though,
that is underbtood by employees and, while not liked, is accepted
as a fair way of reducing staff.

10. Costs of Reducing the Work Force: 'Employees who are changed to
a lower grade, and whose salaries exceed the highest level of

,

t1.10'nzw grade, are entitled to keep their current salaries for
:

two years.

4

Employees who are reassigned to a new duty station are entitled !
to the payment of expenses incident to the move in accordance 1
with existing regulations.

1
Employees Who are separated are entitled to severance pay or
discontinued service annuities (if eligible), plus a lump sum
payment for all leave accumulated to certain maxima. s

It's about six of one and half a dozen of another. It costs
just about as much to keep an employee as to separate him,
unless he is eligible and opts for retirement.

12 9



1 1. Area Participation in Reassignments to *ield Vacancies: Area
ofiYCe;ordinarily are consulted before Washington Office
employees are assigned to the field. If the Bureau decides to
utilize existing field vacancies as a means of reducing the
staff of the Washington.Office, it will have to consider the

-extent of consultation which will be permitted. Consultation
with areas will extend the length of-time necessary to reduce
the Washington Office. Consultation may act to prevent the
reassignment of some employees.

: 12. Tribal Partici:Ration in Selections: For many positions, the
Bureau has a policy of consulting with tribal leaders before
placing a man in a job. Many tribes believe that the right

, of selection for agency jobs is theirs, although the Bureau
has attempted at least twice to set the matter straight--consulta-tion only.

If the Bureau decides to use reassignment to field'vacancies
as the principal means of reducing Washington Office staff, it
will hal.1-e to decide whether or not to consult first with interested
tribes. If it decides to do so, the process of reducing the
Washington Of4ice will be greatly prolonged. If the Bureau
decides to rognize a Tribe's opposition to a proposed placement,
the job of reassignment will become extremely difficult if
not impossible. .

13. Offers of Reassisnment to an Employee: Mnagement has the right
to reassign an employee to any position of the same grade and
rate of pay for which he is qualified, regardless of the employee's
current location or the location of the job to which he is
being reassigned. If the employee refuses the reassignment, he
can be separated for "Failure to Accept Reassignment." He then
is entitled to a discontinued service annuity, if he is eligible.
If not, he is entitled to severance pay. The decision whether
or not to separate is the agency's. The agency may, if it wantsto, offer a second or third job if the employee declines
preceding offers..

V:

..
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-14. Tenvorary ETployment: In setting up the recommended organization
Of the headquarters offices, no consideration was given to the

1. number of temporary employees that 'hay be on the rolls in the
. variOus offices. The total number for headquarters of 715 does

not consider any temporary appointees. These people would have
to.be separated, in all probability, before the downgrading or
elimination of any permanent employees could be considered.

15. Outside Employment: The Bureau may select a candidate from
outside the 7edera1 Government to fill any vacancy. The
candidate has to be selected in accordance with Civil Service
regulations governing employment. In a reduction-in-force
situation, the Bureau must be very careful that the new employee
has sufficient retention standing that he cannot be "bumped"
by a current employee who has been affected by the reduction-in-
force, or that he is placed in a job for which no current employee
so affected can qualify.

-
Summary: In'order to pre:teed with the realignment of hbadquarters
positions, we recommend:

1. That the Assistant Secretary enter into negotiations with
the Departmint to obtain an understanding of the relation-
ships between the various staff offices of the Bureau and
the Department.

2. That the matter of Indian.water rights is no more important
than hunting or fishing rights, and that water rights be
placed at, the level recommended by the committee.

3. That an immediate determination be made as to which of
the current incumbents of supergrades are desired in the'
realigned organization.

That action be taken to eliminate the undesired supirgrade
.positions and that the incumbents be given offers in
accordance with their rights, or be persuaded to accept
other.positions.

:

5.. That "acting" directors benamcd in those instances in
.- which permanent placement of a candidate is not possible

- at this time.

6: That the same attention, as is iecommended for supergrades
-5.1a points 4 and 5, be given to GS-15's at large.
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ThatIndian preference remain as it iS until final court

actions are forthcoming.
.

That reduction-in-force,be
used to reduce the number of -

supergrade and GS-15 employees in those instanceG that

incumbents will not volunteer to accept other positions.

Ihat the manpoumx reserve concept be-used-for-those employees

who will not be a part of the realigned headquarters force._____J:

10. That reduction-in-force
procedures be used to determine who

among the rank and file employees (CS-14 and below) will go

.into the realigned organization and who will be available

for reassignment to the field.

11. That Area.Directors not be consulted as to which employee

Vill be offered a particular position.

12. That Tribes not be consulted as to which employee will be

offered a particular positon.

23. That both Area Directors and Tribes be advised of the fact

that they will not be consulted and the reasons for this

decision.
. . -

. ,

14. That an employee be made only one offer of reassignment.',

if he refuses, he would then be separated for failure to

accept reassignment.
-

- .

.
.. . .

That management be aware that some valued employees may

have to be separated because they hold temporary appointments.

16. That management exercise caution in hiring new employees

until it can be determined that such employment will not

be jeopardized by current employees with higher retention

rights.

.
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DE Mitturtrme INTERIOR

DEPARTHEN.TAL HAflUAL

Oraulzation Part 130 gnreau of Indian Affairs

papter 2 Organization Structure 130.2.1

.1 Overall Organization. The overall organization of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs consists of a headquarters in Washington, D.C. and other
locations; Area Offices, Agency Dflices and other field offices located
at various places throughout the country. The Commissioner of Indian

Affairs is the chief executive of the Bureau. The Commissioner, the
Deputy Commissioner, the Area Directors, the Agency Superintendents and
Tofficers in charge of other field offices are the line officials of the
Bureau. A Committee on Field and Internal Operations composed of the
Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner and the Area Directors sets policy
and procedures regarding field and internal operations of the Bureau
within the framework of broad policy guidelines set by the Commissioner and
the Secretary of the Interior.

.2 Cential Office Organization. The Bureau headquarters consists of the
Office of the Commissioner and five mission-oriented program offices as
described in Chapters 3 through 7; and.one administrative support office
as described in Chapter 8.

Operations are carried on by the Bureau's Area and othei-fieId offices.
herefore, the-functions of the headquarters office are (1) to coordinate
bureauwide budgets and justifications from data supplied from Area and
Agency Offices; (2) to develop bureauwide legislative programs and to
prepare legislation and reports thereon; (3) to advise the Commissioner
and DepartMent on Bure'au programs and on specific items or cases that
are in the headquarters office or the Department for consideration or
_approval; (4) to carry on liaison with other Federal agencies regarding
Indian programs'and needs; (5) to advise the Commissioner and the
Department on policy matters, regulation and manual changes and inter-
pretations and (6) to participate in periodic and special review of
field operations.

.3 Office of the Commissioner. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs
directs the total operations of the Bureau and generally represents the
Bureau in dealings with the Congress, the Department,-Indian people,
and the public, lie is assisted in these functions, particularly as
related to internal management of the Bureau, by a Deputy Commissioner.
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1. I e

EXPLANATION OF RE?SONS FOR PROPOSED CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER

Where The Function Is Performed Now

At present 'the Commissioner's Office includes the Commissioner

of Indian Affairs, a Deputy.Commiw.ioner, with clerical and admin-

istrative support, Assistants to the Commissioner, Office of Audit,

Office of Communications, Office of Inspection, Office of Legisla-

tive Development, Office of Planning, Office of Alaska Native

Affairs, and an Office of Indian Water Rights.

XI. Where The Task Force Would Pave Placed Tbe Function

Under the Task FOrce recommendation the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs wnuld consist of the

Assistant Secretary, Deputy.Assistant Secretary, a staff of three

and nine Unassigned positions.

XII. Where The Function Is Under This Recommendation and Whijt Was

Placed There

We did not change this part of the Task Force'recommendation.

We did, though, abolish the proposed Office of Special Projects

an4 would put the'Hopi-Navajo Land Use Field Office, to be located

in Flagstaff, Arizona, directly under the Commissioner.

.
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Itganization
Part 130 bureau of Indian Affaire

Chapter 3 Indian Services

/j0.3.1,

.1 The Office of Indian Services is responsible for performing the

Central Office functions regarding programs of the Bureau designed to

promote the welfare and developmetrt of individual Indians and Indian com-

. :munities, provide.formunicipal
type governmental services for Indian

'communities and assist tribes in self-governMeet;
These program.. are

Social Services and Housing, Law and Order, Tribal Government, and Youth

...and Aged Activities.

A. The Division of Social Services and Housing, in a stofF capacity,

performs the Cenqal Office functions regarding the Bureau's programs

for assisting Indians in coping with social problems and to better

utilize available community resoulnes.
The programs include individual

counseling; financial assistance for needy Indians on reservations;

arranging foster care for dependent, neglected, and handicapped Indian

children; and referral of Indians to local or state agencies for assis-

tance where appropriate. Programs in prevention of crimeand to assist

tribes in development of social services programs are aldo included. Also

in a staff capacity, performs the Central Office functions regarding the

Bureau's programs to provide and improve housing for Indians; assist and

train Indians in initiation and management of housing programs; assist in

identifying available programs from the Depantment of Housing and Urban

Development and in obtaining these programs; and to provide grants to

Indians to renovate or build houses when other Federal programs are not

available.

B. The Divison of Law and Order, in a staff capacity, performs the

Central Office functions regarding the Bureau's programs concerning law

and order. This includes programs related to law enforcement; training

of Indian personnel in police work; enforcement of trading regulations;

enforcement of hunting and fishing regulations; and the coordination of

such programs with other agencies.

C. The Division of Tribal Government, in a staff capacity, performs

the Central Office functions regarding the Bureau's programs concerning

the development and improvement of tribal government
structures and

political processes.
Establishes, with the assistance of other Federal

agencies and other available sources, broad comprehensive
programs for

the development and improvement of all phases of tribal government and

tribal business activities including
theory of government and business

organization; parlimentary rules of procedure; comprehensive reservation

planning (with package funding); operation of tribal judicial systems

(with probation and parole). Such programs when developed at the

.

1 3 9 .
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Part 130 Bureau of Indian Affatrs

Chapter 3 Indian Services 130.3.1C

Central Office level arc tailored to fit the particular needs of

tribes for delivery by the Bureau's field offices.

D. The Division.of Youth and Aned Activities, in a staff capacity,
performs the Central Office functi.ohs in developing programs directed at
Indian youth on reservations and at the special preblems of aged Indians on

reservations. This involves coordination with other activities within
the Bureau and also liaiSon with other governmental agencies, founda-
tions, and entities to the end that special attention is focused on
the problems of reservation Indian youth and aged Indians.
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4XPLANATTO)1 OF REASONS FOR PROPOSED CHANGES IN ORGANUATION

OFFICE OF INDIAN SERVICES

I. 'Where The Function Is Performed Now

The funations of this office are currently in the Officeof Community
Services (CorlInfunity

Development; EmploymentAssistance; Housing Administration; Judicial, Prevention andEnforcement Services; Social Services; and Tribal Operations)and in the Office of Planning (Youth Development Program).
II. Where Me Task Force Would Have Placed This Function

The interim report of the Task Force on Headquarters:Realignment recommended, in addition to the Directorate, fourdivisions (Welfare and Housing; Law and Order;
Tribal Operations;-and Indian Audit Services).

III. Where The Function Is Under This Recommendation And'Whv ItWas Pieced There

A. Oui recommendation is tilat the program activitieswithin the Division be realigned and :.tified is follows:

1. Directorate, including a liaison officer forAgricultural Extension Services.

2, Tribal Government (redefined).'

3. Welfare and Housing.

4. Law and Order.

5. iOuth and Aged Activities.'

B. This realignment reflects a transfer of dhe IndianAudit Services to -he Office of Administration. The transferof the audit function to Administration is recommended.basedupon ehe premise that it, by nature, is an inherent administrativeresponsibility and the scope of effort can and should bebroadened to provide improved administrative practices ist theagency level.
7
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.
C. We recommend creation of a Division of Youth and Aged

Activities in order that more adequate recognition be given

to the fact that approximately half of the reservation Indian

service population is below sixteen years of age and the number

is constantly growing. There is also need to focus attention

on the special problems'of aged Indians on reservations.
-.,

D. Law and Order would be responsible onlY for law

enforcement and training of enforcement personnel.

E. Tribal Government would be redesigned from the proposed

Office of Economic Development as it was thought this was more

service.oriented rather than developmental. The Tribal Operations

functiOns would be included in this Division as would the

judicial systems. We believe the fact that the Federal Govern-

ment deals with tribal governments warrants emphasis on this

function and that having a Division that enconpasses moSt of

the tribal government functions will lead to more coordinated

effort.
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9rganization

Chapter 4 Tribal Resources Development

Part 130 Bureau of Indian Affairs

130.4:1

.1 The Office of Tribal Resources Development performs the Centr.al

Office functions with regard to .the Bureau's programs in assisting Indians
ih business entrepreneurship, in creation of job opportunities on reser-
vations, in manpower training programs, in finding employment on or off
reservations, in obtaining credit and financins (Lncluding assistance in
establishing and opetating credit and financing institutions), and in
providing other technical assistanCe. Also, performs the Central Office
functions concerning road constrUction and road maintenance.

A. The Division of Indian Business Enterprises, in a staff capacity,
to the Director, performs the Central Office functions regarding.the
Bureau's programs designed to stimulate reservation economics and enhance
the capabilities of Indian people to participate fully in the econotrdes
of their reservations or their Nation; provides multi-functional analysis
of.reservation economics, business and engineering assistance in the
development of businesses and related employment, employment assistance,
and financial analysis and assistance to tribes and individual Indian

people.

B. The Division of Transportation, in a staff capacity to the
Director, perform the Central Office ftinctions of the Bureau relating

' analysis, design, construction and maintenance of roads, bridges,
air fields, and other transportation facilities to enhance reservation
economics and serve Indian and Alaska Native people.

.
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a EXPLANATION OF REASONS FOR rRbposED CHANCES IN ORCANIZATTON

OFFICE OF TRIBAL RESOURCES DEVELORMENI

I. yhere The Function Is Performed Now

The functions.of this office are now in the Office of
Engineering, the Office of Community Services, the Office of
Economic Development, and the.Office of Planning.

a'

*II. Where The Task Force would Nave Placed The Function

.The Task Force recommended a Directorate and five Divisions:

.1: -Manpower (On-The-Job Training, Direct Employment)

2. Indian Business Enterprises (Credit, Industrial
.Development, Tourism) .

.3. Indian Technical Assistance

4. Transportation (Equipment Management, Road Construction,
Road Maintenapce)

5. Tribal Government Development (Comprehensive Planning,
Package Funding, Tribal Affairs Management, Tribal Government
Development, and Planning Systems)

III, Where The Function Is Under This Recommendation And Why It
Was Placed There

. .

A. We abolished the proposed Division of Manpower Programs
and put On-The-Job Training and Direct Employment in the Division

; of Indian Business Enterprises.

B. We alsO abolished the Division of Indian Technical
Assistance and placed the function under the Division of Indian
Business Enterprises. The reason for our actions in A and B
is that we have long recognized the problems encountered in
trying to mesh our efforts at job creation with the effortsin training and employment. We believe that a division thathas as its concerns the totality of job creation, improvement
and encouragement of business acumen, technical assistance
where needed, and job training and employment services will be
much better able to bring together a concerted effort on this
very significant need of Indian people.

:1 4 9.
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C. The only change we would make in the Division of

Transportation would be to eliminate Equipment Management as

a separate function since it is an integral part of any

.- construction or maintenance operation. If there is to be a

centralized equipment
management system, it should be placed'

in Administration.rather
than in any program activity.

D. We placed all.of Tribal Government Development in .

the Office of Indian Services and the reasons are stated under

that heading.
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DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL

Part 330 Bureau of Indian AFfairs
_ _

Chapter 5 Trust Responsibilities

110.5.1

.
.

.1 The Office of:Frust Responsibilities,
in a staff capacity, performs

the Central Office functions relative to the Bureau's trust and legal

responsildlities
(1) for the protection of the rights of Indians in

their trust property and those rights affecting
trust property that art

afforded by tribal sovereignty,-(2)
for the exercise of the authorities

vested.in the Secretary of the Interior by various laws concerning

Indian trust property and for providing to Indians the services

necessary for them to make decisions
required of them in the

application of these various laws, and (3) for administration of

those programs which are provided to facilitate the trust.

A. The Division of Rights Protection performs staff work and provides

staff assistance
and advice to the Director regarding the protection of

the rights of Indians in their trust
property and those'rights affecting

trust property that are afforded by tribal sovereignty. Specifically,

the rights referred to include water rights, land titles, boundary disputes,

trespass, hunting and fishing rights and contractual
rights; the rights

afforded by tribal sovereignty include tax immunity or exemption and the

right to regulate hunting and fishing, zoning and other land use.

Acts as liaison between field offices and the Department on specific

cases to.bring about an administrative or judicial-ioiution.
If a

legislative remedy is required, works with the Office of Public Affairs

En preparation of legislation and legislative reports.

B. The Division of Trust Services performS staff work and provides

staff assistance and advice to the Director regarding the Bureau's real

estate, forestry, range, and Indian trust fund programs. Staff work,

assistance and advice pertains to the exercise of the authorities

vested in the Secretary of the Interior by various laws concerning Indian

trust propert3$ and for providing to the Indians the services necessary

for them to make decisions
required of-them in' the application of these

various laws.

C. The Division of Trust'Facilitation
performs staff work and provides

staff assistance
and advice to the Director regarding applicable Central

Office functions concerning environmental quality, irrigation operation

and maintenance, irrigation cOnstruction, and soil and moisture conservaticn.
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PPLANAT1ON OF REASONS FOR PROPOSED,CHANC.ESJp_ORGANiZATION

OFFTCE OF TRUST RESPONS1BTIATTES

I. Where The Function is Performed Now

The functions of this office are now performed by the
Office of Economic Development, the Office of Indian Water
Rights, the Office of Community Services, the Office of

.

Fiscal Plans and Management, the 'Office of Engineering, and
the Office of Flahning.

II. Where The Task rorce Would Have Placed The Function

The functions of this office would have been placed ip
. an Office of Trust Responsibilities, an Office of Special'
Projects, and in an Office of Management and Budget.

III. Where The Function Is Under This Recommendation And Why It Vas
Placed There

A. The Task Force recommended an Office of Trust Respon-
sibilities with a Directorate and four Divisions: Real Estate
Services, Land Operations-(Soil and Moisture Conservation,
Range, Agricultural Extension, and Outdoor.Recreation), forestry,
and Irrigation. We 'completely redesigned-this Office into airee
Divisions: Rights Protection, Trust Services, and Trust Facili-
tation. The reason for this is that we believe this allows a
more realistic description and grouping of functions. This will
also permit opportunity for greater flexibility in organization
of field offices.

B. ik eliminated the Office of Special Projects as recom-
mende,1 by the Task Force and placed Indian Water Rights in a
Division of Rights Protection. The reason for this is to give
equal,emphasis to the protection of other rights (enumera(ed in
the functional statements) which are corollary to water rigfits
and just as important. These rights have not in the past re-
ceived adequate consider4ion and emphasis.

C. The elimination of the Office of Special Projects,
which the task Force recommended be established, left Environ-
mental Quality to be placed. This function was.placed in the
Division of Trust Facilitation.



.

D. The Task Force rocommended that Tribal Trost kinds
be placed in the Financial Management Division, Office or
Management and budget. We have divided the approval, or
trust, function from the accounting and audit functions.
We have placed the approval, or.trust, function regardinB
tribal trust funds in the Division of Trust Services. The
audit funcLion will be placed in.the Directorate for the
Office of Administration. The'accounting function as well
as the mechanics of tribal trustjunds investments will:be
in the Branch of-Financial Operations, Division of Oper-
ations, Administrative Service Center.

-2
.

F. Agriculture Extension will be placed in the Office
of Indian Services, as it is more in the nature of a service.

2
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Organization part 130 Bureau of Tn,cliau AffairsO. aa. aaa... a aaa/a

a

Chapter 6 Public Affairs

.1 The Office of Public Affairs, in a staff Capacity to the Commissioner,
reviews And coordinateG ail legislative development, congressional Tele.
tions, and public information acLivities of the Buieau. The office
reviews and analyzes the legislative needs of the Bureau and tribes;
prepares and repOrts on.lcgislative propos4ls Affecting Indians and
Indian tribes as well as Bureau operations; prepares and disseminates
public information relatito Bureau programs and Indian people generally..

1

A. The Diviston of Legislation, in a.staff capacity to the Director,,
is responsible for the analysis of the legislative needs of Indians and
Indian tribes as well as Bureau operations; for the preparation, coordiroa-
Lion and reporting on legislative proposals of the Bureau and other govern-
mental or private agencies affecting Indian tribes and the Bureau and for
the communication of such legislative needs to the Congress and its
committees.

. .

B: The Division of Public Information prepares replies to correspon-
dence from the public of a general nature concerning Indians and Bureau
'programs; responsible for the development and implementation of a-public
information program to emphasize the accomylishments and achievements of
individual Indians and Indian tribes and explain Bureau progranY in prier
to improve public understanding of the needs of Inthan people.
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OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

I. Whore The Fonctien Is Performed Now

The legislative efforts of the Bureau are fragmented
:throughout the several Bc-ectotaies and the Legislative Vey
velopment Program, based won needs, is uneven and lacks
coordination. In addition, congres5ional relations efforts
have been similarly fragmented and uneven. Legislative
developmant, congressional relations, and communications
have lacked coordination.and have often operated at cross-
purposes. The controlled correspondence program is weak.

II. Where The Task Force Would Have Placed The Function

The Interim Task Force report contained these recommendations:

1. Consolidation of Legislative DevelopMenE; consres-.

sional relations, and the Communications-Public Informatioa
Office.

2. Reduction of the need for two directors to one.

3. Reduction of total-staffing from a total of 33 to 18.

III. Mere The Function Is Under This Recommendation And Why It Was
Placed:There

A. Under our-recommendations, we would consolidate the
Office of Legislative Development with the Office of Communi-
cations. The Director of the new Office of Public Affairs
would be primarily oriented to legislative responsibilities
with a Public Information Officer under the Director's super-
vision to supervise the Bureau's*public information program.
All legislation, bills, and legislative reports would be
originally drafted either in the field or by the Division of
Legislation. There would be referral to the other offices
as appropriate for review as to subsEantive content. The
controlled correspondence function (with four positions) would
be transferred to the Office of Administration.

B. The Bureau's legislative and public information
programs would be improved:

1. Consolidation of legislative development, con-
-gressional relations, and public information responsibilities.

:.. 161
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2. Elimination of legislative development andcongressional relations responsibility Erom Washingtonprogr...m offices.

3. Greater emphasis on-field preparation and in-volvement in legislative development and congressionalrelations
.

4. Greater emphasis upon accomplishments andachievements of incTiiiduaI Irldian tribes and Bureau programsto improve public
understanding of the needs of Indian-people.

5. Controlled correspondence responsibilitiesdetract from the effectiveness of a viable public informa-tion program and :must be placed in '4 different part of theorganization.

162 :
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. Organization
Part 730 Bureau of Indian Affairs

Chapter 7 Indian Education Programs
.

.1 The Office of
Indian.Education_Programs is'responsible for coordinationcf programs which will provide educational opportunities to Indian youth andadults in either Bureau, public or private schools. The offite is under'the evpervision of a Director and includes staff specialists who providetechnical and supportive assistance to field offices responsible foreducational programs,

The Office of Indian Education Programs performs the Central Office
functions regarding (1) review of legislation and/or reports preparedby the Bureau's Office of Public Affairs; (2) advice to the Commissioneron education matters and specific items or cases that are before him forconsideration and decision; (3) development and carrying out liaison withFederal and other agencies regarding Indian education programs and needs;(4) advice to the Commissioner on manual Changes, standards, policymatters and interpretation of such; (5) participation in periodic andspecial review and evaluation of field operations; (6) coordination ofthe planning and development of educational specifications for new schoolconstruction and upgrading of existing school facilities; (7) developmentof programs of assistanc to public or private schools enrolling .Indianstudents; (8) aseistance to field offices enrolling students in post his)]school programs; (9) development of research, and other data, on Indianeducation programs; (10) coordination of the devekopmeet of basic andcontinuing institutional or noninstitutional education programs forIndian adults.

.2 The Indian Education Resources Center located in Albuquerque, New Mexicoiirovides coordination of supervision of ale four Divisions which are(1).Post Secondary-Adult Education; (2) Program Review and Evaluation;(3) Educational Assistance, and (4) School Facilities. This office providesassistance to the Director of Indian Education. The office is under thesupervision of a Deputy Director of Indian Education Programs.

A. The Division of Post Secondary-Adult Education coordinates theadult education, scholarship and adult vocational training activities forthe Bureau. The Division provides interagency liaison between Fedeval andother aaencies that have post secd.ndary programs.

B. The ,Division of Protram Review and Evaluation coordinates theevaluation and review of educational programs which will provide informa-tion to effect long-range or immediate improvement in programs; reviewsnew and innovative educational programs for Bureau schools; provides con-sultant services to Area Offices, agency schools and interagency prograles;

00000
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.0Kganizatron P.art 130 Bureau of Indian Affairs

Chapter 7 Indian Education Programs
1.30.7.18

maintains a continuing study on developments of media and teaterials usedin educational programs; develops and coordinates general enrollment
policies; coordinates pupil personnel services to assist students in Bureauschools.

C. The Division of Educational Assistance coordinates the JohnsonO'Malley and Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title programs; assistsin the development of plLd-s'for specific services to Indian students inpublic schools; and provides for development, administration and monitoringof the various title programs for the Elementary and Secondary EducationAct and other progrxes administered by the Office of Education.

D. The Division of School Facili.cies provides assistance to AreaOffice and school administrators in (1) developing edu.::ational specifica-tions for school construction; (2) development of long-range plans forconstruction of school buildings and criteria for the management of school
space; (3) procurement of school equipment and in the selection of school
sites; and (4) training for school staff members in the usage of newequipment.

165
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=PLANATION OF REASOWFOR PROPOSED CHANGES IN ORGANI2ATION

oFFIqp OF INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS

X. Where The. Punoti.on Is Performed Now .

The presert Office of Indian Education Programs consists of

ar Office thz T4irector, Division of.Adult Education, Division

of Internal. Svr14cei;"Division of Legislative Review, Division of
Commmnication SerVices, Division of School Operations, Division of

.EValuation and Program Review, Division of EValuation, Planning and

:
Development located in Washington, D.C.

The Office of the Administrator of The Indian Education Resources
.Center, She Division of Evaluation and Program Review, the Division

of School Facilities, Educational Research Center, Division of

Education Planning and Development, Division of Educational Assist-
..ance, Division of Student Services, and the Teacher Recruitment

.Office are located in Albuquerque, Neu Mexico.

In addition to the Washington and Albuqilerque based staff,
there is a National Indian Training Center Unit and a Film Distri-

.bution and Production Unit located in Brigham City, Utah, a Cultural

.. Studies Unit looated in Santa Fe, New

The Institute of American Indian Arts located in Santa Fe,
New Mexico rePorts directly to the Director of Education Programs.

.* The Adult Vocational Training function is now under the

direction of the Office of Community Services. 1
1

II. Where The Task Force Would Have Placed The Function

The Task Force recommended a Directorate and Six ,Ivisions.

1. Directcrate and Division of Internal Services located

in Whshington, D.C.

2.. Director and Division of Post Secondary-Adult Education;
Division c'f Program Development and Review; Division of
Educational Assistance; and a Division of School Facilities
located in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

.There were to 1:ecommendations madeby the Task Force for the Teacher
Recruitment Unit located in Albuquerque, New Mexico; the National
Indian Training Center Unit and the Film Distribution and Production
Unit located in Brigham City, Utah; and the Cultural Studies Center
located in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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III. Where The Function Is Under This Recommendation And Why It Was
Placed There

.1. We abolished the present and proposed Division of.Internal
Services located in Washington, D.C. This is a proper
function of the newly realigned Office of Administration
and will be assumed by that office. The Directorate's
Office would have the flexibility,to employ the type of
Education Specialists necessary to staff the Director's
Office to carry Out policY, guidance, and review functions.

2. -The Albuquerque, New Mexico-based Director's Office was
changed to Indian Education Resource Center.and the
Director would become the Directorate's Deputy.

3. The Albuquerque, New Mexico-based Division of Program
Development and Review title was changed to Division of
'Program Review and Evaluation in ordev to be more meanin;-

. ful and provide technical and supportive assdstance to
the field.

Adult Vocational Training has been moved from tbe Office
of Community Services to the Office of Indian Education
Programs and has been placed in the Division of Post
Secondary-Adult Education, located in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. This is in education function rather than a
training situation and placing it ig Education will allow
for better coordination.

5. The Dil,ision of Post Secondary-Adult Education, the
Divilol of Educational ArsIstaace and the Division of
School Facilities rcmainea in Albuquerque, New Mexico
with the same titles.
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. Organization Part 130 Rureau of Indian AffarTs

ChaRter 8 Admini6trarion _

.1 The Office of Adoini5tration perfoms the Cenfral Office functionS_ _ _ _ _ _ .

regarding development and promulgation of procedural guidelines covering
the activities of Management (Personnel, Safety, Management Research and
Evaluation, Procu .ment and Property Management, and Facilities Engineering'
the activities of Pinancial Management (Program Development and gxecuL1o4;
and Accounting Management. Also, is responsible for the performance of the
Central Office and Southeast Area Office operation oF the above functionS
and for the operations of the Administrative Services Center located in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The Administrative Services Center provides
bureauwide services for Employee Data and Compensation Finance Operations,
Computer Systems and Computer Operations. Also responsible for the Equal "
Employment Opportunity program. the Audit program, and for t" controlled

correspondence function of the Central Office.

.2 AdministrativeServices Center locate& in Albuquerque, New Mexico under
the supervision of a Deputy Director (Administrative Services).

A. The Division of Operations provides those'functions,'normally
performed by field offices, which are more economically and efficiently
performed on a centralized basis, such as maintenance of accounting records,
issuance of.consolidated Bureau -reports, payment of employees and mainte-
nance of associated employee records. Recommends modifications of_the
system to the Division of Accounting Management for the improvement-of tht
records being furnished Bureau offices.

-Maintains tribal funds.records for investment purposes and .performs the
mechanics of tribal trust fund investme.mt.

B. The Division of Services providez the complete range of automatic
data processing services to the 'Bureau. Prepares systems at the direction
of users, operate. those systems and furnishes users with desired peoducts
at time specified. Coordinates all data processing work of the Bureau,
assisting users to find outside sources when necessary or desirable.
Recommends equipment improvement to enable data processing to keep up with
Bureau need...

Although the priority may be modified to meet day-to-day needs the
controlling order of precedence is:

.%

1. Payroll
2. Judgment and Per Capita Rolls
3. Tribal Investments

. 4. Fedstrip
S. Land Records

172
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Jae) eureau of Indian
Affair!:chapter 8

Administration

6. Tribal Census
7. Personnel
8. Finance
9. Roads

10. Rea.1 and Personal Property1I. School Facilities,12. Plant Managew. t.
.3 Management located in

Washington, D.C., under the supervision of a
Deputy Director

(Management).

A. The Division_of Safety Management develops and
evaluates in a

staff.capacity internal and trital safety programs and
policies for the

prevention of accidents; for the reduction of injuries and fatalites; for
improvement of health and safety

conditions; for
admiuistering of teste;

processing of
compensation 'cases; and for carrying out.the Occupational

Health and Safety Act of 1970.

B. The Division of Personnel
Management, in a staff

capacity, develops

and evaluates
policiea for

obtaining and managing personnel resources
includng such programs as position

classification; recruitment and place-
ment; tfaining;

career development;
position management; eMployee and

labor relations; employee benefits; and manpower planning and
for.casting.

The Division
provides operating personnel serviceL for the Central Office

and for the Southeast
Area Office..

C. The Division of Facilities
Engineerina is responsible, in e staff

capacity, for providing engineering and related technical services and
support to Bureau programs and facilities. The Division is under the
immediate direction of an engineering

advisor who reports to the Deputy
Director (Management) in the Office of

Administretivt Services. The
Division consists o.7 the Branches of Plant

Management and Plant Design
and Construction.

1D. The. Division of Manaeement Research and Evaluat(on, in a statf
capacity, develops programs for the improvement of management within the
Bureal.l. The emphasis is on making top Bureau managers aware of the need

for' ement of management capability and in seeking out and develop-

int Is to be made available to all levels of
management. Also

;

coo,uinates development of management information systems.E. The Division of Procurement and
Propertx_Management, in a staff

capacity, deTerops
and evaluates

policies for the contracting for services

and the
management of

personal and real property of the Government. The

Division includes a Branch of Office
Services, which provides office

operating services for the Washington Office.
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-prganization Part 130 Bureau of Indian Affair!:

-Chapter 8 Administration 130.8.1

.4 Financial Management located in Washington, D.C., under the super-
vision of a Deputy Director (Financial Management).

A. The Division_of Accountin.g_Management. develops systems and pro-
cedures and prescribes implementing instructions to be used throughout
the several designated accounting stations of the Bureau; provides advise
and guidance on quasi-legal-questions on.the total scope of fiscal.opera-
tions conducted under Bureau auspices.

B. The Division of Program Development and Execution perform:, aff
work and provides staff assistance and advice on (1) cooidination
bureauudde budgets and justifications from data supplies from Al,. and
Agency offices; (2) fitting budgetary requests into the limitations of the
DepartMent's allocation of planning allmiances; and (3) making necessary
adjustments of budgetary requests and funds actually appropriated in
order to make formal allotglent of funds.

1 7.6
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0. tetitle Budget to that of Program Development and
Execution, which 'would include the functions of Programming,
Planning, and Evaluation (PPE) and Reservation Programs.
This will place the responsibility of the total program
process,_developpenf, execution, and review phases into one

--diVision.- At the present tine, each division has a staff of
people at rather high grades, which each Directorate refers

: to as his Branch of Budget and PPE. This has fragmented the
program process and has frequently caused the issuance or re-
questing of conflicting instructions and information to the.
field. It.is felt thAt the programming vvcess is truly a
service function and sl;ould be performed totally in one division
under ow. Office Dif,ector, thereby assuring better coordination
of data collection, document preparation, and issuing of in-
structions to the field.

10. Retitle Data Ceiyt-er to Administrative Services Center,.-
and the realignment-of. the day7t,--day accounting personnel to
be under the direction of the ;1-.-,ector of-the Administrative
Services Center, as opposed ti; its being under the supervision
of the Director of Finatieie. flanagement. We feel tbat the
.aecounting and automatic data processing can be functionally
better when reporting to one director rather-than reporting to
*two. Thus, the function of the Washington Office Accounting
Management Division would be.primarily systems design work on
financial matters, and the-daily activity of bookkeeping, bill
paYing, etc:, would be under the Director of Administrative

-Services Center.

1
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2.- We recomilmnd onPfthree intermediate offices as
compared to the seven d;visions recommended by the Task
Foi-ce. The intermediate offices would be those of Manage-
ment, Fini)ncat Management, and the Administrative Services
Center locate4 in Albuquereue, New Mexico. It is felt that
services best be performed by.combining and coordinating
these furg;tlons into three compact units.

3. We recommend the realignment of the audit functions
from the Oftice of Indian Services:to the Office of Adminis-
trative Seyvir ihi;, recommendation is made to secure more
effective p2 ; scheduling, and in-depth internal auditing
of the Indi Indian Money and Tribal Accounts.

4. We recommend the realignment of Bureau Controlled
Correspondence Office from the Office of Public InformEtion
into the Office of Admanistrative Services. It is felt that
the handling and distribution of BCCO matters can be more ef-
fectively integrated into the administrative process, as
opposed to being pelformed by tfie Office of Public Information
where the function detracts from the mere important legislative
and public information efforts.

5. We recommend the realignment of the engineering advisor
from a staff officer to the Director of the Office of Adminis-
trative Services to that of a,Division Chief-of the Divis.;on off

Facilities Engineering. It is felt that the functions of Plant
Management and Plant Design and Construction are sufficienLly
allied in their mission to warrant being underore division head.

6. Realign:Safety from Personnel and give the function the
sti.4.nre it deserves, particularly in view of the responsibility
which has been placed upon the Bureau programs and operational
officials as a result of the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

7. Retitle Proeram and Management Evaluation to Management
Research and Evaluation. Too many staff functions are trying to
analyze and evaluate someoile else to the degree that nothing is
being done. The budgetary process and periodic Dutside inspec-
tion provide the necessary review to keep the various operations
'within brunds.

8. Retitle the Division of Contracting and Property Manage:-
ment to the Division of Procurement and ki-opertY ganageMent.-And
functionally separate Contracting from routine procurement%to
give that functio,; the recognition that the current Departmental
and GAO interest indicates is necessary.
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EXPLANATION Of RVASONS FOR PROPOSED CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION

OFFICE OP ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

I. Where The Function Is'Perfonmed Now

- The functions of this office are now in the Office of
Administrative Services, Office of Engineering, Office of
Fiscal Plans and Management, Office of Management Systems,
Office of Communications, Office of Audit, and the Office -

of Inspection.

II. Where The Task Force Would Have Placed The Function

'The Task Force rec 'mended the abolishment of the Offices
of Administrative Services, Financial Management, Managemer
f..Systems, Engineering, and Planning and consolidated eith r
all or parts of these functions into a newly proposed Office
of Management and Budget. This proposed office was to be
staffed with a Director, Deputy Director, and staff officers
for the functions o' Equal Employment Opportunity, Statistics,
and an Engineering Advisor. Additionally, the Task Force
recommended seven divisions for this office. The recommended
structure of the Task Force is as follows:

1. Directorate, Deputy, Staff Officers for EEO,
Statistics, and an Engineering AdviSor

2. Division of Personnel

3. Division-of Program and Managnnent Evaluation

4. Division of Contracting and Frors:rty Management

5. Division of Budget

6. 'Division of Financial Management

7. Division of Faalities Engineering

8. Data Center

III. Where The Function Is Under This Recommendation

1. We recommend changing the title from Office of Manage-
ment and Budget to Office of hdminiStr-ative Services. ,We do
not recommend the establishment of the new position of Deputy
Director; instead we recommend the consolidation of the seven
divisions into three intermediate offices, as outlined in para-
graph 2 beloW, with each Director being comidered a Deputy in
his particular field.
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I. POLICY STATEMENTS RELATING TO TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF REALIGNMENT

On January 18, 1973, the then Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Management
and Budget, Richard S. Bodman, released a document announcing the realignwent
of the Central Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The stated purposes cif
the realignment were:

(a) Transfer daily operational activities from the Central Office to
Area and Agency offices.

(b) Reduce non-essential support staff in the Central Offiee

(c) Focus attention on the need for carrying out trust responsibility
and for providing policy guidance for delivery of other services
to Indians.

The n ember of authorIzed positions proposed for the Central Office was announced
as 71J. Ihe headquarters organization for Education proposc'd by Assistant
Secretary Bodman indicated five functional divisions: Intecnal Services, Post-
Secondary and Adult Education, Program Development and Review. Educational
Assistance, and School Facilities. Fourteen positions we, 'ssigned to the
Washington, D. C. office and forty-two were earmarked fo querque.

On May 11, 1973, Secretary of the Intcr:or Rogers C. B. iioi_on signed Order
No. 2954 on the Realignment of the Central Fuaction P.nd Rsooihiliies
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. SecLio;: j ,71: the Order, Office of Indian
Education Programs, states,

"performs Central Office functions related to developent and coor-
dination of programt; tilat provide educationa' o-por.;.unit:.er, to Indian
youth and adults in either Bureau, public or private schools. These
functions include: (1) advising the on -4&7:ation matters;
(2) developing and carrying out .licrisen with Federal and ether agencies
regarding Indian education programs and needs; (3) coord:nating the
planning and development of edUtationnl specifications fbr new school
constructions and for upgrading exisri school (4) c1.2velop-
ing programs of assistance to public or private s'-hools enrolling Indian
students; (5) assisting field offices in enrolling studi,nts in post-
high school programs; (6) developing zesearch and other J,:ta on Indian
education programs; and (7), coordieeziog 01- development of basic and
continuing institutional or noninstLutional educat:Lon programs for
Indian adults."

By memorandum.of August 17, 1973, Assistant to the Secr&tary for Indian Affaws,
Marvin L. Franklin, issued an interim organizational chart tile Central
Office pending final action for the implementation o* Secretarial Order No.
2954. The stated functional components for the Office .-11 Indian Education
Programs were:

1. A division of Polia_and Standards, to assist in the development
of recommen..: 'ons fel education policy and to provide leader-
ship in the - ..,Lication of a system of management by objectives
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for the Burcau's educational program. The Division will also

support-the Director and his staff by carrying on liaison with

the administrative units ot the Bureau, he/ping to prepare

budge': justifications and coordinating an educational informa-

tion system. (This redefines the role of the Division (7)4

Internal Services and i5 Located in Washington, D. C.)

2. A Division of Professional Relaris, to develop and carry out

liaison with professional groups, Federal and other agencies

regarding Indian education progranc nd needs. The Division

will also provide special technical assistance to the Director

on a project basis as m..y be assigned. (This redefines the

role of the Division of School Operations Coordination and is

located in Washington, D. C.)

3. A Division of Publications, to coordinate the development,

printing and distribution of Central Office education publica-

tions, newsletters and instructional materials. The Division

also is responsible for keeping education personnel and

administ,ators advised concerning Bureau-wide policy and pro-

gram activities. (This redefines the role of the Division of
CommunicaCons Services and is located in Washington, D. C.)

4. An Indian Education Resource:; Center, to coordinate the

activities of all Central Office personnel located in the

Wese. (This office is located in Albuquerque, N. M.) The

Center is composed of the following components of the Central

Office:

) A Division of Program Review and Evaluation, to

develop research and evaluation information on Indian

.education programs z pr,vide consultant se-:vices

to Area Offices, groups and interagency pro-

grams. (This redefines the Tole of the Division of

Evaluation and Program Review and combines part of

the Division of Educational Planning and Development.

It is located primarily in Albuquerque.)

(b) A Division of Post-Secondary and Adult Education, to
coordinate the scholarship, adult education and
adu/t vocational training activities and offer tech-
nical assistance in this area of responsibility.
(This redefines the role of Student Services
located in Albuquerque and includes the Adult Educa-
tion staff in Washington, D. C. and National Indian

Training Center in Brigham City, Utah.)

(c) A Division of Educational Assistance, to develop

programs of assistance to public or private seools
enrolling Indian students and to administer flow-
through money from other agencies. (Ibis redefines
the role of the Division of Educational As5isrance
and is located in Albuquarque,)
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(d) A Division School Facilities, to coordinate the
planning and development of educational specifica-
tions for new school construction and for upgrading
existing school facilities. (This redefines the
role of the Division of School Facilities and is
located in Albuquerque.)

(e) A Cultural Studies Section, to support development
activities which will preserve and enhance the Indian
cultural background within the schools serving Indian
people. (This redefines tbe role of the Cultural
Studies Section and.is located in Santa Fe, N. M.)

(0 A Ph sical Education and Recreation Unit, to support
developmental activities in this area with particular
emphasis to the needs of students in boarding schools.
(This redefines the role of the Physical Education
and Recreatioa Unit and is located in Albuquerque.)

At this time, Assistant to the Secretary Franklin appointed a working group to
provil.e operational,and staff support to study the BIA organization plan for
'.uplementing changes as necessary. The basic policy guidelines to be followed
were:

a. Indian self-determination without termination.

b. Maximum Indian consultatton on all major decisions.

c. Maximum Indian responsibility and control of the operation of
Federal programs without loss of Federal responsibility to the
Congress for both fiscal accountability and program performance.

d. Maximum decentralization of operations without .!zentral

responsibility and accountability.

As a result of all of the above, on May 20, 1974, Secztair ECTCC:11 approved the
Departmental manual change for the organization of tho Ettreall cf Xdian Affairs.
Chapter 6, Indian Education Programs is enclosed.
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Department of the Interior
DEPARTMENTAL MANUAL

Organization Part 130 Bureau of Indian Affairs

Chapter 6 Indian Education Proerams 130.6.1

.1- The Office of Indian Education Programs is responsible for pro-

viding staff support to the Commissioner in the development and

manSgement of Bureau programs which will provide educational opportuni-

ties to Indian youth and adults in either Bureau, public or private

schools. The office provides technical and supportive assistance to

field offices responsible for educational programs.

The Office of Indian Education Programs plans, develops, monitors, and

evaluates programs, policies, standards, procedures, and feedback

systems for its assigned programs; participates in the allocation of

Bureau resources for respective program operations; and makes recommqn-

dations to the Commissioner for necessary changes or adjustments in the

program and in its implementation.

A. The Division of Professional Relat;ons provides staff assist-

ance to the Director in de).11oping and carrying out liaison with
Federal and other agencies regarding Indian education programs and

needs. It provides a review and analysis of new and proposed legis-

lation and/or reports prepared by the Bureau's Congressional and

Legislative Affairs Staff and makes'recommendations concerning legis-

lative needs.

B. The Division of Internal Services Provides staff assistance ,

to the Director by providing education input into budget justifications,

reviews of fiscal accountabilitY, and development of an educational

information system. It maintains liaison with the Office of Adminis-

tration on all budget, procurement, procedural and personnel matters
affecting the Director's office. The Division coordinates the prepa-
ration and dissemination of correspondence within the Director's

office. It cvelops educatioL budget policies and standards.

.2 The Indian Education Resources Center located in Albuaueraue, 'New

Mexico, provides coordination of supervision for five Divisions which
are: (1) Continuing Education: (2) Evaluation, Research and Develop-

ner4; (3) Educational Assistance; and (11) School Facili'ies and

(5) Media Services. This office provides assi5tance to the Director
and is under the supervision of an Administrator.

A. The Division of Continuing Education provides staff assist-
ance to the Director regarding career development progr, including

the adult education, scholarship and adult vocational training
activities for the Bureau. The Division coordinates these programs
and provides interagency liaison between Federal and other agencies
',chat have post secondary programs. It develops general policies and
standards for its assigned programs.
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, Department of the Interior
DEPARTMENTAL M.ANUAL

Organizatjon Part 130 Bureau of Indian Affairs

Chanter 6 Indian Education Prognams 130.6.28

B. The Division of Evaluation.. Research and Development provides
staff assistance to the Director by coordinating the evaluation ,nd
review of;educational programs which will provide information
affect long-range or immediate improvement in programs. It reviews
nele and innovative educational and home living programs for'Bureau
schools. The Division provides consultant services 'k:o Area Offices
and interagency programs and maintains a continuing study on develop-
ments of media and materials used in educational prorrams. It develops
general educational policies and standards.

C. The Division of Edtcational Assistar e provides staff assist-
ance to the Director regarding the Johnson 0 Malley, Elementary and
Secondary Education Act titles and other flow-through fundinE pro-
grams The Division coordinates these programs for the Director.
It assists in the development of plans for specific services to Indiaf
students in public or contract schools. It provides for the deve/op
ment, administration and monitoring of the various title prograns for
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and other programs administered.
by the Office of Education. It develops general poJicies and standards
for its assigned programs.

D. The Division of School Fe.94.i1ities plJvides staff assistance
to the Director, Area Offices, and school administrators in developins
'educational specifications for school construction. It as:ists in
the development of long range plans for construction of school buildings
and criteria for the management of school sr- ,a, procurement of school
equipment and in the selection of school sites, and training for
school staff members in the usage of new. equipment. It develops general
policies and standards for its assigned programs.

E. Me Division of Educational Audio-Visual Services located in
Brigham City, Utah, provides Bureau educational programs with educational
films for classroom taching, vocational instruction and teacher training.
It plarls and produces visual materials for use in the Bureau's educations'
and other programs including films, slid-tns, sound and video-tapes, charts,,
graphs, photographs, booklets, pamphlets and posters. It provides fi)m
library and media production training for Indian students. The Division
i8 responsible for coordinating noneducational films end materials with
the Public information Staff and complying with applicable regulations;
and Departmental manual requirements (471 DM and 472 tin).

5/20/74 #1640
Replaces 4/19/72 01430
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IIi BACKGROUND ON EDUCATION PROGRAMS ORGANIZATION

At the time of Assistant Secretary Rodman's announcement of the realignment of

the Central Office of the Bureau of Indian Atfairs in January, 1973, the Office

of Education Programs consisted of approximately 123 employees, of which 39

were located in Washington, D. C., 24 in Brigham City, utah, 57 in Albuquerque.

N. H., and 3 in Santa Fe, N. H.

These positions were so assigned as a result of a reorganization of the Office

of Education Programs finalized on August 8, 1972, as Release No. 1471 replac

ing Chapter 5, Part 130, Department of the Interior Manual, Organization of

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Education Programs. The reorganization was

based upon a report prepared in April 1971 entitled, Development of an

Organizational Design for the Office of Education Programs, Bure au of Indian

Affairs," prepared for Mr. James E. Hawkins, Director, by the Task Force on

the Functi-m and Organization of the Central Office of Education Programs.

The Task Force was charged by the Director of Education Programs to review the

organization and function of the Central Office of Education Programs, to

study its objectives and responsibilities, and to make recommendations for an

organizational structure that would best meet its goals. The Director, in

establishing the TaSk Force, emphasized that location of Central Office of

Education Program functions is an important element in the effectiveness of

operation. The Task Force was asked to submit judgments as to which functions

should be performed in the Washington element and which might be more appro-

priately performed in field-based Central Office elemer-:s. The Task Force

was not asked to deal with the specific geographic location of field-based

elemeInts.

Althotigh Task Force efforts were directed towards goals, functions, and

organizational matters, other factors were included which had varying degrees

of influence on the success of educational programs. The principal categories

were: goals and objectives, priority definition, outside influences, distri-

bution of functions, administration factors, method cf operation, communication

and attitudes.

The functiors, as identified for the Central Office of Education Programs,

were organized as Divis!ons as follows:

Washington, D. C. - Adult Education, Communications Services, Internal
Services, Legislation Rerriew and School Operations Coordination.

Albuquerque, New Mexico - Educational Assistance, Educational Planning
and Development, Evaluation and Program Review, School Facilities, and
Student Services.

Santa Fe, N. M. - Cultural Studies Unit.

Brigham City, Utah - National Indian Training Center.
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(NOTE: The position numbers cited above for January, 1973, for Office of
Education Programs includes five positions a signed to the Teacher
Recruitment unit in Albuquerque, N. M., and was charged to Education at that
time.)

III. RATIONALE FOR PRESENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS ORGANIZATION

In order to present the rationale leading to the realignmentiof the Office of
Indian Education Programs as outlined in Chapter 6, Part 130, of the Department
of the Interior Manual; the preceding background information has been offered.
Prior to Secretary Bodman's announcement in January lr the Central
Office of Education Programs had undergone a complet,:: ation, based
upon a very extensive study by a Task Force appointeL ..rector of
Education, representing all levels of the Bureau. Thc. ivrce report
recommended an organization along functional lines.

Given the stated purpose of the BIA realignment, i.e., (1) transferring
operational activities from the Central Office to Area and Agency offices; and
(2) re:: Icing non-essential staff in the Central Office, the task of realigning
the OfEice of Education Programs became a matter of relating the stated
purposes above and fhe function for educ,ation as set forth in Section 5 of
Secretarial Order No. 2954 to the functional, organization which existed at the
time. The primary point to be made is that the prev:...,us organizational
structure was based upon detailed study and these organizational functions,
with the new constraints applied, were revised for the best deployment of
personnel. The operational activities associated with the National Indian
Training Center, the Cultural Studies Unit and the Teacher Recruitment Unit
have been transferred to Area jurisdicAon and other organizational entities
were eliminated or combined to reduce non-essential staff.
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11 Februery 1914

Nameramtbas

To: Acting Deputy Commissioner

Pros: Acting Director, Office of Indian Education Programs

Subject: Revised Functinnal Stetements

Attached is a revised draft of functional tatements for inclusim. In ths
Depernmemgal and Bureau manuals. The basic premises upon whibb thine
funetianal ea:temente pf the Office of Indian Education Program's organ-
iSatien rest are (a) the Office is policy advisory in nature without
operatiomel responsibility, (b) a total of 56 positions are available
to perform thin role, and (c) any increase in the responsibilities or
services provided will necessitate additional personnel.

Seversl changes from the existing organisation have been incoTporated,
based upon our experiences over the past six months.

1. A Divisional structure has been retained in the Washington office
in order to help clarify the roles and responsibilities of the persons
involvd.

2. The Division of Policy end Standards has been abandoned in favor
of a return to the former name, Internal services. This name is more
accurately descriptive of the nature of the supportise administrative
services performed and avoids an overlap in the policy development
functions located in other Divisions.

3. The Dtvision of Publications has been renamed, Communications.
This, too, is felt to be more accurate and to avoid the implications
that all tdIcational publications will be handled here.

4. The Division of Peet. Secondary and Adult Education has been
remised, Continuing Education. This, mnre generic, name permits the
inclusion of responsibilities for the handicapped student within the
Division.

5. The Division of Program Rzt.sieo and Evaluation has been renamed
Evaluation, Research and Development. Research and evaluation are terms 4

sort commonly ',Jed in the education profession to cover the full ri.rge
of activities envisioned and the word, development, is considered desirable
to cover the curriculum development and consultation services performed
by the Division.
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6. 110 provision has been escill vithin this organisation for the

Bile 'rector-Ws and Distribution Un/t at Brigham City, Utah. This is

due to the feet that such a unit in basically operational in nature--

Servimg Bureau schools with educatiosAl films. If the personnel ceilings

of the Central, Office ran be made to Accommodate such an operational

(and necessary) umit aa opposed to the basic POlicy guidance responsibility

thee we weld prove to supervise the unit under the Indian Education

Reeeurcee Center.
7. Mb brevistee ha liheeige heen mad, for such specielised staffs

is the Oalturel Studiee Unit or the ptysical Edecatinn anA Recreati00

Unit. V. Propose that the staff of these units be assigned to the

/eatitste of Americas Indies Arts end Naskell Institute, respectively.

William J. Benham, jr.

*Alves) this eedeoluatioe make' 00 Prevision for the National

Indian Training Center, mosso City., utast which is an

operating belt.

Surname
Chron 500

Desk 520
550

Mailroom
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CENTRAL OFFICE REALIGNMENT - 1974
.1

EDUCATJON.
Revised 2/12/74

Staffing the Office of Indian Education Programs in keeping with the Bodman

memo of 1/18/73, recommendations of the Franklin Committee and subsequent

considerations.
Major Objectives: (Bodman memo)

a. Transfer daily operational activities frOm the Central Office

to area and agency offices.

b. Reduce non-essential support staff in the Central Office.

c. Focus attention on the need for carrying out our trust
responsibilities and for providing policy Guidance for
'elivery of other services to Indians.

Administrative Assumptions: (Franklin Committee)

a. Staff offices must not usurp line authority

b. Lines of authority must be clearly stated. (Education is

a staff office outside of the line of authority).

c. Restatement of functions will help reduce duplication of
effort between Washington-based and field offices as well

as duplication between program activities and administration

at Washington level.

Responsibilities of the Office of Education Programs:

In the proposed realignment of the Office of Education Programs,(see

attachment A) the responsibilities may be summarized as:

a. Coordination of programs which will provide educational
opportunities to Indian youth and adults in either Bureau,

public or private schools.

b. Review of legislation and/or reports prepared by the Bureau's

Office of Public Affairs.

c. Advice to the Commissioner on education matters.

d. Liaison with Federal and other agencies regarding Indian
education programs and needs.
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e. Advice to the Commissioner on manual changes, standards,

-policy matters and interpretation of such.

f. Participation in periodic and special review and evaluation

of field operations.

g. Coordination of the planning and development of educational

specifications for new school construction and upgrading of

existing facilities.

h. Development of programs of assistance to public or private

schools enrolling Indian students.

i. Assistance to field offices enrolling students in post high

school Programs.

J. Development of research, and other data, on Indian education

programs.

k. Coordination of the development of basic and continuing

education programs for Indian adults.
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4

DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
-

Director, GS-l7
Secretary, GS-9

Responsibilities: As the Commissioner's top staff assistant in education,
the Director is responsible for providing leadership to educational pro-
grams in both Bureau and non-Bureau schools. Relationships must there-
fore be established with all segments of the Bureau, the Congress, national
Indian organizations, other Federal agencies, particularly the U.S. Office
of Education and the public school sector, especially State Departments
of Education and professional organizations.

Targets of this responsibility are the more than 200,000 Indian students
in school including the 50,000 attending BIA schools. Annual expenditures

exceed $200 million. Promoting quality education, along with maximum in-
volvement and responsibility on the part of Indian people, is a complex
and urgent task.

Current Needs: /ndian education shares the stigma which have become
attached to both American education generally and to the Federal re-
lationship with Indians. It haa been the special target of congressional
.groups, the general public and many Indian people. A dynamic and positive
effort at this level is essential to making quality educational opportunity
for Indian people a visible fact.
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5

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS

Supervisory Education Specialist, GS-1.5
Education Specialist, GS-12/13

It GS-12/13
Secretary, GS-5/7

Responsibilities: Develop and carry out liaison .with Federal and other
agencies regarding Indian education programs and needs. Provide review
and analysis of new and proposed legislation and/or reports prepared
by the Bureau's Office of Public Affairs and make recommendations con-
cerning legislative needs.

Current Needs: Indian education resources, concerns and responsibilities
are widely scattered. A point of contact is needed to help focus atten-
tion anc coordinate efforts for the fullest benefit of Indian people.
Legislation of potentially dramatic impact (e.g.: 92-318, S-1017 the
Jackson Bill, etc.) must be quickly evaluated for Bureau response and
to assure the most effective impact upon the education of Indian people.

,ft
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6

INTERNAL SERVICES '

Supervisory Education Specialist, GS-15
Secretary, CS17
Education Specialist, CS-14
Statistician, CS-12
Administrative Assistant, GS-9

EcIpaaoltilislIE: Provide the professional education staff input into
the budget justifications, review of fiscal accountability and development

of an educational information.system. Maintain liaison with the Office
of Administration on all budget, procurement and personnel matters
affecting the Director's office.

Current Needs: The pupil accounting data systen requires further
refinement to yield valid data. Program standards and resource allo-
cation guidelines development must continue in support of quality and
equality of educational opportunity, and assurances provided as to the
cost-effectiveness of Bureau education expenditures.
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7

.1

COMMUNICATIONS

Supervisory Education Specialist, GS-14
Secretary, GS-7
Clerk-Typist, GS-4/5

Responsibilities: Coordinate the preparation and dissemination of
Correspondence within the Director's office. Maintain liaison with
the Office of Public Affain on all controiled correspondence amd public
information releases affecting education. Development of news and
information releases for use by the Office of Public Affairs and for
keeping education personnel and administrators advised concerning
Bureau-wide policy and program activities.

Current Needs: The public as well as the entire education staff of the
Bureau must have access to reliable and readable information on Bureau

educational activities. Policies, standards and guidelines are of:little

use unless they are communicated effectively to those who are responsible

for program implementation. The Director requires,gssistance to insure
that the large volume of porrespondence handled b, various staff members
is expeditiously handled and reflects a consistent approach.



8

.4

INDIAN EDUCATION RESOURCES CENTER (ADMINISTRATION)

Administrator, GS-15
Supervisory Education Spezialist, t..;S-14

Administrative Assistant, GS-7

Secretary, GS-7

Responsibilities: Serves as a deputy to the Director and coordinates

the activities of the four Divisions based in Albuquerque - (1) Evaluation,

Research and Development, (2) Continuing Educatiom, (3) Educational

Assistance, and (4) School Facilities.

Current Needs: Refer to narratives under Directmrls office and each

of the four Albuquerque divisions.
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A

EVALUATION, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

&fief, GS-15 .,

Secretary,GS-7
Clerk-Steno, CS-5
Education Specialist (Research)
11 (Administration)

(Special Education)
11 H (Home Living)
11 11 (Bi-Linqual/Bicultural)
11 11 (Early Childhood & Elem.)
11 11 (Secondary & Career Ed.)

(GS-12/14 for Education Specialists depending
on qualifications)

Aesponsibilities: Coordinate the evaluation and review of educational

programs which will provide information to effect long-range or im-

mediate improvement in programs; review *.:7"-aheinhcivatiVe educational

programs for Bureau schools; provide congatant services to Area offices,

agencies, schools, and interagency programs; maintain a continuing study

on developments of media and materials used in educational programs; make

recommendations on school policy; coordinate development of new and in-

novative programs.

Current Needs: Primary emphasis must be directed to assisting Che

operational units in the field to develop educational goals in keeping

with community and tribal needs and then to insure that program design

'and development are in keeping with those goals. Technical support

from the Central Office will back up Area offices in evaluating program

needs, identifying resources and making available consultative services

in areas of special and emergena concern. Some of the highest priority

Cdevelopmental needs currently being identified by Indian people include:

bi-lingual and bicultural education, special education for handicapped ,

students, early childhood-parent centers, and the home living programs

in.dormitories. Education specialists assigned to this Division will '

need to be generalists in working as members of teams at the field level,

but each will possess a specialty to complement the work of the other

staff members.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION

Chief, GS-15
Secretary, GS-7
Education Specialist (Higher Ed.), GS-I4
Program Assistant, GS-7/9
Education Specialist, (Adult Ed.), GS-L4
Education Specialist, (AVT), GS-13
Clerk-Steno, GS-4/5

Responsibilities: Coordinate the scholarship, adult education and adult
vocational training activities for the Bureau. Provide 'Inter-agency

liaison between Bureau and other agencies having postsecondary programs.
Assist in the development of programs for handicapped students. In the

areas of coRcern, make recommendations on policy, provide technical

advice to A ea offices and review program effectiveness.

Current Needs: Over the last ten years the h:gheir education program_
has grown at a very rapid rate. Vocational training programs have
continued in popularity and need, while continutmg education programs
for adults have been sought by Indian people far in excess of the

Bureau's response. These programs have lacked coordination in the

past and have tended to develop in competition with one another. Con-

flicts in philosophy ,and practice need to be resolved as a step toward

opening a full range of educational options to achult /ndians. Services

*.to the handicapped student in Bgreau schools are :minimal and the Bureau

is being subjected to increasing criticism for these deficiencies.



EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

Chief, GS-15
Secretary, GS-7
Program Analyst, GS-14
Education Specialist (JOM and Contracts), GS-14
Secretary-Stenographer, GS-5
Education Specialist (Special Programs), GS-14
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

(Title
(Title
(Title
(Title
(Title

III)., GS-13
I)., GS-14
I)., GS-13
I)., GS-13
I)., GS-12

Special Title Program Staff (Temporary)

Title I

Education Specialist, GS-12
Budget and Accounting Asst., GS-9
Clerk-Steno, GS-5
General Clerk (typing)., GS-4

Title VI

Education Specialist, GS-11

Responsibilities: Coordinate the Johnson-O'Malley Program and flow-
through money from other agencies (ESEA, NDEA, BEH, etc.); assist in
the development of plans for specific services to Indian students in
all schools using these resources; provide for development, admin-
istration and monitoring of the various title programs funded by other
Federal agencies. Recommend policy, provide technical advice t( Area
offices and review program effectiveness of the JOM and Title pr grams
and the contracting of educational services by Indian people.

Current Needs: Funding levels of JOM and Title programs are nearly
$25 million and $20 million respectively. 30M is undergoing a rapid
transition from general support to special needs funding and toward
contract control by Indian groups. Great care must be exercised to
insure the responsiveness of the JOM supported programs to Indian needs
and to maintain accountability of the funds to Congress. Title program
funds have become a major source of revenue for Bureau schools permitting
many special, but essential, services to be provided which would not
otherwise to possible. The other Fe0era1 agencies which administer these
funds require very strict procedures and accounting to be followed.in
order to maintain Bureau eligibility for the funds. Communities for whom
the Bureau is Fresently operating a school need to be confronted with the
full range of administrative and resource options available to them so
they may make informo'd decisions regarding their responsibilities.
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SCHOOL FACILTTTES

Chief, GS-i5',
Secretary, GS-7
Education Specialist, CS-14
11 11 GS-13
11 11 GS-113

11 11 CS-13

Education Program Specialist, 65-12

Education Specialist, GS-9

Supp lY Management Specialist, GS-9

Clerk Typist, GS-5

Responsibilities:
Provide assistance to Area offices and school ad-

ministrator in (1) developing educational specifications for school

construction; (2) developing long-range plans inw cmstruction of

school buildings and criteria for the management of .,chool space;

(3) procuring school equipment and selecting school sites; and (4)

training school staff members in the usage of new and unfamiliar

equipment.

Current Needs: Area Offices have identified school construction needs

of $450 million. The need has been steadily increasing during the recent

years of reduced expenditures. School facilities condition and design have

led to rapidly escalating costs for plant maintenance and operation. As-

sistance is required to insure effective budget presentations and the

construction of facilities designed to meet educational needs. 1

.
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Implementing the realignment without causing loss of service potential

in the education programs.

Technical Consultation.'

Central Office participation in program development should focus on

policy development, fund advocacy, resource brokerage, and leadership

to Area office staffs. There should be far less direct involvement

in setting up specific programs except in rare instances of new and

unfamiL'ar pilot efforts. Even here the effort should be to involve

and develop responsibility for the conduct of the programs at the

cperational levels. Consultant services in specialized curriculum

fields belong at the lowest possible organizational level. Attempts

to centralize such services can lead to an endless proliferation of

staff.

Evaluation and Review

The participation of Central Office staff in setting up guidelines and

monitoring the program in operation is essential. Nevertheless, the

ultimate goal of evaluation is to complement the complete program

renewal cycle. Without intimate involvement and acceptance of re-

sponsibility upon the part of operational staffs no truly significant

results can be accomplished. As with.other aspects of technical

consultation, the leadership and catalytic action of Central Office

personnel will require a high order of skill and ability to accept a

staff role which is supportive rather than coercive or threatening.

Correspondence from Congress, Indian peoole and general public

Central Office Ptaff have moved toward a practice of answering inquiries

directly - occasionally involving commitments of time and resources.

Under the realignment it is essential that all correspondence and com-

mitments involving a single Area office be referred to, and handled

within, that Area. Only general policy matters, inter-Area problems,

or appeals from Area determinations should be handled at thE Central

Office level.

Budget Justifications and Fund Al:ocations

Centralizing this function within the Bureau poses both positive and

negative implications. The avoidance of overlapping activities is a de-
sirable end; however, communication between the centralized supporting
services and the programs they support is essential to preserve the

quality of educational services and equality of opportunity for students

throughout the Bureau system. Program and budget standards must be an

active concern.of the Central Office education staff. The primacy pf

program needs should be reflected in the controlling voice which edu-
cation staff should be able to exert from the school through the Area

office level. The Kennedy Senate Subcommittee found that education's

inability to achieve program control at these levels was the most
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incredible feature of what they termed an administrative situation

that "could hardly be worse."

Administration of Flow-tlirough Monies

The U.S. Office of Education has proven receptive to the delegation of

more responsibility for project approval and monitoring to the Area office

level. Final approval authority and audit responsibility is still required

of the Central Office staff. However, it is felt that further transition

toward greater responsibility and authority for Title program operation can

and should be developed in the future.

School Facilities Planning

In lieu of personal contact at the local school level for long-range

planning, the Division will need to restrict its relationship to Area

offices, offering guidance in how best to develop sound construction
justifications involving local input. Equipment purchasing and instal-

lation should focus on the compilation of recommendations and liaison with

GSA ta minimize problems which might arise from improper substitutions,

delays and warehousing difficulties. Training might be more effectively

handled through the preparation of training manuals by Central Office

ataff for implementation by staffs at lower levels. Since the construction

of a school could generate a substantially increased and unfamiliar work-

load for Area offices under the realignment plan, some assistance is neces-

sary. An alternative which should be explored would be for each construction

project to authorize funds to be allocated to the Area from which a project

coordinator could be hired. Training could be provided by the Division

of School Facilities and the coordinator could then function within the

Area education office to coordinate all qspects of the school construction

activities within the area - from planning through equipment purchase, in-

stallatSon and training. Such a coordinator could also be working on the

development of long-range construction plans for other projects. In Areas

with a substantial construction back-log and current effort there should,

be no difficulty in funding a full-time position from the monies available

within the construction budget.

Teacher Recruitment

Unquestionably an activity which belongs to the Area and lower level offices.

However, the return of this responsibility to the Areas will require the
redevelopment of relationships between those offices and the U. S. Civil

Service Commission in the Regions which serve them. Areas should be ad-

vised as soon as possible, offered assistance in establishing the most

effective procedurest and the Areas with the greatest recruitment problems
authorized to hire additional staff (possibly-Navajo (2), Juneau (1).)
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Cultural Studies

Many of the activities of this unit, particularly the support of tribal
history development could be continued through absorption of the program
by the Institute of American Indian Arts. This could be easily accom-
plished provided the funding and staffing of TAU provides far it.

National Indian Training_Center

Most of the activities of this Center are definitely Area office re-
sponsibilities. Some consideration should be given, however, to specific
courses which one or. more of the post-secondary boarding schools might
offer to Indian adults.

Film Production and Distrubtion Unit

There is no viable, cost-effective alternative to a centralized film library.
Since it is essential for Indian children to have access to educational
films, yet the service is an operational one that does not meet the criteria
for Central Office functions, there are several alternatives. One would be
to assign the Unit to a school or Area office with the necessary fiscal
and administrative assurance to guarantee the integrity of the Unit as a
National-wide service. If the production of films to serve Bureau edu-
cational and informational purposes is an important priority, however, a
reporting point for the Unit at a higher level would seem to be a more
esirable alternative. In either case, staffing should be allotted from

operational quotas and not cone.dered as part of the Office of Education
Programs Central Office allottment.

.
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OFFICE .or INDIAN EDUCATION. PROGRAMS-.

Director's OffIce

Director, GS-17
Secretary, GS-9
Deputy Director, GS-14-15
Education Clerk, GS-6

Internal Services

Chief, 5S-15
Secretary, GS,7
Administrative Offi&M_GS-14
Education Specialist:Gg-14
Education Specialist, GS-12/13/14
Piscal Analyst, GS-11
Clerk Typisi., GS-4/5

Professional Relations

Chief, GS-15
Education Specialist, GS-12/13/14

Secretary, GS-7
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Indian Education Resources Center

Administrator, GS-15
Supervisory Education Specialist, GS-14
Administrative Assistant, GS-7
Secretary, GS-7

Evaluation, Research and Development

Chief, GS-15
Secretary, GS-7
Clerk-Stenographer, GS-5
Education Specialist (Bi-Lingual/Bi-Cultural), 05-12/13/14
Education Specialist (Research), GS-12113/14
Education Specialist (Administration & Secondary Education ), GS-12/13/14
Education Specialist (Evaluation), GS-12/13/14
Education Specialist (Home Living), GS-12/13/14
Fducation Specialist (Early Childhood), GS-12/13/14
Education Specialist (Elementary Education), GS-12/13/14

Continuing Education

Chief, GS-15
Secretary, GS-7
Education Specialist, GS-14 (Adult Ed.)
Education Specialist, GS-12/13/14 (AVT)
Educction Specialist, 05-12/13/14 (Higher Education)
Progrm Assistant (GS-7/9
Clerk-Stenlgrapher, GS-4/5

Educational Assistance

Chief, GS-15
Secretary,,GS-7
Program Analyst, GS-14
Supervisory Education Specialist (JOH 2nd
Secretary-Stenographer, GS-5
Supervisory Education Specialist (Special
Education Specialist (Title III), GS-1)
Supervisory Education Specialist (Title I)
Education Specialist (Title GS-23
Education Specialist (Title I), GS-13
Education Specialist (Title I), CS-12
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Contracts, GS-14

Programs), GS-14

, GS-14



Special Title Program Staff (Temporaryi

Title I

Education Specialist, GS-12
Budget and Accounting Assistant, GS-9
Clerk-Stenographer, GS-5
General Clerk (Typing)

Title VI

Education Speclalist, GS-11

School Facilities

Chief, GS-15
Secretary, GS-7
Supervisory Education Specialist, GS-14
Education Specialist, GS-13
Education Specialist, GS-13
Education Specialist, GS-13
Education Program Specialist, GS-12
Education Specialist, GS-9
Supply Management Specialist, GS-9
Clerk Typist, GS-5
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BIA CENTRAL OFFICE-EDUCATION-FUNCTIONS-AND-THEIR-ORGANIZATION

Introduction

Recent discussions of the organizational structure of the BIA Central

Office have involved Education in a significant manner. There are a number

of reasons for the significance of Education, but paramount among them is

perhaps the fact that it is not only the Bureau's largest program, but it

is considered indispensable by the Indian people themselves. Immediate

concerns pertaining to the Central Office of BIA Education are centered

around developing and staffing it in such a manner as to support field

operations with efficiency and competence. The following discussion is

based on the concept of a Central Office Education role and function that

is similar to that of a state department of education in providing policy

guidance and leadership. This concept, then, serves as the first limit-

ation to the discussion.

An important limitation to the discussion is related to the basic organi-

zational concept which emanated from Assistant Secretary Bodman's memo of

January 18, 1973. This memo called for operations to be assigned exclusively

to Areas and for Central Office functions to be exclusively staff. He also

called for the BIA to "Reduce non-essential support staff in the Central

Office." Should this concept change, then most of the positions and recom-

mendations developed in this paper will have to be modified.

Another limitation of the discussion pertains to a necessity to staff with

'general purpose professionals as contrasted to content specialization.

215
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-Thariiiii-restitt-of-platiag-a-staffing-limitation-on-personnel-assigned

to the Office of Indian Education Programs. It does not mean that there Will

be no specialists on the Central Office staff. But it does mean that the

priority will be placed on the type of staff who can meet a variety of

education needs. When content specialists are used, their content spe-

ciality will be secondary to the generalist function. Most Central Office

Bducation employees will, of neceasity, be generalists. Content specialist

refers to the professional who deals, for example, in art, science, math,

counseling and guidance, etc.

A fourth limitation to the discussion is that it deals primarily with those

functions that recent plans have indicated may be dropped from Central

Office Education. Most of this paper will deal with an analysis that

relates to dropped functions.

Discussion

Table One, which follows, provides a description of the total Central Office

Education functions. It shows about what they are today, March 1974, and

what they have been planned to be by the end of the 1974 Fiscal Year. It

should be noted that the term "about" has been used to describe the current

situation. This approach seemed advisable inasmuch as the current situation

changes almost daily with transfers, deaths, retirements, etc. among personncl

which support the various functions. However, for planning purposes and

decision-making, the paper should be more than sufficient to provide a

summary that succinctly illustrates those functions that are to be dropped

and to provide some recommendations relative to them.
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of Functions for the Office of Indian Sducation Program

WASHINGTON BASED

CURRENT srrtmtrom ILWINtn'SITUATICW
DIFFSPISSOI AMP CORM? BAD PLASTID

!Unction Personnel Tot Function Personnel Tot FuCtLon Personnel
Ct

AVM Direction,
I of the Director

1 Director

2 Secretaries

Sawa

1 Deputy 6
.

0

ternal Sorvices,

Planning, with

1 Division Chief

1 Secretary

Fiscal and administrative

support

1 Division Chief

1 Secretary

Policy and Standards

function assigned to all
strative support

and Standards

3 Professionals 5 3 Professionals

1 Admin. Assistant

1 divisions, communications

function assumed

emunicstions 1 Chief Function moved to

1 Clerk Typist

Function moved to another
2 Assistants 3 Internal Servicss 0 organizational location - 3

iool 'Operations

uition and

1 Chief

1 Assistant

Professional Relations 1 Division Chief

1 Secretary

School Operations function

dropped, Title I liaison
;tonal Relations 1 Secretary 1 rotassiooa 3 moved to another division - 4
1 ESSA Liaison 4 Professionals

gislativn Review

lit, Development
1 Division Chief

1 Secretary
Not included in planned

situation
Legislative Review and

Policy Development as
2 Professionals 4 0 conceived in this Division

moved out of Education to

another program office.

-4

ilt Vocational 1 Division Chief Moved to another division Function moved to Division .

4 1 Secretary of Continuing Education - 5
3 Professionals

.

Audition and

i Review
1 Branch Chief

1 Secretary
Dropped from planned

situation
Dropped from Washington

based staffing; picked up
2 Professionals 4 0 in Alouquerque - 4

2 1.8



Table One -- Analysis of Functions for the Office of Indian Education Programs

FIELDS=

CUR= SITUATION MATO SITUATION Dann= snap moan an Puna

Personnel roe Poressaal

Ideinistrater, ICIC 1 Administrator

1 _Secretary

Deputy

1 Admin. Assimtant

2 lid Specialism*

:ducational 1 Division Chief
Assistance 1 Swretary
Johnson O'Malley 8 Prsionalm
MICE Title Program

chool Facilities

len and coordinate

rogram aspects of

cbool construction

cst Secondary end

Adult Edmatioa

0

1 Divimion Chief

2 Prop= Assistants
9 Eds. Specialists

1 Clerk Typists
2 Supply Clerks
1 Training Specialist 6

Division Chief
2 Secretaries

6 Professionals

Combine some functions

and move some to Ares

level of operation.

Mostly concern, purchsco

of equ:pmenc and training.

Program function and scam

training retained

Change in nsme to Division

of Continuing Education.

Out-of-Class Acts, psy-

chological service, MITC,

and special education

dropped. AVE and Adult Ed.

functions absorbed by

Albuquerque staff.

1 Adaisistrator

1 Secretary

1 Deputy

1 Admin. Assistant

Change one Secretary

from temporary to

permanent

1 Division Chief

1 Secretary

4 Education Specislisti

Ed. Program Spec.

1 Ed. Program Asst. .

I Supply Mgmt spec.

1 Clerk Steno

11

10

1 Division Chief

1 Secretary

1 Clerk-Steno

3 Education Specialiste

1 Program Assistant 7

Changed regarding

equipaent purchase and

training

Change in function to

focus more directly on

post-high school education

and trainins. AVT added.

- 2

+ 1

- 6

- 2



Table One -- Analysis of Functions for the Office of Indian Education Programs

FIELD BASED

mom smut= PLANED mama DIFFERS= MMUS =Num MD mum

Function Personnel Tot Function Personnel Tot! Function PSXJOSD3SI
1Ct

12. Program Review

and Evaluation

1 Division Chief

2 Secretaries
Changes involve dropping

che Washington-based
1 Division Chief

2 Secretaries

Drop the specializations

Includes oda-

5 Professionels B operation and threusic

function located in

7 Professionals 10

I

+ 2

rational evaluation.

curriculum devil-

opment sod edu -

rational research

Santa Ye. Change name to

focus oar. directly on

evaluation. research and

development.

13. Physical Education 1 Division chief 1. Consolidate vith another 0 Transferred to another - 1
and Recreation ' division. Organisationally,

this function relates

batter under an already

established division.

division.

14. National Indian 1 Supervisory Edu. Spa:. Drop training. materials Functions dropped by - 14
Training Center 1 Admin Officer development and professional Central Office and unit .

Training Indian

tribal leaders,

school board

members, etc.

3 Clerical

9 Professionals 14

library functions. Functins
assumed by Areas.

eliminated.

Educational mat-

eriel production

and educational

professional Mary

15. Film Production

and Dietributioc

1 Chief

4 Supporting staff 5

Drop Film Production and

Distribution from Central

0 Function maintained but

unit eliminated from basic

5

Office policy stsfi.

Assume es operational unit,
Central Office policy

guidance staff consider'

etions

5
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Table Ono Aoslyrir of functions for Cho OflIco of Indian !Vocation Programs

MID 1ASED

m.i==1=06

7'

CVIRM MIAMI

Function

MAUD SINITIC'S DIfflAINCI UWIfl cum AID RAND

Peraocel Tot Function /unction

16, Cultural Studios I. Dirsctor

and hunch Ctr.1 Suntory

Develops cultursl

materials cooper-

ativsly with tribes.

Assists ia commit,

plat:444th

cultural bass. Ar

plies products to

Indian Affairs in

poorol

TOTALS

223

03

Mow to odor ?rope

office or drop

4

6

Dispositioa ottbil fuact

is *Orton. It deflo

acrolo -tho -baud with

Will Affairs and only

occasionslly with Iducatioe,
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Dropped Functions

Table Two provides an evaluation summary regarding the dropped functions.

The six criteria used to evaluate each function are described so that

a better understanding of the assessment approach is achieved.

Criterion One: Relationshi to Self-Determination

Each Central Office function in Education shoUld directly

support the policy of Self-Determination as it relates to

the Education activity, per se. Specifically, this refers

to assisting tribes to assume control and to become involved

in education.

Criterion We: Supports Education Goals at National Level

This criterion addresses the question, "To what extent does

the function relate directly to the BIA Education goals?"

More specifically, the goals contained in the BIA Manual

and those being revised. Partial relationships are not given

credit in the evaluation design.

Criterion Three: Education Specific

This criterion concerns the extent to which the function deals

with Education only. In some instances, there are functions

that do have something about them that"felate to the Education

program. Some functions now in Central Office Education have

only partial relationships to Education. This criterion re-

flects the belief that the Central Office Education staff should,

insofar as possible, concern itself with the Bureau's Education

program, only.

Criterion Four: Supports the Education Accountability Effort

This criterion concerns the extent to which a function is

related to developing accountability mechanisms and corres-

ponding information. It, however, does not imply that the Office

of Education has management information as a basic assignment.

This criterion relates to strength of the functions relation-

ship to education information. For instance, the Bureau's

Higher Education function bears a direct and strong relationship

to accountability as this program provides data about a very

important aspect of the education program.

Criterion Five: Supports a Non-Operational. Staff Arrangement

This criterion has already been partially mentioned in the

Introduction and in criteria two and three. It pertains to the
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extent to which a function supports a Central Office concept
similar to that of a state department of education or to one
which provides non-operational types of services. Those

functions that are directly related to schools or to tribes
are considered to have strong operational ties and to be minimal

regarding their staff role.

Criterion Six: Professional Generalist

Professional generalist refers to the second limitation. That

is, does the function require highly specialized personnel to
carry it out or can a general professional in education do the

job? Content specialists have a low priority in the planned
structure of the Central Office Education.

There are some general considerations that have also been included

in the assessment. One of these is the manner in which a unit has operated

and what it has been-performing. Another is the strength of the relation-

ship. Many of the dropped functions obviously do bear a relationship to
all the criteria. However, they are not specifically educational and
eberefore have some but not a sole relationship to education. Table Two

presents a summary assessment of the 11 dropped functions.

In the following discussion, it should be realized that those dropped
Zunctions that rated lower than five are considered to have only a moderate

or lower relationship to the Office of Education Programs general respon-

sibilities.

1. Education Materials Production: (Personnel involved: 3) It can be

seen from Table Two that this function supports all of the six criteria
and, therefore, should be a part of the Central Office of Indian Education.

In fact, this one resource is vital to the staff concept and the awkward

current situation should be looked at closely.

Recommendation: The materials production function should be retained and
should be consolidated and made a part of the Albuquerque based operation.

If this is not possible because of staff limitations, consideration should

be given to assigning personnel and function to areas where they would

have Bureau-wide usage.

2. Professional Library: (Personnel involved: 2) Tile professional library,

for Bureau-wide purposes supports the production and dissemination of educa-

tional materials. It is useful and should be maintained.

Recommendation: The profesaional library should be retained but should be

moved to another location. First priority would be to consolidate it in

Albuquerque. A second option would be to move library and staff to a school
Where there is plenty of space and the potential for extended service.
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3. Film Distribution: (Personnel involved: 5) This is a strong Educa-
tion function that is needed at the Central Office level. It is an
operational service, but one which not all Areas could assume on a cost-
effective basis.

Recommendation: Film Distribution should remain a part of the Central
Office of Indian Education Programs, but staffing should not be charge-
able to the policy guidance role of the Central Office. It should be
located geographically in such a manner as to provide coordination and
efficiency of services in education.

4. School Facilities equipment purchase and training: (Personnel in-volved: 7) This function does bear a strong relationship to education.
It has a problem in that it also bears a strong relationship to the opera-tional level of the education program. The saving factor is that it ishighly specialized as it relates to new equipment for new facilities. Inthis respect, it does represent a loss which must either be picked up bythe Areas or retained at the Central Office.

Recommendation: The school facilities and equipment purchasing and train-ing function should be removed to the Area level of operation, following aperiod of transition. Some contract possibilities are also inherent inthis activity.

5. Psychological Counseling: (Personnel involved: 2) This is a highly
specialized function that bears a strong relationship to local school
operations. Its role at the Central Office level would be primarily coordi-native and could be accomplished by incorporating it within another more
generalized function.

Recommendation: Psychological Counseling should be dropped and basic
responsibility shifted to the Areas and Schools, unless additional staffis available at the Central Office.

6. Music: (Personnel involved: 1) This function was once a part of the
Institute of American Indian Arts and was moved to the Central Office level
of operation only to be accommodating to the Superintendent who did not getalong with the MUsic Specialist. This function is similar to psychological
services in that it is too specialized and of a low priority in basic
curriculum areas to relate strongly to the proposed concept of Central OfficeEducation.

Recommendation: This function should be transferred to an Area Office orto the Institute of American Indian Arts.

7. Legislative Review and Policy Development: (Personnel involved: 4)The manner in which this function is described indicates that it relatesstrongly to tribal operations, to Congress and to the Department. /t bears
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only a partial relationship to Education policy and services. As conceived,

it does not seem
feasible for Central Office Education to support a function

that deals primarily to the
legislative process and tribal politic!;. WhilL

the Bureau
very definitely

needs and does stay abreast of such activities,

it not thought that such direct
involvement should be a.part of the Office

of Indian
Education Programs.

Recommendation: Legislative Review and Policy Development should be tram,-

ferred440 a program
office other

than Education.
This is

logically the
congressional and legislative affairs or the

Intergovernmental Relations

staff.

8. Training tribal members: (Personnel involved: 8) Training tribal

members pertains to preparing individuals in a number of
capacities, one

of which may or may not,be for education purposes. Training of school board
members would be an education purpose and would relate strongly to the educa-
tion function.

However, education as a training
purpose from among eight

or ten
non-education purposes tends to minimize its importance to education.

It is also
contended that training such as this should be handled by Area

Offices.

Recommendation: The training function should be dropped from
antral Office

Education and moved to the Area Office level of
responsibility. It might

also be
considered for

contracting to tribal groups.
Additionally, Haskell

Institute has expressed an interest in assuming the training
function and

making room for it on the campus.
9. School Operations

Coordination: ;Personnia involved: 9) This function
relates strongly to a Central

Office concept whi;:h includes school opera-

tions. Changing the Central Office to one that is strongly
staff, makes

this function
unnecessary.

Recommendation: It is recommended that the staff who were performing
education duties in School Operations Coordination be placed

organization-

ally in the "Eastern Area Office."
Eastern Area Office pertains to the

tribes in Florida, North Carolina, Mississippi, and New York, and related
activities. The Eastern Area Office has no Education personnel and has
relied on the School

Operations Coordination staff since its creation.10. Cultural Studies and Research: (Personnel involved: 2) There is much

to be said for the Cultural Studies and Research Center and the fact that

it does not rate high as an Education
activity is not a negative

assessment.

It is thought that this function
more appropriately

belongs in another
program office. While some of what it does relates to Education, its total

range of
involvements do not. It is a very strong and vital unit, but not

strictly in Education.

Recommendation: The Cultural
Studies and Research Center should be trans-

ferred from
Education. It should be aligned

organizationally with the
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Institute of American Indian Arts, on whose campus it is located, or itshould be placed under the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. This recommen-dation is based on the perception that it relates more strongly to thebroad total range of the Commissioner's Office or to the broad programrange which typifies the humanities in collegmand universities.

11. Physical Education and Recreation: (Personnel Involved: 1) Thisfunction relates strongly to the vital Indian Athletic Hall of Fame andto other non-Education activities. It is not staffed by professionaleducators at the present time and does not have a high priority in theeducation goals of the Bureau. It is thought that only those functionsthat relte strongly to the education goals should be included as specialitiesat the Central Office level of the Education activity.

Recommendation: The physical education and recreation function should betransferred from the antral Office level of operations to a school, or anArea Office. Haskell Indian Junior College would be a good location.

12. Safety: (Personnel involved: 1) This function, like other contentspecialities should be moved to the Area Office level of operation.

Recommendation: Move to Area Office level of operation.

13. Film Production: (Personnel involved: 2) The film production
function has increased in recent years and while the majority of the filmshave been education oriented, they have not been exclusively so. Most ofthe production costs have been borne by the Area Offices with the filmproduction staff performing a technical and coordinative role togetherwith filming.

Recommendation: The film production function could be placed in anotheroffice, such as Public Affairs, although additional staff would be requireddue to the fact that Film Production and Distribution are operated as asingle unit with staff serving in both capacities.
The operation should beheld intact, therefore, and left with the major user - Education.

Though mentioned in some of the discussion above, it should be pointed outthat most all the functions should be given consideration regarding contract-ing to tribal groups. Contracting, as a method of providing Central Officeservices should be looked at and entered into when feasible.

One important function, Adult Vocational Training (AVT), has been movedorganizationally under the Office of Indian Education Programs. This is anadditional function which was previously handled by five positions. fnEducation, it is planned that AVT would be handled by one position. Thtrois a need for additional personpel to handle this function.

'In addition to AVT, there are several of the dropped functions that areconsidered necessary to a minimal Central Office activity. While these havebeen discussed above and recommendations made relative to them, another
alternative would be to retain them as Central Office functions. Those
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dropped functions considered essential to a minimal Central Office
Education function are:

Education Materials Production
Professional Library
Film Distribution

The above listing does not represent a priority or ordering of the
importance of the function.

Table Three, which followJ, shows a summary of functions and the requisite
number of positions required to provide minimal Central Office services,
(both policy guidance.and operational) above the base of 56. The functions
shown are a combination of the additional AVT, the dropped functions con-
sidered necessary to a minimal Central Office function and other functions
which would be impaired by the approximately 50 percent reduction in Central
Office Education staff.

In conclusion, it should be realized that the BIA Central Office could
achieve much strength by consolidating and trimming some of its functions.
It is also apparent that there are some functions consideraivital to
Education that are being omitted from the Central Office due primarily to
the fact that there will be insufficient personnel ceiling available to
provide the needed services. Additional positions are needed in order to
provide minimal services in Education.
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PRIORITY

TABLE THREE

POSITIONS NEEDED ABOVE 56 - EDUCATION
(Unless placed outside of Education - C. O.)

FUNCTION PERM. POS. NEED

FOR POLICY GUIDANCE
1 General Support in the Director's Office 4
2 Special Education for Handicapped Students 2
3 Out-of-class activities, Recreation, etc. 3
4 Adult Vocational Training 11/2

5 Professional materials preparation and
dissemination, including library 3

6 Cultural Studies development 2
7 Evaluation with computer techniques 11/2

8 Adult Education lk
9 Psychological Services A

TOTAL

FOR OPERATIONS

20

1 Film distribution to Bureau schools 5
2 New construction equipment purchase and

installation (to be phased out) 7
3 Cultural Studies contract negotiation 2

.4 Film production 2
5 Ttaining center operation 6

TOTAL 22

It should be kept in mind that the above needs are considered minimal.
This likewise implies that given a basic minimum of say 56 positions for
the BIA Central Office Education, there is the possibility that minimal
functional requirements cannot be met.

Before closing, a distinction needs to be made between functions and
personnel or positions. They are not the same in meaning. A person who
works in a curriculum speciality under the current situation could change
positions and perform general duties under the planned situation. Job
retention is not directly related to current duties and an employee may
have the opportunity to change jobs and continue to perform duties at the
Central Office level of operations.
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IN REPLY UPI.* TO:

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20212

Indian Education Programs

April 5, 1974

Memorandum

To: Chief, Division of Management Research & Evaluation
Attention: Warren Kiersted

From: Acting Director, Office of Indian Education Programs

Subject: Justification for Over-Ceiling Positions - Education

The following is our justification statement for additional
staffing for the 02fice ofIndian Education Programs.

a

Director's Office - (7 positions) Under the imposed ceilings, a
reduction of 18 positions (from 32 to 14) would be required. This
would provide only 8 professionals to support the Director in
Washington, D. C., in liaison with Federal and other agencies, in the
analysis of new and proposed education legislation, in the develop-
ment of budget justifications, review of fiscal accountability in
education programs and other professional concerns. The seven
additional positions would include 5 professional and 2 clerical
to strengthen the office in providing the services noted above.

INDIAN EDUCATION RESOURCES CENTER

Continuing Education - (2 positions) The proposed staffing would
eliminate 2 positions in Albuquerque from this Division along with
1 in Washington, D. C. At the aame time, the responsibilities for
the AVT program currently handled by 5 positions are being assumed
by Education within this Division. The two additional positions
would be for adult vocational training and vocational rehabilitation
programs.

Evaluation. Research and Development - (1 position) Staff of this
Division would be reduced by 2 positions under the proposal together
with 3 positions in two related Divisions (Cultural Studies - Physical
Education and Recreation). Still, increasing emphasis in the program
review function for which this Division is responsible is expectedto be provided. The additional position would.work in the area of
student health, physical education and recreation.
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Page Two-
School Facilities - (4 positions) A total of 6 people would be
displacecl (7 others have been lost recently) in order to come
within the proposed ceilings. This would eliminate the functions
of equipment purchaue, installation and training for new school
construction. This might be picked up by Areas, possibly involving
contracting, but a planned transition is necessary to prevent
disastrous consequencns in getting new schools equipped and ready
for use. The 4 additional positions would maintain this service.

Media Services - (3 positions) The entire film distribution unit
involving 3 rnrmanent positions would be eliminated under the
proposal which remandc.d all operating functions to the Areas.
Since Area Offices would not be able to staff and operate their
own film circulation libraries without a large increase in total
staff and funds, a divcontinuance of this service would lead to a
large number of Indinn school children having few, if any, educa-
tional filus available for instructional purposes. The 3 Additional
positions will carry on this service.

1
Acting Director, Office of Indian

Education Programs
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MEMO CF INDIAN AFFAIRS

CENTRAL omcz ORMIZATICN

MUMIAMI PRCKSAL

By

cotassictum OF INDIAN AWAIRS

April 26, 1974

13RIEFIM MAIERIAL
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

CM/IML CEFICE ORGINIZATICN

PRELIMThiw PICPOSAL

COMMIS"'

Statement cri Proposal

Proposed Qrganization Structure - Attachment A
FL-73 Organization Structure - Attachnnt B
Stziffing Pattern Changes FY 73/F1 74 (proposed) - Attachment C
Major Personnel Displacements - Attachment D
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UI NIPLY RIME* TO:

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20242

BIA CENFRAL OFFICE ORGANIZATION
RIMMMENDED BY

0244ISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAXEIS
April 26, 1974

This organizational alignment is designed to accomplish those goals
outlined in Secretarial Order 2954, nanely, transferring day-to-day
operational activities to field offices, reducing nonessential Central
Office support staff, and increasing the effectiveness of the delivery
system of services to Indians. It will enable the Bureau to concentrate
major efforts toward the Federal trust responsibility.

The nuMberof positions needed to effectively carry out essential
Central Office functions is 759. The recommended staffing pattern
for the new structure is as follows:

Irganizational Unit Staff Level

Commissioner's Office 13
Clongrtaio-Joal & Legislative Affairs 8
Public Information 9
Intergoverrunental Relations 5
Policy Planning 8
Office of Indian Service 56
Office of Tribal Resource Development 53
Office of Trust Responsibility 58
Office of /ndian Education Programs 75
Office of Admdnistration 474

The structure of the sdbordinate units and the modifications to
Secretarial Order 2954 are based on the comments and views of Indian
leaders and other interested parties where such changes were considered
to be an improvement over the Secretarial Order plan. Modifications to
the organization establidhed by Secretarial Order 2954 are as follows:

1. The Secretarial Order provided for an Office of Public Affairs.It is now divided into two offices reporting directly to the Commissioner,
a Congressional and Legislative Affairs Staff and a Public Information
Staff.
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2. Anew office, the Policy Planning Staff, is established to
assist the COmmissioner in policy formulation and long-range planning.
This capability is needed to focus on the complex and controversial
policy questions facing the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

3. A. new office, the Intergovernmental Relations Staff, is estab-
Willed to provide a central coordinating effori for the Bureau's
relationdhips with other organizations in the Federal establishment.

4. The Committee an Internal and Field Operations is discontinued.
The Bureau manage:Ent will still be one of close 000rdination between
Central Office and field officials but with strong direction and policy
guidance by the Commissioner. However, formalization of the Committee
into the organizational structure of the Bureau is considered
umneoessary.

5. The Rights Protection function, includingwater rights, is
established as a direct responsibility of the Director of Ttust Respon-
sibilities and the staff functioning in this area will report directly
to him, which will give the high level focus deemed necessary in this
critical area.

In Implementing the Secretarial Order goals, of transferring day-to-day
operations to field offices and reducing nonessential Central Office
support staff, the number of Central Office installations in the field
will be reduced. Specifically, the following special offices will be
disoontinued:

1. Fbrestry Service Center (Denver, Colo.) whose functions Of
forest inventories will be absorbed by the Portland Area Office with no
additions in position or employment ceiling at Portland. Portland Area
utilizes the major portion of forest inventory services and will service
other Areas as needed. Areas will perform their own coordination with
the BIN! Boise Fire Control Center instead of utilizing the Forestry
Service Center.

2. Indian Technical Assistance Center (Denver, Colo.) whose functions
of providing technical architectural and engineering services to Indian
tribes will be transferred to the Division of Facilities Engineering in
Albuquerque. The function of contracting with Indian action teams will be
transferred to the Division of job Placement and Ttaining in Washington,
D.1C., since this function is closely related to job training.

3. Plmmtlftnagement Engineering Center (Denver, Colo.) whose
engineering functions will be absorbed by the Division of Facilities
Engineering in Albuquerque. Much of the workwill be contracted out.

2
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4. National Indian Training Center (Brigham City, Utah) whosefunctions of providing training to Indian tribal leaders and education
personnel will be absorbed by Haskell Indian Junior College in Lawrence,Kansas, with no additions in position or employment ceiling at Haskell.This transfer of function will include the professional library maintainedat Brigham City.

5. Plant Design and Construction (Albuiquerque, N.M.) whose functionwill be absorbed by the Ldvision of Facilities Engineering with approxi-mately 80% of previous workload to be contracted out.

This reorganization with the attendant realignment of functions andstaffing patterns requires the invoking of Reduction In Force oulaTregulations. The use cf RIF procedures is necessary for moving presentstaff into the nag positions.

A complicating factor in this reorganization action is the uncertainstatus of Indian preference brought on by the conflicting cases ofMancari and Freeman. The total impact of this factor at this time isuncertain.

While RIF procedures will be'utilized it is expected that the number ofemployees involuntarily separated from Federal service will be kept ata minium. The following actions will be taken to assist affected
emiployees and minimize separations:

1. Selective freeze of all BIA Field positions for whichdisplaced employees can be considered.

2. Outplaoement arrangements for affected employees with theBureaus and Offices within the Department of the Interior.

3. Overt efforts by BIA and Departmental Personnel Offices foroutplacement in other Federal agencies.

4. Civil Service approval cf relaxation of retirenent rules toalkm early retirement.

5. implementation of Self Placement and Early Retirement trainingprograms.

6. Possible considerations of time extensions on separation dates.

At this time it is not possible to identify the precise number of employeesor the individuals that will be displaced by the reorganization. However,the major displacements have been preliminarily identified and are shownin Attachment D.
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AlwaRm, yr c

BIA CEWRAL OFFICE
STAFF= PATTERN CHANGES
FY 73 - FY 74 (Proposed)

Reductions
t

Additions

Organizatiat Unit FY 73
staff level

Proposed FTW,...
Staf f Level111

Ccamissialer a Office 43 13 30
Calgressional & legislative
Affairs

9 8

Intergovernmental Relations o 5
5

Policy Planning' o 8
8

Public Infaomatial
20 9 11

Cffice of Indian Services 89 56 33
Office of Tribal Rescurce
Development 146 53 93

Office of Trust
Respcnsibility 107 58 49

Office of Indi.an Education
Frcgrams

154 75 79
Office of Administration 739 474 265

1.1.1==1.

*1307 759 561 13

NET REDUCTION 548*This is the total authorized positions for the Central Office. The actualnumber of positials
which could be utilimiums 980 . This total reflectsthe CMB imposed

employment ceilings.
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CENTRAL OFFICE EDUCATION AND THE INDIAN EDUCATION RESOURCES CENTER

Central Office Education of the BIA has had a "Field Technical Unit"

based outside of Washington since about 1950. The Indian Education

Resources Center in Albuquerque is the current field technical unit of
the Office of Indian Education Programs. Historically, the field unit

was located at Haskell, Intermountain Indian School, and more recently

in Albuquerque.

The current IERC was established after a thorough review of the situation
in April of 1971. This evaluation was headed by a non-Bureau evaluator

assisted by Stanford Research Associates. When the 1973-74 realignment
of the Bureau was made the justification for the Albuquerque IERC was

reconfirmed. Hence, the existence of the IERC was the result of very
careful study over a long period of time.

Experience with the BIA Central Office Education has indicated that

there are two basic divisions of labor: (1) the "Boiler Room"

dharacteriEt4 DOltionships with Congress, the Department, other

Govetitman4' Atanctes and tTibal delegations visiting Wshington.
ci) Technical-administrative work related to the professional aspects
of running schools and running the government. Experience has shawn

that all too frequently the boiler room tends to dominate and to demand
and get the attention of Washington based Education personnel. Hence,

.when the technical and boiler room personnel were mixed, the need for

carefully developed programs, research, evaluation, curriculum develop-
ment, and some aspects of administration

programs went unmet. A dividing
of Central Office Education was determined as the solution and a field
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unit was created. The need for a field technical unit has been reassessed

fran time to time during the past twenty years.

As organized, the Washington based personnel take care of fiscal matters,

relations with other governmental agencies, tribal delegations, and

Congress. The IERC in Albuquerque develops the back-up information for

the Washington based personnel. The IERC is involved in research and

evalaution, higher education, title programs, Johnson O'Malley, curriculum

development, adult education, special education, and school construction.

In practice, the two locations mean one strong Central Office of Indian

Education for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It is difficult or impossible

to consider the Central Office without the field technical unit.

It is importmnt to point out that the types of personnel assigned to the

IERC are those that relate most frequently to Area Offices. This means

that there is travel associated with their work. A gpecial sub-study

was made of the travel from Albuquerque as contrasted to other field
-

locations. The result of this study indicated that...there were significant

savings to be made by locating certain personnel in Albuquerque. The

savings in contrast to being located in Washington were even greater.

It is perhaps more to ttle point to list some of the projects that have

been carried out in recent times by the IERC. For instance, the Bureau's

program of Student Rights and Responsibilities had been assigned to

Washington based personnel for three years and no progress had been made

regarding it. It was assigned to the IERC and within a year a complete

set of guidelines for the BIA Field Nanuel and regulations for the Code
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of Federal Regulations had been formalized. When the Bureau needs

assistance in developing evaluation projects, such as the Oklahoma

Needs Assessment, the Early Childhood Needs Assessment, or the review

of the Intermountain situation, they are assigned to the IERC. Such

work requires a high level of technical competency whiCh likewise

requires an environment different from the Washington based Education

office.

There is obviously much more than can be said regarding the IERC and

the need for it. However, if more explanation is needed, it can be

provided. It is important to understand that the current organization

is based on ruch review of the situation over a long period of time and

that all efforts are directed to providing the best services to Indian

children in the schools.
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AMismst, 1971

THE FIELD LOCATION OF CENTRAL OFFICE PERSGINEL
OF THE

'BIA OFFICE OF EDUCATION PROGkAMS

Recent changes in policy regarding Indian education halit placed emphasis

on the responsiveness of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the needs of

Indian peoples. This reorganization plan calls for a field location of

those personnel providing consultative services at the operating level.

The definition of "consultative services" is as follows:

This major function of providing technical assistance.
to operating levels, conducted primarily by.personal
contact, is concerned with the continuous diffusion of
methods, procedures, and practices essential to design-
ing innovations and implementing tested improvements in
education, including school facilities and teacher
quality. It also provides technical assistance to other
Central Office functions, including the "Title" programs.

of policy and reorganization ofIt is important to note in the change

the Office of Education Programs that control of Indian schools is being

shifted to Indian communities and the Bureau of Indian Affairs is attempt

Ins to respond accordingly. Consultative Services comprises those activi-

ties of the Central Office which relate most to the Indian communities.

It is Cherefore thought that they should be located closer to where large

'populations of Indians reside.

Consultetive services would be named FIELD SERVICES in the reorganization.

They will be referred to in this manner throughout the remainder of this

discussion.

What is proposed is that Field Services personnel be located somewhere in

the Southwest. Preliminary investigations and analyses have indicated

that the best location would be in the vicinity of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

2521'
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It should be realized that the location of Central Office personnel of the

Office of Education Programs in Albuquerqueis not a new development. Per-

sonnel of the Central Office have been located in the West and the Southwest

for.at least 20 years. As of this writing, and before the reorganization, 28

'

employees are located in the vicinity of Albuquerque and 33 are located in

Brigham City, Utah.
.

The recoMMendation that Field Services be located in the Southwest was based

on a number Of factors including population distribution. Figure 1, "Service

Population Distribution, Bureau of Indian Affairs," shows the geographic loca-

.

tion of Indian peoples in relationship to the United States. It reflects .

clearly that the largest concentration of /ndian people who receive services

of the BIA lies in the Southwest. Table 1 gives this same information with

-

the added dimension of the student population of schools operated by the BIA

in relationship to the various parts of the U. S.

Table 1 -- Service Population of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

Location % BIA Service
Population Population

B1A School

Southwest

lUdwes t

Southeast

Northwest

Alaska

(Albuquerque, Navajo,
Phoenix Area Offices) 43

(Billings, Aberdeen,
Minneapolis Area Offices) 20

(Central Office Agencies,
Anadarko, MOskogee Area

Offices) 19 7

(Portlind, Sacramento
Area Offices) 6

12 .15

Tota/ 253
10" 100%

58
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Figure 1 and Table 1 both reflect that Central Office functions that

relate closely to Indian populations would be best located in the Southwest.

la the recent past the organization and location of education personnel

that can be classified as falling within the definition of consultative

services have been divided between Washington and Albuquerque. That is,

a number of employees who are essentially,consultants have been operating

from Washington, D. C. Likewise, some have been operating from Albuquerque.

The reorganization of the Office recommends that this type of service be

brought together in one administrative unit, Field Services, and located in

the vicinity of Albuquerque.

To do this will necessitate moving some employees from Washington to the

Southwest and perhaps a few positions from Albuquerque to Washington. An

analysis of this proposal indicates that such a move would place the Bureau

of Indian Affairs in a better position to be responsive to the needs of

Indian people.

Essentially, there are three types of functions that would be located in

'Albuquerque: (1) school facilities, (2) special programs, and (3) student

services. Each of these is peculiar in that it operates best when located

closer to Indian population. School facilities because they work with com-

munities in the coordination of the planning, design, and construction of

schools that reflect.the local needs. Special programs because this is

the "innovative" unit that willhelp start and guide pilot projects in

individual schools. Student services because of the obvious advantages

in greater proximity to More schools and more students.
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The need and desire to improve the quality of schooling offered Indian

children and youth necessitates accessibility to the local situation.

Bilingual education and early childhood education are two =maples. Both,

according to research, are viable approaches to improved learning in

educationally disadvantaged children. Both are a growing part cf the

Bureau's Education thrusts. Both require unusual contact with local

.situations 'and would be located in Albuquerque.

There is an economic factor associated with the'changes. Basically,

Albuquerque is close to Indian peoples and would require less travel costs

in order to achieve the objectives of Field Services personnel. The

.following'table defines what it costs to travel from Washington, D. C.

to Albuquerque, and return:

Table 2 -- Washington-Located Field Service Cost Index

Factor Cost

Air Fare, Round Trip to Albuquerque $220.00

Per Diem, 2 days @ $25.00, travel time 50.00

Ground Transportation, Taxi, Limousine 10.00

... Salary Loss, 2 days @ GS-13, Step 4 150.00

Total

..111111!
$430.0e

Simply stated, it costs an estimated $430 for an education specialist to
-

go to Albuquerque in order to perform services. This figure does not..

include per diem aile in Albuquerque and is limited to travel time only.-

255
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Applying this cost to the travel of existing Washington Office personnel
Idiom it is assumed would be located in Albuquerque, it was found that they
made 54 trips to Albuquerque during the 1970 fiscal year. Table 3 shows
this finding:

. Table 3 -- Albuquerque Trip Cotts--1970 Fiscal.Year

No. of
Emolo ees No. Trips

Total Cost @to Albu uer ue
430/tri

22
. 54

$23,220

It should be noted that the figures in Table 3 were based on the 1970 FY
inasmuch as

Trofessional-services for this period of time were closer to
normal than was the case for 1971 FY. The Central Office of the Office ofgr,

Education Programs located in Washington
experienced a severe curtailment

of professional services during the 1971 FY and this, coupled with a freeze
on filling vacancies, reduced the function of the Central Office to little
more than a clerical one. In effect, Table 3 indiCates tbat it least
$23,220 would be saved in travel alone if the Field Services were located
.1n Albuqudrque.

It should also be pointed out that professional services are lost in.transit
as one cost factor. That is, Washington-located field services personnel
lose from one to two days' work time, time that could be used working with
local people, while in transit between Washington and their field locations.
A field location would reduce this loss of professional services and in some
instances, would eliminate it altogether.
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Though Albuquerque has been mentioned as the best location for the Field

Services activity, considerable attention was given a comparison between

Albuquerque and Phoenix. Both cities ire located in close proximity to

large Indian populations and both have facilities which would accommodate

the Field Services unit. However, Albuquerque was favored over Phoenix

for fhe following reasons:

There is a large Central Office function already located in Albuquerque

and administrative services commensurate with the Field Services unit are

extant. The School Facilities Division, which is located in Albuquerque,

is an example. This Division.has an ongoing set of relationships with the

Indian Affairs Data Center and ihe Division of Plant Design and Construction.

The Field Services unit would merely use the administrative services that

have been established. In this respect, placing the Field Services in

Phoenix would' require.a new set of administrative services involving a

cost for more employees to man the administrative function. In Albuquerque,

it is only a matter of using se vices and personnel that are already available.

Another finding used in the comparison of Phoenix and Albuquerque pertained

'to the proximity of fhe city to large Indian populations who receive educational

. services from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. While both are relatively close,

Albuquerque is closer. This would especially be the case regarding the very

large Navajo reservation and its capital, Window Rock.

In summary, it was.found that a location in Phoenix, while preferable to

Washington, was not superior to Albuquerque. In fact, it would be more

expensive to operate out of Phoenix and the administrative services would

be an added burden and expense. 257
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summarizing the above rationale, it was pointed.out that a reorganization
ID

of the Office of Education Programs was necessary to better meet the chal-

lenges of the new policy. The basic policy of responsiveness to Indian

needs was emphasized and in relationship to this policy, a Field Service

unit to be located in Albuquerque was discussed.

An important aspect of the proposed moveyould be the improvement in quality

of education for Indian children, which is the most basic reason for an

Albuquerque-based Field Services unit. This part of it is almost impossible

to quantify, but nonetheless, should be kept uppermost in mind.

Another aspect of the proposed location of Field Services in Albuquerque

pertained to moving expenses. A review of the staffing patterns under the

new organizational structure indicated that approximately 15 employees now

residing in Va6b1,ngton would be moved-to Albuquerque at an average cost of

$3,500. The total estimated cost for this number of employees to move

from Washington to Albuqueruqe ia $52,500. Considering this cost in relation-

ship to the savings in travel that could be realized, it would be reiaied in

savings within at the most a two-year period of operations from Albuquerque.

It was noted that a field ltication of Central Office Education personnel

vas not new and that this had been occuring for the past 20 years, including

the present. What was proposed was that the various functions of the Office

of Education Programs be revised and realigned to relate:

- 4
in a stronger manner to new policy

to improved efficiency, and

to economy in providing services.
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